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Contesting Anthropocentric Legal Orders

In Animals as Legal Beings, Maneesha Deckha critically examines how 
Canadian law and, by extension, other legal orders around the world, 
participate in the social construction of the human-animal divide and 
the abject rendering of animals as property. Through a rigorous but 
cogent analysis, Deckha calls for replacing the exploitative property 
classification for animals with a new transformative legal status or 
subjectivity called “beingness.”

In developing a new legal subjectivity for animals, one oriented 
toward respecting animals for who they are rather than their proximity 
to idealized versions of humanness, Animals as Legal Beings seeks to 
bring critical animal theorizations and animal law closer together. 
Throughout the book, Deckha draws upon the feminist animal care 
tradition, as well as feminist theories of embodiment and relationality, 
postcolonial theory, and critical animal studies. Her argument is critical 
of the liberal legal view of animals and desirous of an animal-friendly 
cultural shift in the core foundations of anthropocentric legal systems. 

Theoretically informed yet accessibly presented, Animals as Legal 
Beings makes a significant contribution to an array of interdisciplinary 
debates and is an innovative and astute argument for a meaningful, 
more-than-human turn in law and policy.
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Praise for Animals as Legal Beings

“Finally! – a comprehensive analysis of animal law that does not rest upon 
anthropocentric liberal assumptions, but instead advocates for ‘beingness’ as 
a new legal subjectivity for animals. A must-read for anyone who cares about 
more-than-humans.” 

Irus Braverman, Professor and William J. Magavern  
Faculty Scholar, The State University of New York at Buffalo

“Animals as property or animals as persons? This dichotomy has consumed 
scholars debating the legal status of animals. Esteemed feminist and post-
colonial scholar Maneesha Deckha breaks through this dichotomy with her 
argument that animals should occupy the novel legal category of ‘beingness.’ 
Her conclusions land in surprising places and must be confronted by anyone 
seriously concerned with the legal status of animals.” 

Dale Jamieson, Professor of Environmental Studies and  
Philosophy and Director of the Center for Environmental and  

Animal Protection, New York University

“Animals as Legal Beings is an impressive model of research and theoretical lit-
eracy. Its breadth is astonishing; Maneesha Deckha is well versed across tradi-
tions and theorists. The book’s engagement with complex theory is detailed 
and sensitive to nuance. It is an important contribution to critical thinking 
about law.”

Margot Young, Peter A. Allard School of Law,  
University of British Columbia

“Well written and highly readable, Animals as Legal Beings is an excellent piece 
of scholarship. Maneesha Deckha offers a clear theorization of animal legal sub-
jectivity using ‘beingness’ as her core theoretical value and notes the limitations 
or unanswered puzzles related to her theorization, as one might expect of such 
an intellectually humble – in the best sense – scholar.” 

Anna Grear, School of Law and Politics, Cardiff University

“Maneesha Deckha has emerged as a leading voice in law scholarship which 
crosses animal studies with feminist and postcolonial theory. This book offers 
a new contribution to thinking about animals as legal subjects beyond the cur-
rent impasse between personhood and property. Deckha’s innovative approach 
proposes a new third status – ‘beingness’ – representing an original attempt to 
solve a practical dilemma.”

Dinesh Wadiwel, School of Social and  
Political Sciences, The University of Sydney
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It seems to me that every time we humans announce that here is the thing that 
makes us unique – our featherless bipedality, our tool-using, our language – 
some other species comes along to snatch it away. If modesty were a human 
trait, we’d have learned to be more cautious over the years.1

Karen Joy Fowler, We Are All Completely Beside Ourselves

I. Property, Personhood, and Beingness

A. Sustaining Anthropocentrism through (Legal) Culture

In the first half of 2019, Canada took some bold policy and legal steps in 
favour of animals that would have seemed improbable just a few short 
years earlier. The first, taking effect in January, was the long-awaited 
revision of Canada’s National Food Guide, a policy document published 
by Health Canada that, for the first time since its 1942 inception, recom-
mended that Canadians follow primarily a plant-based diet to ensure 
good health.2 The guide also downplayed the importance of drinking 
(cow’s) milk. It never once mentions the word “veganism,” and its ulti-
mate effect in changing Canadians’ dietary habits may be negligible; 
even so, it is a high-profile governmental statement about the benefits 
of plant protein and as such may reduce the number of farmed ani-
mals that are exploited and killed for human consumption. Canada’s 
new approach promoting a diet rich in plants and low in animal-based 
foods aligned with an influential global study published in The Lancet 
recommending the same.3 The second development, occurring near the 
end of June, was the enactment of a law banning the keeping of ceta-
ceans (whales, dolphins, and porpoises) in captivity and their breeding 
and use for human entertainment.4 With the promulgation of this law, 
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Canada became the first country in North America to join a handful of 
countries worldwide that have similarly prohibited holding cetaceans 
in captivity and breeding them to maintain captive populations.5

From one perspective, these policy and legal developments are clear 
victories for animals and ethical vegans and are rightly celebrated by 
animal advocates. From another, however, the January and June devel-
opments reveal a much more sobering account of human-animal rela-
tions in Canada insofar as they mask intensely fought ideological battles 
regarding the proper place of animals. It is no secret that Health Canada 
officials faced intense resistance not only from corporate lobbies repre-
senting animal agricultural interests but also from their own colleagues 
in Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada in charge of promoting the coun-
try’s animal agricultural industries.6 Similarly, the eventual success of 
the cetacean bill must be read as an instance of public opinion, aided 
by widely watched documentaries and years of advocacy and debate, 
finally changing in favour of a small group of megafauna whom a suf-
ficient majority of Canadians now recognize share many human-like 
capacities and should not be treated as they have been in the entertain-
ment industries. Meanwhile, scores of other types of animals are kept 
captive and bred into short-lived and immiserated existence each year 
in Canada in the hundreds of millions for human and corporate use.

I posit that the latter, more sobering perspective is the reasonable one 
to adopt toward Canada’s new Food Guide and the cetacean anti-cap-
tivity law as we take stock of the state of human-animal and interspe-
cies relations in Canada – and in almost every other country on Earth. 
Despite increasing awareness of the abject living conditions faced by 
most domesticated animals on this planet, of the horrors and unsustain-
ability of intensive farming, of the damage these practices are doing 
to the earth’s climate, and of the accelerated rate of species extinction 
and commercial plundering of the oceans for fish and other life, vio-
lence against animals is increasing. A snapshot of human consump-
tion of farmed animals worldwide demonstrates this trend in terms of 
sheer numbers: global per capita animal flesh consumption was at 43 
kilograms per person in 2013, up from 23 kilograms in 1961, with the 
richest nations in the world eating by far the most per capita and two 
of the world’s most populous countries – China and Brazil – demon-
strating the highest levels of per capita increase.7 Presently, conserva-
tive estimates indicate that 65 billion land animals are farmed every 
year and between 2 and 3 trillion creatures are trawled from our oceans 
for human consumption. These figures are set to rise to 130 billion land 
animals by 2050, while the global collapse of all taxa currently fished is 
projected to occur by 2048.8
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A complicated picture emerges when we try to comprehend why 
more public exposure to the drawbacks of animal consumption for 
human health and the environment, the conditions in which farmed 
and other animals live, and the mass species extinction currently 
under way have not curtailed the rate at which industries and humans 
exploit and kill animals and undertake activities that cause them seri-
ous harm. One prominent factor no doubt relates to cultural narratives 
of human exceptionalism – epitomized in Western modernist thought 
and now widely (although not yet universally) globalized through 
imperial and capitalist forces – that encourage us from childhood to 
see ourselves as different from and superior to animals. For example, 
when we trace the number of human explanations for the human-ani-
mal divide that have unfolded over the last few centuries of Western 
intellectual thought, we arrive at a list as long as it is varied. Defi-
ciencies or absences (real or imagined) related to reasoning capacity, 
language, tool use, and emotions were among some of the earlier can-
didates proffered in the eighteenth century to sustain the cultural tru-
ism that a sharp line divides human animals from more-than-human 
animals.9 These arguments about reason and other ostensibly demon-
strable capacities, and who had them, performed two types of cultural 
work. First, they provided secular reasons to supplant the religious 
justification that earlier prevailed (i.e., that only humans had souls). 
Second, in the face of the growing ascendancy of Darwin’s theory of 
evolution with its emphasis on continuities and blurred boundaries 
across species, these reasons shored up an entrenched sense of human 
exceptionalism.10

These anthropocentric cultural narratives still circulate today. Yet 
even while scientific studies repeatedly proved that animals too exhib-
ited capacities for reason, language, tool use, and the ability to emote, 
newer justifications for human uniqueness materialized. These newer 
entrants included the ability to make tools from tools, express higher-
level emotions, participate in cultural meaning-making, profess faith or 
spirituality, and so on.11 As these goalposts continue to shift to accom-
modate new knowledge about animal capacities and traits heretofore 
“undiscovered” in animals,12 those heavily invested in the divide’s 
validity will likely instantiate newer “distinctive” human capacities 
such as creativity, efficient information transmission across generations, 
and so on.13 To this end, it may be tempting for the legally minded to 
claim law as a definitive feature of human uniqueness on the basis that 
no other animal species organizes itself by a set of codified legal rules or 
provides opportunities for judicial review. In this argument, law serves 
as the newest explanation for why we as a species are different from 
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other species and thus entitled to the privileges our current anthropo-
centric social, cultural, and economic order affords us.

While this use of law to justify the human-animal divide may seem 
novel, it is certainly not the first time that law – by which I mean doctri-
nal cases and legislation and also unwritten codes and customs regard-
ing legality, justiciability, and subjectivity – has acted to support this 
divide and the claims of humans’ superiority and animals’ inferiority 
that underpin it.14 In fact, law has been a principal component of the 
institutional cultural infrastructure that buttresses the cultural stories 
we are told early on about why humans can use animals. This book 
critically examines how Canadian law, understood as state or settler-
colonial law – and, by extension, the many other legal jurisdictions 
worldwide premised on human exceptionalism borne from the British 
common law tradition – participate in the social construction and ongo-
ing cultural maintenance of the human-animal divide and the abject 
rendering of animals as property that attends it.15 This book calls on 
us to replace the exploitative property classification for animals within 
these jurisdictions (hereafter referred to as “anthropocentric legal sys-
tems”) with a new, transformative legal status or subjectivity, which I 
term “beingness.”

B. Turning the Law toward Animals and Animality,  
and Away from the “Human”

In developing a new legal subjectivity for animals oriented toward 
respecting animals for what they are – rather than for their proximity to 
idealized versions of humanness – this book is situated within the “ani-
mal turn” in academia that has occurred across campuses in the United 
States and, to a lesser extent, in other countries since the start of the new 
millennium.16 Precisely what the “animal turn” denotes is difficult to 
articulate due to the variety of authorial motivations, subject matter, and 
political impacts of the scholarship. At the very least, however, the “ani-
mal turn” points to the scholarly interest in non-human animals as seri-
ous and meritorious subjects of academic study and intellectual effort –  
an interest that has given birth to the interdisciplinary field of animal 
studies in the social sciences and humanities.17 And within animal stud-
ies, there is a growing subfield of scholarly work that examines animal 
issues from an intersectional perspective. Indebted to earlier feminist 
work, especially ecofeminist analyses of the continuities between the 
domination of women and the domination of nature and non-human 
animals,18 a growing cohort of scholars are turning their attention to the 
nexus between the human, the animal, and other more-than-humans. 
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Theorists harnessing a range of critical frameworks have highlighted 
multiple ways in which ideas of animals and animality, and processes 
of animalization and speciation, are related to questions of civilization, 
racialization, sexuality, gendering, ability, and age, and are thus imbri-
cated in human rights and critical theory discourses typically viewed as 
unaffected by “the animal question.”19 Many studies have also shown 
how ideas of humans and humanness, as well as humanization proj-
ects, give shape not only to animal exploitation and abjection but also 
to human experiences of violence and other injustices.20

Yet only a fraction of this scholarship critically attends to law and its 
norms and outputs.21 Law schools in what is now known as the United 
States and Canada, among other places, have themselves witnessed 
an “animal turn” since the mid-1990s – a turn that has produced the 
now consolidated field of animal law. But with only a few exceptions 
of the feminist, postcolonial, posthumanist, and biopolitical kind, 
animal law scholarship is decisively doctrinal and liberal in orienta-
tion.22 This book seeks to address this disconnect and bring critical 
animal theorizations (defined as those theoretical frameworks that 
are critical of liberal humanism and are primarily identity-based and 
directed at social justice and anti-oppressive ends) and animal law 
closer together for practical and transgressive effect. It articulates the 
intersectional racialized, gendered, and species valences of dominant 
legal understandings of and assumptions about the terms human, 
animal, and personhood, as well as humanization, dehumanization, 
animalization, and animality, as a means to unpack and take aim at 
the anthropocentric response (or lack thereof) to animals in anthropo-
centric legal systems.

This book uses what many would apprehend as an intersectional 
analytic that draws heavily from the feminist animal care tradition, as 
well as feminist theories of embodiment and relationality, postcolonial 
theory, and critical animal studies, to unpack these understandings. 
These theoretical frameworks help explain why anthropocentric legal 
systems today are so poorly equipped to do anything about systemic 
violence against animals even when intentions to help animals are pres-
ent. These theoretical frameworks also provide the lens through which I 
suggest how the law in these systems can move forward for animals in 
an impactful and non-reductive way despite its anthropocentric foun-
dations. My argument, which is critical of the liberal legal view of ani-
mals (see part II of this book), is invested in innovating a transgressive 
legal subjectivity for animals, one that is attentive to their embodied 
vulnerability and relationality and desirous of bringing about an ani-
mal-friendly cultural shift at the core of anthropocentric legal systems.
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C. Beingness as a Solution to the Animal Law Chasm  
between Welfarism and Abolitionism

This book thus contributes to a long-standing debate in animal 
law circles as to the best legal pathways and strategies to follow to 
ameliorate the conditions of animals. It implicitly weighs in on the 
“welfarist” versus “abolitionist” debate (the former defined as an 
approach to advocacy that is tolerant of a property classification for 
animals in law and that attempts to seek positive change for animals 
from within this paradigm, the latter defined as an approach that 
seeks to abolish animals’ status as property as a preliminary and fun-
damental element of law reform).23 “Beingness,” as the new legal sub-
jectivity I argue for, is directed at eliminating the property paradigm 
for animals. Thus, my departure point is decidedly not welfarist in 
perspective.

Yet this book also takes issue with the “abolitionist” side of the 
debate insofar as it resists abolitionism’s classic desired legal end 
point: personhood status for animals. Personhood is the legal cate-
gory or subjectivity that is supposed to protect an entity from being 
treated as property – that is, as subject to instrumental use by others –  
through the assignment of rights.24 In the present day, personhood as 
a legal subjectivity is ascribed only to human beings, corporations, 
and ships.25 In the law’s binary outlook, according to which almost 
all worldly entities/beings are categorized either as property or as 
persons, it is clear that it is much better to be the latter rather than the 
former. Leading advocates of the “abolitionist” approach to animals 
such as Gary Francione and Steven M. Wise have thus championed 
personhood for animals, deploying reasoned liberal argumentation 
and using current jurisprudential frameworks to achieve this coveted 
end point.26 Of course, given the violence against animals that their 
property status produces, it is obvious why those who object to ani-
mals’ instrumentalization would seek personhood as a comprehen-
sive legal remedy. I advance the argument, however, that personhood 
is not the appropriate legal status for animals, not because animals 
don’t deserve the same legal protection as humans, but because per-
sonhood is not an animal-friendly category. We can do better in the 
struggle for law to assign a new legal status or subjectivity to ani-
mals. The central contribution of this book is to explicitly argue the 
following: (1) personhood, while it would obviously be an enormous 
improvement for animals to be classified as such rather than as prop-
erty, is still a decidedly anthropocentric model; and (2) the alternative, 
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“beingness,” as a more animal-centred, animal-friendly replacement 
for property, would be a better goal.

In advancing this argument, this book extends critical theory into 
the domains of animal law to generate an innovative and more ani-
mal-centred/animal-friendly legal subjectivity for animals that does 
not bear the imprint of either liberal humanism or anthropocentrism 
(the former defined as an intellectual outlook premised on liberal val-
ues in which the human, who possesses rationality and speech, and 
is also the most detached from bodily preoccupations or associations, 
is exalted as the ideal subject;27 the latter defined as a belief system 
and wide-ranging material network centred on human exceptionalism, 
and exalting and maintaining a certain type of paradigmatic or fully 
human being at the apex of a hierarchy of beings).28 Beingness thus 
offers a theoretical innovation as well as a practical solution to evading 
the impasse that currently encapsulates the core debate in animal law 
circles. Furthermore, it pragmatically responds to the call from a ris-
ing cohort of critical animal law scholars to create “more-than-human 
legalities” – that is, to find a way forward in law for animals that does 
not reinscribe law’s humanist premises and that invites contemplation 
of other legal pathways for perceiving, representing, and (sometimes) 
being-with animals that do not deny their alterity, expressions, and 
relationality.29

As a secondary but still important focus, this book seeks to demon-
strate the material and symbolic relevance of the marginalization of 
more-than-human animals and animality to critical theorizations of 
law and injustice, in general, through a critically oriented legal analy-
sis. It extends critical animal studies and animal law’s pleas to interro-
gate anthropocentrism into the domains of critical theory, which is still 
overwhelmingly humanist. It advances the view that injustice against 
animals should matter not only to those who actually care about ani-
mals, but also to those seeking to attend and respond to human suffer-
ing, vulnerability, precarity, invisibility, subalternity, and marginality 
of all kinds. This project joins a growing literature that seeks to illumi-
nate why an anthropocentric focus on human rights and the continued 
emphasis on the wrongs of dehumanization in the discourse of human 
rights both backfire against vulnerable human groups and will not cre-
ate a just world even by anthropocentric metrics, let alone non-anthro-
pocentric ones.30 As a critical account of the legal treatment of animals, 
this book hopes to persuade more socio-legal scholars to consider “the 
animal question,” given the overall relative silence of socio-legal schol-
arship in this area.
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II. A Legal Subjectivity That Resists Liberal Legalism  
and Liberal Humanism

Research into law reform measures concerning the legal status of ani-
mals is becoming more common, and while animal law as a subject of 
student inquiry in law schools has become mainstream in the United 
States,31 issues of gender, race, and non-species difference have not been 
central in these analyses.32 Most scholars writing in this area approach 
the question of changing animals’ legal status from philosophical van-
tage points that do not question liberalism; instead, these approaches 
generally reside within liberal deontological and utilitarian schools 
of thought and ultimately press forward animals’ similarities with 
humans.33 This book does not review the many arguments as to why 
animals are similar to humans in terms of traits and capacities we nor-
mally believe qualify humans for special ethical and legal regard.34 These 
arguments are no doubt important in many contexts. I do not rehearse 
them here because they are well-established already and because my 
argument for changing animals’ status from property to beingness is 
not rooted in respecting animals out of sameness to humans and human 
benchmarks, but rather pivots on difference and alterity understood 
relationally. The book thus seeks to instantiate a new legal subjectivity 
that is not rooted in the liberal tradition.

A. Why Are Liberal Approaches to Law Problematic?

There are, of course, many forms of liberalism.35 Discussing features 
common to most such forms to summarize the problems with currently 
available legal subjectivity options for animals in anthropocentric legal 
orders will necessarily be reductive. It is not my intent to caricaturize 
liberalism; rather, I mean to convey what many scholars have identi-
fied as typical core features of liberal worldviews and why such fea-
tures impede the attainment of a just end point for animals. Liberalism, 
broadly scoped, is sourced in Enlightenment ideals about civilizational 
progress. Critical indicators of liberalism include (1) the rule of law 
and other state institutions to which individuals consent, (2) reason 
and rational, publicly justified deliberation about society’s allocation of 
resources, and (3) individual freedom and equality.36

A central concern with animal law theories that implicitly or explic-
itly adopt liberal worldviews in their argumentation is that they foster 
a robust faith in modern legal institutions. Liberal animal law theorists 
assume that liberal legal orders will eventually render justice through 
the conferral of personhood to animals, at which point animals will be 
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assigned equal moral worth and afforded liberty – two key features of 
personhood that prevent instrumentalization and commodification.37 
Liberalism generally allows an expansive role for law and adopts a 
favourable disposition toward it, faulting it only for not being inclusive 
enough in ensuring that the principal justice-related rights of equality, 
autonomy, and dignity are granted to all and respected.38 Liberal legal 
thinkers accept that liberalism is marred by its exclusive past but gener-
ally assume that the basic contours of the liberal subject – an individual 
fully in control of himself, non-relationally autonomous, normatively 
rational and guided by reason, unmarked by identity or social location, 
and representative of a universal human – are not ethically suspect or 
defective.39 They are also not generally troubled by liberalism’s nor-
mative outlook – namely its “abstract rationalism,” “moral individu-
alism,” and “narrowness or insufficiency (of its ideas) of distributive 
justice” – as a constitutive feature of the legal order.40 This normative 
outlook, along with the features delineated above of the classic liberal 
subject, produces, in the legal order shaped by liberalism, the legal sys-
tem known as “liberal legalism.”41

Many feminist and postcolonial legal critics articulate a sharp critique 
of liberal legalism. They can be sceptical of law as a liberatory agent and 
of the rule of law as a benevolent and equalizing force.42 Feminist legal 
theorists have specifically questioned the public/private divide on 
which liberal legal orders pivot as well as the method of reasoned proof 
that liberal legalism presumes is the sole basis of authority and evi-
dence.43 Feminist legal theorists, including those who apply their theo-
ries to highlight animal suffering, have also contested reason’s privi-
leged place in legal method and its discrediting of emotion, care, and 
relationality as principles and values to guide our assessments of what 
just relationships with animals would look like.44 For their part, post-
colonial legal scholars have located law and liberal legalism as agents 
of imperialism that facilitate colonial rule and influence postcolonial 
legal institutions at the global level.45 Indeed, postcolonial legal scholars 
have pointed out that it is through liberal legalism that other nations’ 
peoples are disciplined “towards liberal modes of self-articulation”46 or, 
even worse, rendered into “states of exception” and indefinitely denied 
conventional liberal legal protections associated with the rule of law.47

Postcolonial feminist legal theorist Ratna Kapur captures the essence 
of this layered dissatisfaction with legal liberalism as a model for equal-
ity and dignity when she writes that “the liberal house is burning – it 
cannot be fixed by a mere lick of paint. The intellectual tradition incor-
porates arguments not only about freedom and equal worth but also 
about civilization, cultural backwardness, and racial and religious 
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superiority.”48 Kapur is fiercely sceptical that liberalism is capable of 
adjusting in any significant way to abide by postcolonial or other alter-
ity concerns.49 She does not believe liberalism can transcend its custom-
ary limits. For her, liberal legal systems are doomed as pathways to just 
societies.

B. Contesting Liberal Humanism along with Liberal Legalism

Although Kapur and other scholars typically focus only on humans, 
we can easily see too that liberal legalism is a particularly unwelcom-
ing home for animals. On the surface, liberal legalism’s present-day 
commitment to inclusiveness formally extends to all humans. But the 
guarantee of equal moral worth really only applies to those humans 
who can resemble, in sufficient content and form, the classic liberal 
humanist subject at the heart of law: a human who is self-sufficient, 
independent, and fully rational and who needs no positive assistance 
from the state to get on in life.50 Animal law theorists who work in this 
tradition do not decode the liberal subject as always already a para-
digmatic human agent with a privileged mind, body, race, gender, and 
class status; they merely object to a homogenously imagined human 
limit to the liberal subject. Herein lies the second problem with liberal 
approaches to animal law reform: their goal is incomplete, that goal 
being to eliminate anthropocentrism from the liberal legal order by 
transforming animals from legal objects in which humans and corpo-
rations have rights (property) to legal subjects (persons). Incomplete, 
for it does not account for the residual anthropocentric imprint and 
other limits of liberalism for animals (or other types of beings whose 
bodies and minds are far removed from the liberal subject at liberal-
ism’s core) because of the particular meaning of “human” that liberal 
humanism promotes.

This liberal humanist approach to animal law precludes a full account-
ing of the origins and dynamics of violence against animals because it 
conflates anthropocentrism with speciesism without considering that 
anthropocentrism is actually a construct given shape by a confluence 
of multiple historical structural exclusions, including racism, colonial-
ism, and sexism. Matthew Calarco defines anthropocentrism as “a set of 
ideas, structures, and practices aimed at establishing and reproducing 
the privileged status of those who are deemed to be fully and quint-
essentially human.”51 Owing to racism, colonialism, sexism, and other 
entwined structural exclusions, as I discuss in this book, the signifier 
“human” has traditionally had a very narrow scope. Calarco distin-
guishes anthropocentrism, with its very narrow meaning of “human,” 
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from “speciesism,” which he defines as “a prejudice that aims to justify 
discrimination and exploitation of members of nonhuman species sim-
ply because they are members of other species.” Calarco contends that 
it is anthropocentrism, rather than speciesism, that better accounts for 
the staggering levels of violence that animals experience, adding that 
only an intersectional perspective can tap into and undo its complicated 
workings.52

Liberal animal law theorists miss this distinction, seeking to point out 
the law’s speciesism (and not anthropocentrism per se) in denying auton-
omy, dignity, and equality to animals and to correct it through person-
hood.53 Traditional animal law scholarship does consider other social 
differences, but it is usually to point to parallels between the claims 
of the animal rights movement and those of other social movements. 
The women’s, anti-slavery, and civil rights movements in the United 
States are commonly invoked to convey that the animal rights critique 
of speciesism – as an oppression based on cultivated social understand-
ings of biological difference – shares much with the feminist, abolition-
ist, and civil rights movements’ concerns with sexism and racism.54 By 
this analogy, in each case beings are discriminatorily excluded from 
equal moral worth and full dignity because of their perceived biologi-
cal status.55

These animal law accounts persuasively interrupt long-standing 
narratives about radical discontinuities between humans and all other 
creatures and can be intuitively and logically forceful; yet they also 
assume separate historical trajectories of formation between gender, 
race, and species. Animal law analyses situated in a liberal human-
ist worldview do not consider or emphasize that species difference 
comes into being through other socially constructed differences, nor 
do they incorporate critical theory to fully decode the human/non-
human species divide and the anthropocentrism that underpin law.56 
This “silo” approach to social axes of difference is problematic for any 
analysis committed to an intersectional intellectual worldview, as this 
book is. Calarco’s differentiation between speciesism and anthropo-
centrism exposes a vital need to understand species and speciesism, 
as well as the constructs of anthropocentrism, human and animal, as 
deeply racialized and frequently mediated by other cultural under-
standings of difference.57

This has led some animal law scholars and animal ethics theorists 
who do not question liberal humanist premises to adopt sameness log-
ics in their personhood projects as an extensionist approach to convinc-
ing sceptics that animals should matter.58 Here, then, is a third problem 
with liberal approaches in animal law. The gravitational pull of liberal 
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legalism and its liberal humanist ideologies toward sameness rather 
than difference means that animal advocacy campaigns that strategi-
cally privilege “sameness with humans” arguments to bring about per-
sonhood create a hierarchy among animals even when the legal advo-
cates behind such campaigns themselves believe that all animals, and 
not just human-enough ones, should matter. The sameness strategies 
are justified as a way of “opening the door” for all animals – even those 
very dissimilar to the paradigmatic human subject at liberalism’s core –  
to enter law’s zone of visibility and matter as legal persons.59 But it 
seems optimistic to hope this strategy will work since these arguments 
reinforce human benchmarks and anthropocentric valuations about 
who can properly be considered a legal subject.60 Even where animal 
law scholars emphasize sentience as the capacity that entitles a being 
to become a legal person – as Francione importantly does – rather than 
sameness per se to humans, it is assumed that personhood can work 
sufficiently for animals to protect them against instrumental use.61 But 
as we know from critical theorists writing about alterity, whether it is 
through the prominent critical conceptual frames of “bare life,” “states 
of exception,” “grievability,” or the “subaltern,” personhood has not 
sufficiently protected many vulnerable human Others to whom it for-
mally applies today.62 It would seem that legal arguments in favour of 
animals must succumb to reinforcing human benchmarks and rein-
scribing anthropocentrism as a path to achieving a legal status. In the 
end, this does not bode well for animals.

Critical animal law scholars go beyond such work to excavate the 
humanism at the heart of legal liberalism and identify it as a form 
of anthropocentric violence. They do not uncritically celebrate theo-
ries of difference – often presented as the corrective to liberalism’s 
flaws.63 In their view, liberalism is not the main or only culprit in 
efforts to reconsider animal legal subjectivity. The culprit, instead, 
is the ingrained liberal humanist valuation of the (paradigmatic) 
human. As such, critical animal law scholars question legal reform 
premised on proving animals’ sameness to (paradigmatic) humans 
not just because it eclipses difference per se but also because it bol-
sters anthropocentric benchmarks. They thus contest the liberal 
legalism and liberal humanism, and the anthropocentrism attend-
ing both, that inhabit the law.64 Feminist legal theorists who write 
on animal ethics, for example, are wary of law’s normalizing and 
taxonomizing tendencies, which demand conformity to pre-existing 
androcentric and anthropocentric valuations regarding which lives 
matter.65 Instead of requiring that animals conform to human norms, 
they argue for more animal-centred alternatives when we redraw  
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our moral and legal horizons, calling for legal analyses that would 
imagine animals in less humanistic terms and would address in con-
textual rather than universal ways to ethically and legally respond 
to animal relationality and vulnerability.66 Rather than degrade 
relational or affective-inflected responses as part of sound legal deci-
sion-making, critical animal legal scholars have sought to respect the 
affect-laden nature, reasoning, and intentionality of beings in both 
groups, which liberal legalism and liberal humanism posit as worlds 
apart.67

I say more about problems with personhood in chapter 2. For now, 
I simply emphasize that critical theorists, in contrast to liberal ones, 
reject sameness arguments and are more realistic about personhood’s 
limits insofar as they are more circumspect about what the law can 
deliver through the vehicle of personhood, pointing to law’s chronic 
shortcomings in terms of how it distributes power and creates vul-
nerabilities.68 Given the above concerns about liberal legalism and 
liberal humanism, this book proposes a transformation of animals’ 
legal subjectivity in Canadian and other anthropocentric legal sys-
tems by means of critical theories that assail the discourses and lega-
cies of liberal humanism and its expression in law as legal liberalism. 
I seek to build upon the above-noted emergent critical literature in 
animal legal circles to address these two matters: how we can alter 
animals’ legal status in law in a way that is most favourable to them; 
and how we can steer the law’s basic tenets toward a less anthro-
pocentric, less humanist, and generally less oppressive outlook.69 I 
say “less” in all these instances because the law is still a human and 
liberal institution. There are pitfalls to pursuing social change for 
animals through legal reform – I will elaborate on this later on – but 
even so, I assert that it is possible to proceed with a project, such as 
this one, to reconceptualize animals’ legal subjectivity in a produc-
tive, critically oriented manner despite law’s foundational liberal and 
exclusionary premises.70

III. Alterity-Based Theoretical Frameworks  
as the Foundation for Beingness

In this section I introduce and justify the primary theoretical influences 
I will be drawing upon in discussing the problems with liberalism and 
its humanism, and also in assessing and reshaping human-animal rela-
tionships within anthropocentric legal systems. These influences are 
feminist animal care theory, postcolonial feminist theory, and critical 
animal studies.
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A. Feminist Animal Care Theory, Ecofeminism,  
and Linked Oppressions

This book is built on the premise that ideas about animals, humans, 
animality, and humanity that permeate law’s non-response to animals 
today, as well as human-animal relations in Western societies more 
broadly, are closely connected to gendered imperial logics and their 
striations. Among the critical epistemologies that link the oppression of 
the more-than-human world with the oppression of humans, ecofemi-
nist theory stands out. The following analysis draws closely from this 
framework, which attends to injustices across species borders. As lead-
ing ecofeminist theorists Carol Adams and Lori Gruen have recently 
described, “ecofeminism addresses the various ways that sexism, het-
eronormativity, racism, colonialism, and ableism are informed by and 
support speciesism and how analyzing the ways these forces intersect 
can produce less violent, more just practices.”71 Erika Cudworth has 
further stated that “ecofeminism can most simply be defined as a range 
of perspectives that consider the links between the social organization 
of gender and the ways in which societies are organized with respect 
to ‘nature.’”72

Vegetarian ecofeminism, also called feminist animal care theory, is a 
multipronged ethic that has been particularly instructive in highlight-
ing the structural discursive similarities and interconnections between 
sexism and speciesism.73 Adams propelled this literature forward by 
coining the term “sex-species” system to describe the intertwined 
nature of gender and species constructs.74 She and other feminist animal 
care theorists have discussed at great length how the “human/nonhu-
man animal dualism functions in ways that parallel the culture/nature, 
reason/emotion, and masculine/feminine dualisms”75 as well as how 
“speciesism is a form of oppression paralleling and reinforcing other 
forms of oppression.”76

Ecofeminist theory (including its vegetarian iteration) gained renown 
during its formative years in the 1980s but fell out of favour thereaf-
ter. While internal conversations within ecofeminism regarding gender 
essentialism productively took place and “offered a well-grounded cor-
rective to the essentialism of the unitary category ‘woman,’”77 main-
stream feminists and non-feminists upbraided ecofeminism for being 
irremediably essentialist and ethnocentric. These charges were fuelled 
by distortions and misconceptions about ecofeminism’s core princi-
ples78 and generated associations that were difficult to shed.79 Ecofemi-
nists have since rebutted accusations of essentialism and ethnocentrism 
by pointing to ecofeminism’s long-standing commitment to exploring 
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“multiplicities of domination”80 and to vegetarian ecofeminism’s track 
record in addressing issues that centrally engage race and class.81 Greta 
Gaard has traced the stigmatizing charges of ethnocentrism to main-
stream feminists’ resistance to vegetarian feminism’s critiques about 
speciesism and concomitant objection to eating animals – critiques that 
would cause feminists who did not include more-than-human animals 
in their ethical worldviews to revisit fundamental dietary and other 
lifestyle choices.82 Gaard notes that others may be sympathetic to eco-
feminism but are worried that ecofeminism’s proponents and audience 
are still largely white and otherwise elite.83 Indeed, as Sue Donaldson 
and Will Kymlicka have argued, leftist scholars largely resist embrac-
ing anti-speciesism because of the misperception that animal rights 
is a privileged white issue and that advocating on behalf of animals 
necessarily endorses ethnocentric, culturally imperialist and/or racist 
discourses.84

This viewpoint glosses over the incredibly rich non-Western traditions 
in the global South that favour vegetarianism and non-anthropocentric 
worldviews, as well as the multispecies ethos of many Indigenous cul-
tures in Western settler-colonial states. As Kymlicka and Donaldson 
have noted, “the idea that the treatment of animals could be invoked to 
support Western superiority is puzzling, given that the West is respon-
sible for inventing and then diffusing the techniques of industrial-scale 
animal exploitation, whereas many non-Western societies have his-
torically had more respectful relations with animals.”85 The tendency 
among leftist scholars to associate more-than-human activism with 
whiteness, racism, and imperialism is situated within a Western frame. 
That tendency selectively applies otherwise legitimate concerns about 
white normativity to social movements that populate the global North – 
for example, as a reason to exclude more-than-human causes but not 
anthropocentric ones.86 The case can be made that all social movements 
in the global North normalize/reinforce whiteness, as well as dominant 
racial norms, and are racist or ethnocentric, given the ubiquity of white-
ness in most of these spaces.

Besides being unfairly maligned on cultural and racial grounds, veg-
etarian ecofeminism (or feminist animal care theory) has not received 
sufficient credit even where it has been influential. Susan Fraiman has 
discussed the tendency among male animal studies scholars to dis-
sociate themselves from “scholarship marked as feminine” and their 
efforts to position the field “in opposition to emotionally and politi-
cally engaged work on gender, race, and sexuality.”87 Here we see not 
so much a discrediting of the more-than-human focus and challenge to 
speciesism, but a devaluation of its feminist moorings. In identifying 
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feminist animal care theory as a formative theoretical undercurrent for 
the analysis that follows in this book, I acknowledge the generative con-
tribution it has made to theorizing the links between multiple oppres-
sions and understanding speciesism and anthropocentrism as indelibly 
formed by androcentrism and patriarchy. I will be harnessing this theo-
ry’s insights about linked oppressions, and about care and compassion, 
to propose a new legal subjectivity for animals that attends to animals’ 
vulnerability, embodiment, and relationality and to suggest how Cana-
dian law can adopt a post-anthropocentric outlook in general.

B. Postcolonial and Other Feminist Thought

However much this book’s analysis will owe to the insights of feminist 
animal care theory and ecofeminism in general, it is necessary to intro-
duce other frameworks. Notwithstanding ecofeminists’ multilayered 
approach and their recognition of the importance of paying attention to 
multiple hierarchies of power,88 in theorizing injustice toward the “nat-
ural” world, gender retains a primacy that eclipses the impact of other 
systems, discourses, and narratives in shaping ideas about animality.89 
Ecofeminists in general have not focused on cultural and racial Other-
ing except to suggest shared dualistic premises to oppressions and to 
note the partiality of Western intellectual traditions vis-à-vis animals.90 
Whether situated as part of ecofeminism or not, only some feminist 
animal care scholarship – most of it in the humanities – moves beyond 
gender to consider species difference or that the “human” and the “ani-
mal” as social constructions are inflected by gender, class, sexuality, 
ability, and race.91

Thus, this analysis also enlists postcolonial feminism to establish 
the relevance of race, culture, and imperial ideologies to anthropocen-
trism and the latter’s manifestation in law’s foundations and subjec-
tivities.92 It is instructive to examine the entwined dynamics of cultural, 
racial, and gendered Othering – this last examination being a signa-
ture approach to postcolonial feminism – in order to understand law’s 
anthropocentrism, the limits of personhood as a legal subjectivity for 
animals, and the promise of beingness in this regard. This book also 
integrates insights regarding the body, relationality, vulnerability, sub-
jectivity, response ethics, and the law from a range of feminist authors 
working in critical fields outside of feminist animal care theory to help 
demonstrate its claims regarding the anthropocentric landscape of law, 
the imprint this landscape leaves on the category of the legal person, 
and the benefits for animals of adopting a new legal subjectivity with a 
specific type of content.
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C. Critical Animal Studies, Preventing Exploitation,  
and Interspecies Power

In integrating feminist animal care theory with postcolonial femi-
nist theory and other critical feminist scholarship, my intention is to 
develop a new legal subjectivity that can reduce if not end the unbear-
able forms of violence that many animals experience. That being its 
goal, this book may be situated in the burgeoning academic-activist 
field known as “critical animal studies.” That field prioritizes an inter-
sectional approach to critically evaluating human-animal power rela-
tions, striving to showcase how power circulates across multiple axes of 
difference in intertwined ways.93 Within academic animal circles, it is a 
subset of the better-known fields of posthumanist studies and human-
animal studies;94 it is also a distinct branch of these, in that scholarship 
under its purview raises the question of the animal with the explicitly 
politicized purpose of educating others about animal exploitation for 
the purpose of ending it.95 Thus, while both posthumanist and human-
animal studies engage with animals and animalities, it is critical animal 
studies that focuses on the exploitative dimensions of animal lives and 
that presses scholarship to be in the service of social change.96 Many 
critical animal scholars are frustrated by posthumanist scholars who 
vociferously critique liberal humanism and claim to be animal-friendly 
yet subordinate animal interests to those of humans or endorse ani-
mal-use industries.97 In taking issue with this complicitous iteration of 
posthumanist intervention, critical animal studies aligns with feminist 
animal care theory. The latter has long aimed to generate an ethos of 
non-violence and care for animals rather than simply critique human-
ism or animal-inflected concepts without any corollary commitment to 
acknowledge or respond to the material conditions of the violence ani-
mals experience.98

It is on this point, too, that critical animal studies diverges from the 
Continental philosophical tradition as it has applied to animals. Within 
Continental analytical scholarship on animals, the deconstructive work 
of Jacques Derrida has loomed large.99 Like critical animal studies 
scholars, Derrida championed a difference-based approach to revisit-
ing human-animal relations and other human–non-human relations, 
inviting us to question our anthropocentric precepts and norms and to 
disavow the binary hierarchical structure that privileges humans over 
all other beings.100 His work emphasizes the need to destabilize conven-
tional human-animal relations and to respond to the vulnerable animal 
Other rendered abject by standard liberal humanist formulations of self 
and subjectivity; it also demands that critical theory attend to the social 
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construction of the human through animals and animality.101 The pres-
ent book is very much influenced by Derridean deconstruction in its 
analysis of difference across multiple registers and, in particular, in it 
its ability to distil and discern “anthropocentrism, logocentrism, and 
phallocentrism in pro-animal discourse and practice”102 so as to adopt 
a logic of sameness as opposed to alterity.103 Yet I hesitate to situate the 
subsequent chapters more firmly in Derrida’s body of work because it 
consistently turns away from questions of political and legal reform.104 
As Calarco notes, “even on the most charitable reading of Derrida’s 
work, it is difficult to reconstruct anything like a robust account of strat-
egies for developing a more nonanthropocentric politics.”105

My argument, however, is indebted to Derrida’s “animal-friendly 
reformulation of response ethics”106 and the concepts of vulnerability, 
relationality, and responsibility that response ethics prioritizes. My dis-
cussion of these concepts, however, in relation to legal reform is meant 
to reflect a critical animal studies ethos. I take critical animal studies’ 
non-exploitative stance toward animals (and marginalized humans) 
as an implicit undercurrent of my proposals to fashion a better legal 
response to animals. All my proposals in this book are aimed at pro-
ductively theorizing how a change in legal classification for animals 
from property to what I call beingness, and the enculturation of dif-
ferent foundational norms in law, can cultivate human and corporate 
responsibility toward animals that can dramatically alter their present, 
often horrific, conditions of existence.107

IV. Liberal Legalism, Animal Sovereignty,  
and Social Change through Legal Reform

I am mindful in executing this project of Carol Smart’s powerful caution 
against turning to the law for transgressive legal reform. In Feminism 
and the Power of Law,108 Smart implores legal feminists not to see the 
law as a cure-all to what precludes full justice and equal citizenship 
for women. While she sees the debates legal feminists have engaged 
in over the masculinist nature of law and the sameness/difference 
debates over how to accommodate the differences women represent 
rather than penalize them for those differences as important and neces-
sary, she views these concerns as limiting. Smart argues that feminists, 
by turning so eagerly and optimistically to legal institutions for social 
change, eclipse the possibility of better activism through other venues – 
indeed they undermine their own cause when they do so. As Smart 
says, “put simply, in accepting law’s terms in order to challenge law, 
feminism always concedes too much.”109 She argues that law needs to 
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be decentred from the hegemonic position it enjoys and that clamour-
ing for legal reform will simply reinforce its exalted status.110 Smart, of 
course, does not counsel feminists to ignore the law; rather, she calls 
on them to change their focus and strategy from one of fighting for 
gains for women through the narrow options that the present terms 
and conceptualizations of law allow to “the task of deconstructing the 
discursive power of the law,”111 for the “law must also be tackled at the 
conceptual level if feminist discourses are to take a firmer root.”112

Many of the contributors to Yoriko Otomo and Edward Mussawir’s 
Law and the Question of the Animal: A Critical Jurisprudence (one of a hand-
ful of animal law texts that take a non-liberal departure point) make a 
similar argument about the focus and direction of animal law. As ear-
lier remarked, traditional animal law scholarship does not question 
law’s legitimacy in any notable way, and it is this theoretical gap that 
their collection sets out to redress. Contributors to the volume seriously 
question whether law as a legal institution and norm-setting body is 
able to properly subjectivize animals (i.e., in a way that truly respects 
their alterity and sovereignty from human domination). Accordingly, 
the volume is deliberately not aimed at developing policy or law reform 
initiatives, seeing this agenda as too aligned with traditional animal 
law contributions and their “narrow (i.e., liberal) ideological starting 
point.”113 Yet they are also sensitive to the reasons why animal law 
scholarship has focused to date so heavily on reform, given the systemic 
violence done to animals that law facilitates, and they acknowledge that 
law reform proposals can be productive. Still, they strive to introduce 
“an alternative voice … that … engages with law relating to animals 
and the question of the animal in law at a critical, creative and theoreti-
cal nexus.”114

Indeed, the critique about “conced[ing] too much” and fortifying 
law’s hegemonic position is arguably heightened in the cross-species 
context. Applied to animals, this critical lens about the imperial imbri-
cations of law elicits reservations about law’s ability to deliver animals 
from their abject status in industrial captivity (slaughterhouses, research 
labs, etc.).115 The critical disposition of rule-of-law discourse also cre-
ates an awareness within critical animal scholarship of the imperial 
gestures that the law, no matter how radically reshaped and benevo-
lently intended, can enact vis-à-vis animals.116 Law, whatever its short-
comings and marginalizing effects on various human groups, is still an 
institution designed by humans. The extension of law to humans, then, 
does not seem particularly problematic as long as meaningful assent 
is given. This, of course, is why the postcolonial dynamics in settler-
colonial nations such as Canada are so contentious: the imposition  
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of one nation’s law on another without consent is an act of violence 
that permanently stains not only the legal system but the social fabric 
as well.117 When such laws, however “animal-friendly” in design, are 
extended to animals, they may be properly perceived as violently colo-
nial in nature vis-à-vis animals, whose ancestors were also colonized 
by colonial human settlers,118 and they still subject animals to a form 
of human governance they never assented to or even requested and 
are responsible for their brutal and fragmented conditions of existence 
in a violent capitalist order.119 Worse still, the law is a form of gover-
nance that exalts argumentation and debate, both of which are arguably 
anthropocentric and masculinist and teach us to value our minds, con-
trol our emotions, and generally be ashamed or derisive of our bodies 
and the abjected bodies and experiences of others that we are taught 
have little if any mind or capacity for debate.120 Although one of many 
human institutions, law seems particularly complicitous in valuing the 
reason and rationality that are at the heart of liberal humanism.

Dinesh Wadiwel alludes to this conundrum when he shifts the focus 
of human-animal relations in law from a welfare and rights focus to 
one of sovereignty. For Wadiwel, to examine human sovereignty is to 
“question the fundamental assumption that humans have a right of 
domination over non-human animals, and establish sovereignty recog-
nition as a starting point for dialogue between human and non-human 
animal perspectives.”121 The extension of law to animals, then, is an 
extension of human sovereignty into animal worlds and thus can be 
read as an act of domination whatever the benevolent purposes.122 Vic-
toria Ridler concurs.123 She seeks to interrupt animal lawyers’ attempts 
to legally subjectivize animals through personhood or another equiva-
lent status by focusing on the absence of consent – so critical to models 
of political liberalism – on the part of animals to obey a human-made 
legal order:

Whether we look to social contract theory, concepts of equality and 
democracy more generally, or the idea of the emancipatory subject, the 
non-human animal in every instance remains that which is subjected to 
law, entrenching the very hierarchy of being we sought to overcome by 
escaping the dominium of the category of property. Through the legal sub-
jectivation of the non-human animal we have replaced dominium with 
imperium – the right of rule.124

Ridler’s critique of law for animals recalls Smart’s in relation to legal 
feminist reform. Both command our close attention in any attempt to 
engage with law in the hope of producing social change. Yet neither 
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advocates the abandonment of law to obtain a more just society for 
animals or women. Ridler also concedes that law reform for animals is 
desirable even where the move proceeds in a manner that fully embraces 
the law’s power to protect animals through an appropriate alternative 
status.125 She simply asks for more nuance and reflection from animal 
law advocates in their engagement with law, which for Ridler signifies 
a starting point of injustice rather than justice.

This process would not rely on arguments from sameness or start 
from a principle of justice and then reach out to animals through an 
extension of legality. An alternative legal status for animals, such as the 
reimagined relational interspecies beingness model I advance in chap-
ter 4, should thus be acceptable to law’s critics as long as it governs 
relations among those who have accepted it (presumably most humans 
and corporations) and does not compel animals to do anything or sug-
gest that humans have any rights in animals. Abjuring a sameness ethic, 
I posit the new legal subjectivity of beingness I develop here as a more 
responsive and contextual remedy for injustice even if it does subsist in 
an overall capitalist, imperial, and humanist system.

Relatedly, by suggesting reform of anthropocentric legal systems, I 
align this project with legal pluralist efforts to decolonize settler-colonial 
legal systems. Such efforts to shift core liberal legal values inherited from 
European intellectual and political traditions and secure widespread 
public recognition of multiple legal orders as constitutive of a nation’s 
constitutional foundations.126 As indicated above, and as I discuss in later 
chapters, to contest the anthropocentrism of the law is also to contest its 
imperial origins and its degradation of Indigenous epistemologies.127 In 
terms of how civilizational backwardness hinged heavily on how societ-
ies treated animals, wherein a respect for animals and a refusal to objec-
tify them was an indication of civilizational inferiority, and in terms of 
how European farming practices deployed animals to settle colonized 
land, colonial violence is also anthropocentric violence.128

Some theorists who lament the anthropocentric worldview of such 
societies and the toxic human–non-human relations it produces may 
nonetheless view an engagement with settler-colonial law, even for the 
purposes of reform, as seriously misguided. For example, Indigenous 
“resurgence” theorists in Canada worry about the continued coloniz-
ing and domesticating effects of state law and frameworks on efforts 
to revitalize Indigenous legal orders and to press forward for self-
determination.129 As Michael Elliott has described, “for proponents of 
resurgence, continued attempts to resist and transform the settler-colo-
nial order from within – through the channels, arenas and discourses 
it makes available – can neither ensure Indigenous survival nor realize 
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genuine progress towards decolonization and might in fact prove coun-
terproductive on both counts.”130

The present analysis may thus find more support from Indigenous 
“reconciliation” theorists who are also committed to revitalizing Indig-
enous legal traditions, and to creating sovereign Indigenous societies, 
but also desirous of engaging with present colonial orders for the pur-
poses of decolonizing the worldviews expressed by present systems, 
such as the common law legal system. As a law-based example of 
this, Indigenous and feminist legal scholars have called for the teach-
ing of Indigenous legal traditions in Canadian law schools despite the 
“risks of engaging with Indigenous laws in state or non-Indigenous 
environments.”131

I raise this divergence in positions between resurgence and reconcili-
ation theorists in Indigenous legal and political scholarship in order to 
recognize a further, postcolonial layer in the critical scholarship that 
debates the value of engaging with the dominant and colonial legal 
order and also to further explain my reasons for such engagement in the 
context of critical animal law. A real risk exists that if Canadian law ever 
recognizes animals as legal subjects, it will still covertly advance human 
exceptionalist norms and premises that subordinate animals. However, 
the consequences of not engaging with the law are too great for ani-
mals. For them to continue as legal objects subject to complete com-
modification and immense levels of pain, violence, and trauma in mul-
tiple animal-industrial complexes (agriculture, aquaculture, research, 
entertainment, the military, etc.) is not an acceptable option.132 Animal 
cultures and communities cannot survive, resurge, and thrive until 
humans and corporations stop exploiting and subordinating them. For 
this to happen, Canadian law must assign a non-anthropocentric, non-
instrumental legal subjectivity to animals; engagement with the law is 
thus critical.

In making this parallel, I am mindful of the critique that a new legal 
subjectivity for animals, as much as it is meant to disrupt colonial under-
standings and treatment of animals, might also impinge on Indigenous 
cultural practices and legal orders that view animals more relationally 
and that already contest anthropocentrism even while condoning the 
killing of animals or treating them as resources. Would a new legal sub-
jectivity have the collateral effect of undermining Indigenous rights, 
laws, or sovereignty? There are no simple resolutions to this question, 
and the literature emerging on this point, including some of my own, 
provides a variety of answers.133 The intricacies of this important ques-
tion demand a stand-alone monograph, which is a main reason why I 
do not address the question further in the present book. This project 
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focuses on why a new legal subjectivity other than property or person-
hood is needed for animals in dominant legal orders and what it should 
look like.

V. Otherness, Alterity, and Improved Interspecies Relations

While the concept of the Other emerged out of postcolonial analy-
ses and so is more associated with theory focused on West/non-West 
power relations,134 it has also permeated a range of critical theory to 
cast a lens on relations of oppression and domination along other axes. 
This book takes animals’ Otherness as a given, seeking to understand 
and remedy the ways in which the law creates animals as Others. It 
is motivated by a desire for the law to value animals not as human-
ity’s Others but as beings of value that can exist outside of instrumental 
relationships with humans and other legal persons and be protected 
against instrumentalization and commodification. Simply put, it is our 
negative understanding of the Otherness of animals, borne out of and 
sustained through gendered imperial narratives and other binary log-
ics, that I wish to unsettle so as to eventually place animals in “coeval 
engagement” with humans, so that their alterity is viewed as merely 
different rather than inferior.135 At the same time, I seek to affirm the 
always already nature of our relational imbrication with animals in rei-
magining legal interspecies relations.

In drawing from theories of both alterity and relationality, my 
approach is a blend of two of the three different modalities by which 
animal theorists and activists advance their arguments and cam-
paigns.136 The first are those that proceed through what I earlier called 
a logic of sameness and what Matthew Calarco terms identity-based 
arguments, that is, those arguments that seek to convince others that 
certain animals share what are presumed to be typical human traits 
and thus deserve equivalent ethical and legal protection.137 The second 
advocacy modality, according to Calarco, champions difference and is 
thus classified as a difference-based model.138 Advocates in this group 
resist assimilationist logic. Instead, they seek to expose the anthropo-
centrism of Western intellectual traditions by deconstructing the pur-
ported differences established within these traditions that prop up the 
human-animal boundary on the one hand, and by affirming the wide 
spectrum of differences both animal and human groups exhibit on the 
other.139 Difference-based theorizations seek to destabilize conventional 
understanding of why humans are exceptional and animals are not.140

Calarco discusses the benefits and shortcomings of these first two 
modalities, which he says have dominated advocacy efforts.141 The 
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criticisms he presents of the identity-based model overlap with what 
I have argued in relation to sameness logic.142 His chief criticism of the 
difference-based approach, of which he takes Derrida’s deconstructive 
work on animals as the most influential theoretical iteration, is its dis-
inclination to articulate a concrete proposal for reform of any kind. The 
value in the work instead lies in its ability to illuminate inconsisten-
cies, contradictions, fissures, and pressure points in the hegemonic sto-
ries told about the sharp divide between humans and animals, which 
can then be applied to inform concrete reform efforts.143 Of course, 
as Calarco further notes, the difference-based approach can also help 
reveal “lingering forms of anthropocentrism, logocentrism, and phallo-
centrism in proanimal discourse and practice” that follow the identity-
based sameness approach.144

Calarco presents the third model, which he terms an “indistinction” 
approach, not as a corrective to the shortcomings of the first two but 
as encapsulating an emergent and eclectic array of initiatives that pro-
vide an opportunity to think and move more innovatively through 
the project of reconfiguring interspecies relations.145 Initiatives housed 
under the indistinction approach do not pursue sameness logic; nor, as 
Calarco argues Derridean difference-based theories are wont to do, do 
they “underscore endlessly the reductionism of traditional discourse on 
the difference between humans and animals.”146 Instead they offer us 
opportunities to expand our repertoire as we engage with non-humans 
“along lines that enable alternative modes of living, relating, and being 
with others of all sorts [human and non-human] … The other approaches 
are left behind, or rather are placed temporarily to the side, in order to 
find out what else might be done in terms of establishing forms of resis-
tance and living differently.”147 As such, Calarco would like to see indis-
tinction approaches that consider new post-anthropocentric ontologies 
receive more sustained attention by all types of animal advocates.148

I suggest that the new legal subjectivity of beingness that I propose 
for animals as a replacement for their current property classification 
qualifies as such an indistinction initiative. My arguments as to how 
law plunges animals into a legal abyss through their property status 
and why a legal subjectivity other than personhood is needed to ensure 
for animals a non-exploited status in the social and cultural order are 
clearly situated in the difference-based approach. But my arguments 
also overlap with the “indistinction” approach insofar as a relational 
shift in legal culture that cultivates human and corporate responsibil-
ity toward animals is meant to complement beingness as a new legal 
subjectivity for animals. A chief contribution I see of the present work 
is that it does not merely expose the anthropocentric workings of the  
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law and how it creates animals as Other, but also (1) theorizes a new 
subjectivity for animals in law that is conceptually shaped by features 
emblematic of the more-than-human world (and relevant to humans 
as well), namely, vulnerability, embodiment, and relationality; and 
(2) encourages an orientation in law that affirms the deeply relational 
interspecies nature of our lives and the ethical responses the law should 
reflect to honour these relations. I say much more about this new sub-
jectivity and the larger relational shift toward responsibility in chap-
ters 3 and 4. I raise this contribution of the work at this point in order to 
explain how I see my work fitting into the typology Calarco has identi-
fied and, particularly, how I see it being responsive to his primary criti-
cism of difference-based approaches.

VI. Drawing Lines and Establishing Connections

This book draws a line in terms of subject matter to the extent that it 
focuses on animals. It does not, however, draw sharp lines as to what 
types of beings should matter morally. I say this to pre-empt what is in 
my experience the common question when animal issues are raised: 
“What about plants?”149 The focus on animals should not be read as 
excluding those beings positioned even lower in the evolutionary hier-
archy such as plants and bacteria; nor is it meant to dismiss the pos-
sibility that humans owe ethical obligations to inanimate yet relational 
robots. Indeed, many of the continuities I identify between animal sub-
ordination and human subordination would apply to the marginaliza-
tion of other non-human beings. What is more, cultural narratives about 
multiple kinds of difference, including those relating to animals and 
animality, influence how we treat non-animal, non-human beings.150 
The matter of what injustice looks like in relation to these beings is no 
doubt complex (as it is for humans and animals), and I do not fully 
address it here.151 Again, this is not because these questions fall outside 
“the animal question” or are unimportant. This book addresses the cul-
tural and legal marginalization of more-than-human animals because 
that is its focus. Nothing that follows in these pages is meant to establish 
another type of demeaning or subordinating hierarchy. To the contrary, 
this book calls attention to the line-drawing within animal law and ani-
mal studies between different animals and between animals and other 
non-humans in order to point out the problems with such practices and 
to consider why types of distinctions surrounding capacities (sentience, 
animacy, non-conscious response) might be permissible.

Although this book does not aspire to draw lines, it does draw 
connections to intra-human hierarchies, a move some may find even 
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more problematic. I do not have in mind here the expected anthro-
pocentric response that disavows such comparisons due to human 
exceptionalist views.152 Instead, I anticipate that critical scholars open 
to questioning anthropocentric traditions may nonetheless worry 
that establishing connections between marginalized groups (animal 
or human) may be executed in a reductive manner that eclipses the 
seriousness, history, or uniqueness of an issue.153 Drawing analogies 
to highlight a presently more invisible or obscure form of injustice is a 
popular and pragmatic move not just in animal rights campaigns and 
animal law and ethics literature, but also in social justice literature in 
general.154 Notably, feminist work routinely considers race and sex 
analogously in order to illuminate the extent of patriarchy and het-
erosexism.155 Postcolonial and critical race feminists, however, have 
noted the potential pitfalls to doing so even where intentions are fully 
on side not to eclipse the experience of one group when relating it to 
another.

For example, Malini Johar Schueller identifies the problematic 
use of analogies between race and gender theorizing in the work of 
prominent white Western feminist scholars. She discusses the influ-
ential boundary-crossing work of Donna Haraway, one of animal 
and feminist studies’ most influential theorists (though not a femi-
nist animal care scholar), as well as Gayle Rubin’s and Judith Butler’s 
genre-defining work on sexuality and heteronormativity. In both cases 
Schueller discusses a dynamic in which race is brought in primarily 
to illustrate the workings of sexual oppression – a move that makes 
the racial dynamics the little sister to the gender and sexuality ones – 
although all three theorists purport to be discussing problems relevant 
to all women, not just white women.156 Schueller is also concerned that 
their influential essays presume that the social axes of race, gender, and 
sexuality have more in common than not and that they sublimate sig-
nificant components of racism and racialization as means to highlight 
gender/sexuality injustice.157 She argues that “racial analogy in white 
feminist/gender/sexuality studies functions as a colonial fetish that 
enables the (white) theorist to displace the potentially disruptive con-
tradictions of racial difference onto a safer and more palatable notion 
of similarity”158 and as such, that it “helps whiteness retain its privilege 
by being uninterrogated.”159

If media accounts are a reliable gauge, I anticipate that a similar set 
of concerns may arise here for the anti-racist postcolonial/decolonial/
anti-colonial feminist reader. J.M. Coetzee, two-time Booker-winning 
novelist, has drawn heavy critique for several high-profile animal-
human comparisons he has made in his writings, which connect  
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systemic violence against animals with the Jewish Holocaust and South 
African apartheid.160 Prominent animal rights campaigns by People for 
the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) that have compared factory 
farming to the Holocaust and animal captivity in zoos and circuses to 
slavery have also attracted outrage.161 Indeed, PETA’s strategically gen-
erated litigation that challenged (unsuccessfully) the captivity of five 
whales at SeaWorld on the basis of the Thirteenth Amendment that 
abolished slavery in the United States drew the ire of some prominent 
African-American groups.162 Even critically staged art exhibits against 
colonialism and racism have generated controversies for merging Black 
bodies with animal signifiers to provoke contemplation of the animal-
ization at the root of the colonial mission and contemporary forms of 
violence against humans and animals both.163

Comparing animal and human suffering to incite human empathy 
and action for animals is nothing new. Anna Sewell’s 1877 novel Black 
Beauty is perhaps the earliest still-famous fictional story that adopts the 
slave narrative genre to allow Black Beauty to narrate his own experi-
ence of suffering and thus comment on the violent condition of animals 
more generally.164 Of more recent vintage is celebrated Black Ameri-
can novelist Alice Walker’s short story, “Am I Blue?,” which suggests 
to the reader that the complete obliteration of the relationships and 
kin networks that animals have by animals’ ongoing commodification 
and sale today is equivalent to what African-Americans experienced 
as slaves.165 Again, disavowal of these “dreaded comparisons”166 is a 
response to the “dehumanizing” association of marginalized human 
groups with even more abject non-human animals. Such a perspective 
is both reflected in and distorted by an anthropocentric mindset that 
presumes that animals are unequal and thus generates the “dehuman-
izing” reaction.167 The response is simple to apprehend. As John Miller 
notes in objecting to the slave analogy in this context: “The topic is 
‘dreaded’ because slavery’s dehumanization of millions of Africans 
surely necessitates a vigorous restatement of human status rather than 
its apparent, continuing erosion through association with the suffering 
of animals.”168

Yet the contextual unpalatability of the association should not erase 
the legitimacy of careful comparisons and multifocal analyses that affirm 
the ongoing and systemic nature of racism while trying to highlight ani-
mals’ plight as they endure unrelentingly atrocious conditions of living 
and dying that most humans ignore or deny, and expose the shared 
animalizing narratives that sustain violence across species lines.169 We 
should be mindful that this resistance to comparisons with animals is 
the symptom that anti-exploitative animal theories and activism are 
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trying to address. We should also consider that controversies over com-
parisons “may be yet another instance of deflection, another instance of 
the refusal to see or care about … the animals [that] continue to suffer 
the cruelty and indifference of the vast majority of their human animal 
kin.”170

Moreover, it is not at all clear that Miller’s conclusion that humaniza-
tion is the corrective for dehumanization is accurate. Critical theorists 
who resist thinking about animals as ethically important or who object 
to cross-species connections or associations no matter how nuanced, 
particularly in relation to race and racism, must confront the prospect 
that the concepts of “the human” and “human rights” are not innocent 
categories. Indeed, such categories generate “axes of inequality, vio-
lence, and biological essentialism” that are damaging to non-humans, 
certainly, but also to racialized and otherwise marginalized humans.171 
As more and more social psychological studies about the nature of 
human prejudice have shown, drawing a sharp line between humans 
and animals in our moral compasses increases prejudice and dehuman-
ization against racialized peoples, women, and other marginalized 
groups.172 Dubbed the “interspecies model of prejudice,” studies in this 
growing literature indicate that teaching children to rank humans over 
animals builds racist views and that teaching them instead about conti-
nuities between humans and animals builds more empathy for margin-
alized human groups.173

Of course, we should be mindful that analogies and parallels not 
become “strategies of equivalence” that eclipse and misguide or, even 
worse, are superficial, overstretched, or opportunistic in either direc-
tion.174 This issue seems particularly accentuated given the real and 
imagined whiteness of those who take up animal issues in North 
America as academics and advocates.175 And we also need to attend to 
how laws, norms, and discourses protecting certain animals in certain 
contexts are mobilized to exacerbate intra-human hierarchies and pro-
mote violence against marginalized human groups.176 The analysis in 
this book tries to keep both these concerns in view without losing sight 
of the violence that animals experience or otherwise privileging human 
animals over non-human animals.177 It thus takes seriously the “inter-
species model of prejudice,” on the basis that we cannot hope to make 
headway on structural exclusions and oppressive norms and attitudes 
against dehumanized humans without also contesting human excep-
tionalism and anthropocentrism. This book explores the deep entangle-
ments among multiple axes of difference rather than positing simple 
analogies or equivalencies among them.178 Following my earlier body 
of work as well as other scholarly interventions in this conundrum of 
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representation through comparison,179 this book presumes that there 
are synergistic continuities, overlays, and co-emergences between the 
ideologies that sustain animal subordination and those that sustain 
various forms of human oppression.180 I also discuss the importance of 
ideologies surrounding species to understandings of race, gender, and 
culture and the hierarchies they sustain, emphasizing the co-constitu-
tive nature of these differences, which for so long have been commonly 
imagined as discrete, and the myriad ways they inflect one another. 
This approach very much models the multifocal theorization that post-
colonial feminists such as Anne McClintock and Eve Darian-Smith have 
charted in their influential work,181 the major difference in my project 
being the attention I pay to race, gender, and culture in relation to spe-
cies and animality.

The argument here thus aligns with Megan H. Glick’s recent pro-
posal surrounding the “infrahuman,” a term she offers to conceptu-
alize the mutually iterative process by which race and racism, and 
species and speciesism, emerge from American historical scientific, 
popular cultural, and political discourses.182 It also joins with other 
critical scholarly works on race and species that call for a “multi-
dimensional” and “multi-optic” analysis that can uncover how the 
tropes of human, humanity, animal, and animality, and the human-
animal divide in general, are foundational to racism and how race is 
encoded into anthropocentrism.183 In a similar vein, just as postcolo-
nial feminists believe that feminist reform today would be “unthink-
able without a critical awareness of the co-constitutive nature of race 
and gender,”184 this book suggests why it is also impossible to under-
stand feminist, anti-racist, or postcolonial critiques of the law and 
injustice without interrogating forces of animalization and species 
differentiation. The relational basis for the law reform the last part 
of this book addresses incorporates this amplified focus.185 I do not 
pretend that the analysis will do full justice to all nodes of difference 
at all times; intersectionality as a methodology has difficulty living 
up to the full extent of what the theory implies, and inserting ani-
mals and animality into a framework and overall humanist academic 
arena makes attempts to do so even more challenging.186 But as I write 
against the presumption that species ideologies are uninformed by 
other ideologies of difference, and that the legal and corresponding 
material abyss into which billions of animals are placed is an isolated 
social phenomenon that has no impact on other iterations of violence, 
I can ensure that the analysis does much more than reason by anal-
ogy. That is how this work differs from traditional liberal animal law 
accounts that advert to race and gender oppression.
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VII. Terminology and More-than-Human Animals

Somewhat related to Calarco’s concerns about indistinction approaches 
versus difference-based ones are questions of terminology. While this 
book is shaped by theoretical influences that eschew binaries as well 
as by essentialized understandings of terms within those binaries, it 
invariably employs terms constitutive of those binaries – for example, 
West and Western, and non-West and non-Western, as well as self, 
Other, and Otherness. One reason it does so is that critique about colo-
nial hierarchies simply cannot proceed without using the categories 
under dispute that established these hierarchies and moved them intel-
ligibly forward.187 I use concepts such as the West, non-Western, and 
the Other to generalize for the sake of critique and not to eliminate the 
heterogeneity, fluidity, or fragmentation within these categories. Yet, 
following Farah Godrej’s additional defence of these terms for her proj-
ect challenging the Eurocentrism of cosmopolitan political theory, I also 
want to “insist that the history of domination and exclusion in global 
politics and in knowledge-production makes it important for us to rely 
on the West/non-West distinction” as well as the trope of Otherness to 
which it gives rise.188

Perhaps, however, objection will surface most actively in relation to 
the terms used to discuss the book’s main objects/subjects. It is difficult 
to know how, as humans, we should refer to those beings caught under 
the human (English) signifier “animal.” As a baseline, when I say “ani-
mal,” I am referencing the dizzying array of life forms that comprise 
the biological kingdom Animalia, including vertebrates and inverte-
brates, as well as those animals, except the human, that most of us do 
not think of as animals, such as insects but also sea creatures such as 
sponges, corals, and anemones. But it is precisely in dropping the quali-
fier “non-human” that an author misses the opportunity to subvert the 
cultural denial – what Frans de Waal has called “anthropodenial”189 – 
that humans are also animals, taking science as our authority; instead, 
we perpetuate the culturally entrenched view that “we” are different 
from “them.”190 Referring to any non-human as an “animal” sublimates 
the incredible diversity among animals by applying a category that pur-
ports to encapsulate them all at once. Recalling feminist anti-essentialist 
debates about the signifier “women,” the term “animal” suggests that 
animals such as jellyfish and elephants have more in common with 
themselves than either of them do with humans. The term fuels harm-
ful myths about human uniqueness and exceptionalism that most ani-
mal theorists wish to dispel as well as the impression that the concept 
contains an internal coherence when humans are excluded from it.191
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More worrying still, as Erica Fudge notes, the word “animal” enacts 
a type of epistemic violence against animals, thus reducing them to 
a presumed unity and shared identity.192 This epistemic violence has 
material implications. As some scholars seeking to account for the tre-
mendous violence suffusing animals’ lives have argued, “the use of the 
word ‘animal’ or ‘the animal’ to refer to any and all living creatures 
is a conceptual violence that expeditiously legitimates our actual vio-
lence.”193 Adopting this perspective, the use of the term can never be 
benign because “it is the foundation, if not the origin, of all practices of 
Othering – of claiming and justifying, first, human exceptionalism and, 
then, of claiming the superiority of particular groups who are seen as 
belonging legitimately in the category of ‘human.’”194 “Animal” effects 
a symbolic animalization that scaffolds all the violence to follow.

We cannot escape this problem by simply adding a qualification. 
There are also pitfalls to keeping the “non-human” modifier by using 
the term “non-human animal.” Just as feminists and queer theo-
rists have encountered their own definitional issues with the terms 
“women” and “non-heterosexual,” the term “non-human” reinforces 
the dominance of the signifier this book seeks to legally displace. Oth-
ers have thus turned to the terms “more-than-human” animals (as I 
have used above in several places) and “other-than-human” animals, 
terms united by the hope that they can help decentre the human sub-
ject. Some, however, reject terms using “non” or “other” because of 
the binary problematic they entrench.195 I appreciate Lisa Kemmerer’s 
term “anymal” for its ability to create teachable moments about our 
impoverished language around animals and the human exceptional-
ism it yields.196 As Kemmerer herself acknowledges, however, the term 
retains a dualistic logic. Finally, many scholars still employ the term 
“animal” the way I do in this book – as convenient and intentionally 
neutral shorthand – though I occasionally refer to those scholars’ use 
of “more-than-human” or “other-than-human” to recall for the reader 
their theoretical commitments.197

I do not have another signifier to propose that will circumvent the 
ethical and imperial quagmire that the question of signifier and sig-
nified brings forth when humans like myself talk and write about 
animals. I do wish, however, to acknowledge before moving forward 
that through my use of the word “animal,” I am reinforcing linguistic 
conventions that create conceptual and epistemic violence that enables 
actual violence against animals. I see no way to avoid this paradox, 
given that my intention in writing this book is to theorize a new and 
implementable legal subjectivity that will end human and corporate 
violence against animals. In this work, I will move between referring to 
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animals as “more-than-human animals” and just plain “animals,” using 
the latter term more often for the sake of brevity.

VIII. How This Book Unfolds

Part I is titled Beyond Property and Personhood: Contesting Legal Objectifi-
cation and Humanization. It traces the abject rendering of animal subjec-
tivity in contemporary Canadian jurisprudence. Chapter 1, “No Escape: 
Anti-cruelty Laws’ Property Foundations,” explains the non-subjectivity 
of animals in the law as a whole due to their legal status as property 
and reveals the extent to which this status renders animals invisible in 
law even where animal interests are purportedly paramount or, at least, 
elevated above routine commodification. Put differently, this chapter 
lays bare the common law’s legal erasure of animals through their com-
modification as objects, even in those doctrinal spaces where a different 
standard might be expected, namely, in the realm of anti-cruelty stat-
utes. Chapter 2, “What’s Wrong with Personhood? The Humanizing 
Impact of Anthropos,” considers law reform campaigns promoting per-
sonhood that animal advocates have initiated to challenge the typical 
legal stance toward animals. Primarily, it considers the effectiveness of 
personhood as an alternative way for law to relate to animals and con-
cludes that it is a reductive category for animals and is too tethered to 
anthropocentric constraints. Chapter 2 further argues that a reconceptu-
alization of personhood will not separate it from its more objectionable 
iterations to the extent that personhood as a legal status for animals can-
not be compatible with feminist, postcolonial, and critical animal stud-
ies’ analytics as to why animals should matter in the first place. I focus 
here on the debate within critical theory as to the reductive nature of 
liberal legal concepts even when placed in the service of emancipatory  
ends, articulating why law’s understanding of personhood cannot 
be meaningfully extended to animals. Chapter 3, “Toward a Post-
Anthropocentric Legal Ontology,” considers the additional legal cul-
tural shifts that are required beyond implementing a new and more 
animal-centred legal subjectivity for a legal order in general to become 
more animal-friendly and multispecies-oriented. Chapter 3 engages 
with broader feminist and other critical calls to ethically and produc-
tively engage with the suffering (and joys) of animal Others. This layered 
analysis sets up the discussion for part II, which contemplates a new 
type of law reform in relation to animals – one that rejects personhood.

Part II, on Animals as Beings: In Pursuit of a New Post-Anthropocentric Legal 
Order, proposes a new legal status for animals in Canadian law: being-
ness. Chapter 4, “Beingness: A New Legal Subjectivity for Animals,” 
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charts the features of an alternative legal subjectivity for animals that 
can help generate a post-anthropocentric legal order. Beingness as a 
new legal subjectivity is meant to carry the same high level of protec-
tion for animals that personhood is intended to provide by the latter’s 
proponents, but without personhood’s anthropocentric limits. It is thus 
proffered as a transgressive category, and I outline its immersion in 
feminist understandings of embodiment, vulnerability, and relational-
ity (particularly relational and response ethics theorizations). In chapter 5, 
“Liberal Humanism Repackaged?,” I consider the limits of beingness 
as a model, exploring various anticipated objections coalescing on the 
point that beingness is also tainted by anthropocentrism and liberalism 
and thus shares some of personhood’s defects so that it does not actu-
ally provide a satisfactory alternative for animals. The final chapter con-
cludes this book by providing a roadmap with examples outlining the 
preliminary legal action that would need to occur for anthropocentric 
legal systems to switch to a beingness model.

I hope that the reader will emerge from this analysis with a deep and 
sustainable sense of why animals matter to critical pursuits of justice, 
whether activated within or outside the legal arena, as well as how the 
law can better attend to the vulnerabilities, embodiment, and relation-
ality of all animals. Also, where we might be quick to imagine con-
flict between animals and humans in claims of justice, this book invites 
readers to consider the synergy and even harmony across justice claims. 
As its signal contribution, it maps out a legal status that aims to be 
respectful of animal alterity and responsive to animal subordination, 
but without exacerbating intra-human hierarchies, promoting human 
benchmarks, or denying interspecies relating. The hoped-for result is 
not simply the critical enrichment of animal law, but the promotion of 
a new legal subjectivity for animals that is viable and intelligible to the 
current dominant legal imagination and that has the potential to stop 
the systemic anthropogenic violence and routine brutalities and trau-
mas that the vast majority of animals presently endure.
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PART I

Beyond Property and Personhood:  
Contesting Legal Objectification  
and Humanization
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The animals should be healthy, comfortable, well nourished, safe, able to express 
innate behavior without pain, fear and distress. They are entitled to justice. The 
animals cannot be treated as objects or property.1

Karnail Singh and others v State of Haryana, India,  
2019, per Justice Rajiv Sharma, para 93

The law treats animals as property even where we would expect oth-
erwise. Although the cultural understanding of animals as property 
resonates unevenly given human emotional attachment to “compan-
ion” animals and our reverent awe of certain “wild” animals, the law 
categorizes these and other animals as property.2 It is a general principle 
of property law that domesticated animals are the private property of 
their human or corporate owners and that all other animals, whether 
defined as stray, feral, abandoned, or wild, are amenable to properti-
zation once properly “possessed” according to laws of possession;  
owners thus have a “bundle” of rights in animal bodies.3 Reviewing the 
ways in which the law assumes the property status of animals would 
be an exercise without end, for the property status of animals is ubiq-
uitous. There are numerous provincial and federal statutes in Canada 
alone, not to mention subordinate legislation such as underlying regu-
lations and municipal codes, that govern the human use of animals as 
property.4

This chapter takes one context – anti-cruelty law as a subset of crimi-
nal law – as illustrative of the law’s dismal treatment of animals due to 
animals’ categorization as property. What Canada’s Criminal Code has 
to say about animals is particularly instructive, since the Code is the 
repository not only of mundane categorizations of animals as property 
but also, critically, of federal anti-cruelty laws. It is commonly assumed 

1 No Escape: Anti-cruelty Laws’  
Property Foundations
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that anti-cruelty laws protect animals from harm and focus on animals’ 
interests as sentient beings rather than on their status as property. This 
chapter questions that assumption by exposing the devastating impact 
that animals’ status as property has on the protections they receive 
under anti-cruelty laws. The analysis draws upon Gary Francione’s 
influential theory of legal welfarism to explain the severe anthropocen-
tric shortcomings of the law’s understanding of the concept of cruelty 
when it applies to animals.5 Canadian criminal law is analysed here 
as a case study of a larger symptom in anthropocentric legal systems 
whereby the institutionalized exploitation of animals is perceived as 
legitimate violence or as not violence at all. Throughout, the analysis 
contributes to animal law scholarship critical of the welfarist logic of 
anti-cruelty legislation by elucidating the racialized aspects and impe-
rial origins of legal welfarism’s anthropocentrism and their particular 
dynamics in the Canadian legal system.

I. The Criminal Code’s Overall Instrumentalist  
View of Animals

In general, the Code repeatedly confirms the property status of animals. It 
explicitly declares their property status by housing most animal-related 
crimes under parts of the Code that pertain to property rights, namely, 
Part IX: Offences Against Rights of Property, and Part XI: Wilful and 
Forbidden Acts in Respect of Certain Property.6 In Part IX, references to 
property interests in animals are found in subsection 322(5) (theft of a 
wild animal in captivity) and section 338 (fraudulently taking cattle or 
defacing brand of ownership). Subsection 322(5) permits the captor of a 
wild animal to claim a property interest in it.7 Section 338 deals with acts 
to steal or fraudulently assert a property interest in cattle “found astray” 
without the consent of the owner, either by physically taking, conceal-
ing, or trading the cattle or by tampering with the brand of the cattle –  
an indication of ownership.8 The harm perpetrated by the committed 
offences is understood primarily as injury not to the animal’s well-being 
but to the human owner’s property right.9 The lives of animals are held 
to be devoid of intrinsic value and instead are assigned a market value 
based on their alienability. Their propertied being is an emblem of dom-
ination branded, sometimes literally, on them.

Under Part XI, which makes clear by its title that the offences at issue are 
property ones, we find much the same thing in long-standing sections 444 
(injuring or endangering cattle, recently repealed)10 and 445 (injuring or 
endangering other animals, recently amended to incorporate section 444).11 
Before sections 444 and 445 were melded into one, the former prohibited 
the killing or injuring (including poisoning) of cattle; the latter prohibited 
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the same acts with respect to “dogs, birds or animals that are not cattle 
and are kept for a lawful purpose.”12 The distinction between cattle and 
other animals was not arbitrary but betrays these provisions’ purpose, 
which is to secure property rights rather than attend to animals’ interests 
or needs. When one traces the legislative history of these offences, the 
possible penalties for injuring cattle were highest. Cattle were economi-
cally more important vis-à-vis other animals, and thus offences interfering 
with owners’ property rights against these animals were more seriously 
addressed.13 Although the disparity in the penalties has now been levelled 
for the current amalgamated version of these offences, and the Code now 
includes a new offence specifically directed at the killing or wounding of 
on-duty “law enforcement” or “military” animals or “service” animals at 
any time,14 they are still presently understood as violations of property 
rights and not as violations of the right of animals.15

Furthermore, as even a cursory review of case law attests, these 
offences are explicitly declared to be crimes against the animals’ own-
ers and not against the animals themselves. For example, many cases 
under then-existing section 444 involved accused persons who killed or 
castrated wandering male animals to protect their economic interest in 
the breeding of their female animals. They either are acquitted for tak-
ing proper and reasonable responses to protect their (female) property/
animal (as is their property right)16 or are convicted for failing to take 
a reasonable alternative, such as impounding the animal, which would 
have saved the other person’s (male) property/animal.17

II. Implicit Property Categorizations

At first glance, it seems that the Code’s main anti-cruelty provision 
(s.445.1) is a reprieve for animals. But on closer examination it becomes 
transparent that the general prohibition against animal cruelty also 
affirms animals’ property status. What is more, the doctrinal interpreta-
tion of the provision erases animals’ interests from legal assessments of 
what constitutes “cruelty.” This instrumentalism may seem discordant, 
for anti-cruelty legislation is the one area of law where one would expect 
to find the greatest protection for animals in spite of their property sta-
tus.18 But the provision is interpreted through an anthropocentric filter. 
This Part details how animals’ legal classification as property inhibits 
any meaningful consideration of their interests in anti-cruelty jurispru-
dence when socially acceptable human uses of animals are at stake. The 
analysis unpacks the common law understanding of “cruelty,” which is 
a term the Code does not define. It reveals the anthropocentric content 
ascribed to it through judicial interpretation that permits virtually all 
culturally dominant and economically directed human use of animals 
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no matter the suffering involved as long as normative cultural or indus-
try means are used. In this Part, I focus on the anthropocentric founda-
tions of anti-cruelty legislation and the implicit classification of animals 
as property on which these statutes rely.

A. A Skewed Balance: Legal Welfarism and Anti-cruelty Law

In Animals, Property, and the Law, Gary Francione carefully analyses how 
the property status of animals in the United States grossly attenuates the 
impact of anti-cruelty legislation that is meant to protect animals from 
“unnecessary suffering,” a concept on which such statutes typically turn.19 
After surveying anti-cruelty statutes in all fifty American states, Francione 
argues that American law, even when it allegedly ascribes ethical con-
sideration to animals via anti-cruelty legislation, will privilege all but the 
most trivial human interests over any animal interest, regardless of the 
life-and-death import of the animal interest.20 The animal’s suffering thus 
becomes “necessary” under this anthropocentric framework. Francione 
refers to “the current regulatory structure”21 in America “as it pertains to 
animals as legal welfarism, or the notion, represented by and in various 
legal doctrines, that animals, which are the property of people, may be 
treated solely as means to ends by humans as long as this exploitation 
does not result in the infliction of ‘unnecessary’ pain, suffering, or death.”22

Francione carefully details how legal welfarism “permits any animal 
exploitation that is not wholly gratuitous.”23 He acknowledges that 
judges who interpret anti-cruelty laws in light of unnecessary suffering 
do in fact take into account animal interests when deciding what consti-
tutes cruelty and unnecessary suffering. He argues, however, that this 
weighing of interests is heavily skewed in favour of humans because 
American courts begin from the premise that humans are persons and 
animals are their property. Furthermore, maximizing the value of prop-
erty for the proprietary right-holder is an ideal to be safeguarded.24 Ani-
mal interests as other than the private property of a human, a corpora-
tion, or the state are unrecognized by the courts.25

The legal ideology of instrumentalism saturates anti-cruelty juris-
prudence to the extent that actions will only be characterized as cruel 
if they do not serve any socially legitimate human end.26 Conversely, 
actions are considered illegitimate that cannot be reasonably said to 
serve any human desire at all or when they impair the normative eco-
nomic exploitation of animals. Hence:

legal welfarism interprets “cruelty” to refer to animal use that, for the most 
part, fails to facilitate, and may even frustrate, that animal exploitation. 
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For example, we tolerate practices in animal agriculture, such as castration 
and branding without any pain relief, and we do not label these practices 
“cruel,” because they facilitate our institutional use of animals for food. 
We do not, however, permit farmers to starve these castrated and branded 
animals to death merely because the farmer does not wish to be bothered 
to feed the animals. The difference in treatment is not attributable to any 
differences in the quality of treatment. Rather, castration and branding are 
regarded (by those who own animals used for food) as “necessary” and 
are, as a result, permitted by the legal system, whereas allowing animals to 
starve for no reason other than neglect does not facilitate the exploitation 
of the animals for food or any other purpose.27

Francione’s theory explains how the legal and popular support of cur-
rent social institutions of animal exploitation and the staggering rates 
of violence against animals are completely consistent with anti-cruelty 
statutes. Despite the horrors to which animals are subjected, animal suf-
fering is virtually non-existent in legal terms.

The historical backdrop to these statutes sheds light on their grave 
limitations. Although anti-cruelty statutes were viewed as champion-
ing animals’ welfare over and above owners’ property rights – in con-
trast to the similar malicious mischief offences, which applied only to 
another’s inanimate property28 – anti-cruelty statutes remain deeply 
informed by animals’ property status.29 Notwithstanding the pur-
ported concern for them, animals are viewed instrumentally because 
the underlying rationale behind anti-cruelty offences is to avoid 
the degrading effect that cruelty to animals would have on human 
moral development, which is an anthropocentric as well as impe-
rial concern.30 Historically, we find that the crime of “cruelty to ani-
mals” was never meant to target the normalized practices of human 
ab/use of animals. As I’ve discussed elsewhere, these laws developed 
amid a climate of British empire-building wherein it became impor-
tant for Europeans to signal civilizational status and superiority vis-
à-vis other nations and peoples through certain metrics. Exhibiting 
kindness to animals (which were nevertheless, according to Judeo- 
Christian tenets, properly subject to human dominion) was a principal 
metric of appropriate/civilized character.31 Another key metric was how 
societies were perceived to treat women.32 Thus it is fair to characterize 
these laws as primarily motivated by imperial civilizational ideologies 
that stratified peoples abroad but also “at home” along gender, race, 
and class lines. Without impugning the passion that individual advo-
cates may have had for improving animals’ lives, a critique of anthropo-
centrism, speciesism, or the instrumental individual or institutional use 
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and ownership of animals was never the purpose of anti-cruelty laws.33 
This background helps illuminate the compelling nature of Francione’s 
critique that anti-cruelty legislation is anthropocentric in purpose and 
design and thus welfarist in nature. It also helps uncover the imperial 
nature of legal anthropocentrism.

B. Legal Welfarism in Canadian Anti-cruelty Law

What about Canadian anti-cruelty jurisprudence? Does legal welfarism 
define it as well? If so, would it lead to a similar outcome, that except for 
actions which are wholly gratuitous, suffering is permitted because the 
law is guided by the ideal of private property protection and the premise 
that animals are always already property? In a review essay of Animals, 
Property, and the Law, Robert Adams posits that Francione’s compelling 
thesis would be fortified by a comparative study of foreign jurisdictions 
with similar anti-cruelty provisions.34 Lesli Bisgould has reviewed Cana-
dian anti-cruelty cases in Animals and the Law35 to explore the protections 
available for animals at the federal and provincial levels. In this section I 
build upon Bisgould’s work by highlighting the welfarist but also impe-
rial nature of this legislation, taking the federal provisions as a model.36

1. the anti-cruelty provisions
Presently, there are four “anti-cruelty” provisions in the Code: ss.445.1, 
446, 447, and 447.1 (see Appendix). Most federal cases are triggered 
by an alleged violation under s.445.1 (Causing Unnecessary Suffering) 
and/or s.446 (Causing Damage or Injury),37 since these protections are 
more general in scope and do not target a particular practice as s.447 
does in concentrating on animal fighting. Indeed, cetacean breeding and 
the captivity of cetaceans (prohibited by s.445.2, with some exceptions), 
along with trap-shooting/other release and shooting of captive birds 
(prohibited by s.445.1(1)(d)), and animal fighting/baiting in general 
(s.445.1(1)(b)), are among the few uses of animals Canadian society has 
absolutely outlawed because these practices are now considered morally 
repugnant.38 The exceptional status of, first, cockfighting, and then other 
forms of animal fighting within animal anti-cruelty legislation, may be 
explained by British and American empire-building projects that aimed 
to cultivate “civilized” and virtuous character among so-called lower 
classes and racialized groups.39 Socially stratifying meanings of race, gen-
der, and class continue to shape discourses around and representations of 
animal fighting today.40 I say more about the cetacean provisions below.

Blood sports and cetacean captivity and breeding being exceptional 
instances of animal cruelty, the “necessity” of the suffering of animals 
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used in them is not an element of these offences, and there is no atten-
dant inquiry into their purpose for or their necessity to the humans 
who engage in them. In contrast, the other offences in ss.445.1 and 446 
are filtered through the “necessity” framework and operate from the 
premise, through the words of the offence or the jurisprudence that has 
interpreted them, that animals are property, that they may be legiti-
mately used by humans, and that this use will often entail suffering.41 
Revealing the inadequacies of the jurisprudence generated under these 
general anti-cruelty sections, then, is the best means to dispel the com-
mon misunderstanding that anti-cruelty measures effectively protect 
animals.

First, however, we can make several observations about these pro-
visions from a textual reading. According to s.445.1, cruel actions 
include the wilful causation of unnecessary suffering (note that the 
meaning of unnecessary is left open), the aiding or abetting of animal 
fighting or baiting, the poisoning or administering of another harm-
ful substance to one’s own or another’s animal without a reasonable 
excuse, and the broadly defined participation in trap-shooting activi-
ties. Supplementing this provision, s.446 prohibits, at subsection 1, 
the injury of an animal in transport as well as the neglect of the basic 
needs of one’s domestic or captive animal.42 Violations of s.445.1 carry 
a maximum potential prison sentence of five years if the conviction 
follows an indictment. Penalties for s.446 are considerably less, with 
the offence carrying a maximum incarceration period of two years on 
indictment and no fine for a summary conviction. For both catego-
ries of offences, s.447.1 enables a court to prohibit a convicted person 
from residing with or owning or otherwise having custody or control 
of animal for “any period that the court considers appropriate but, 
in the second or subsequent offence, for a minimum of five years.”43 
It is also instructive to note the evidentiary presumptions that apply 
to offences that trigger ss.445.1(1)(a) (causing unnecessary suffering) 
and 446(1)(a) (causing damage or injury during transport).44 These 
presumptions ease the Crown’s burden by letting neglect be evidence 
of intent to harm.45

2. limited reach of the provisions
Despite these positive features, ss.445.1 and 446 are hampered in their 
effect in reaching animal suffering by the social and cultural interpre-
tive frame through which they are interpreted, which excludes from 
scrutiny most acts against and uses of animals. As Francione has dem-
onstrated with respect to American anti-cruelty statutes, and as we 
shall see below in Canadian judicial interpretation of such statutes of 
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the Code, implicitly, most human uses of animals are legally accepted 
as natural and necessary.46 Since institutionalized exploitation of ani-
mals is deemed socially acceptable, it rarely attracts anti-cruelty atten-
tion. Scores of injurious activities against animals are engaged in every 
day but are never subject to ss.445.1 and 446.47 Animals are slaughtered 
and exploited routinely for their flesh, milk, and eggs, cut, burned, 
and deliberately infected with disease for research, held captive for 
so-called entertainment or education, and hunted for sport, yet these 
activities are promoted and, at least in the case of hunting, licensed 
rather than condemned.48 Francione’s thesis that anti-cruelty laws have 
more to do with human moral elevation and human property interests 
is well illustrated by the Quebec Court of Appeal in R. v Ménard.49

3. r. v ménard: legal welfarism entrenched
This 1978 decision is significant because it remains the highest-level 
judicial precedent discussing the meaning of Canada’s federal provi-
sion against animal suffering.50 As Bisgould notes, the case is unusual 
because it is one of the rare instances within anti-cruelty jurispru-
dence that an institutionalized practice was subject to an anti-cruelty 
prosecution and, furthermore, a conviction was secured.51 This is 
ironic, since the case confirms a narrow remit for animal cruelty as a 
legal concept. In Ménard, Lamer J.A. (as he then was) undertook an 
inquiry into the rationale for the anti-cruelty offence (then s.402(1)
(a)) and the meaning of cruelty. The respondent accused operated a 
business in Longueil, QC. The business disposed of animals found 
dead in public spaces and caught animals “found straying within the 
meaning of the municipal by-law” and killed animals that had not 
been claimed by their owners within three days.52 To kill the animals, 
the respondent placed them “in a small metallic chamber five feet in 
length by four feet in width and of a height of a little less than three 
feet.” The air-tight chamber was connected to a motor, and loss of 
consciousness did not take place until after the animal had injested 
carbon monoxide for at least thirty seconds.53 Expert evidence about 
this procedure revealed that the intense heat and carbon particles 
generated by the combustion engine normally caused pain, suffer-
ing, and burns to the mucous membranes and respiratory tracts of 
the animals.54

The killing of stray unclaimed animals – or “euthanasia,” as the court 
euphemistically called it55 – is permitted by law, and the legality or 
morality of such killing was not engaged in Ménard. What was at issue 
was the procedure used to effect this legal purpose; accordingly, the 
accused was charged under s.402(1)(a) (the subsection that incorporates 
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the element of necessity into the offence). Mr Ménard was initially 
found guilty by a Judge of the Sessions of the Peace and ordered to 
pay a fine of $200 and costs; failure to do so would have resulted in 
imprisonment for thirty days.56 The respondent successfully appealed 
to the Superior Court, which followed the precedential definitions and 
concepts of standards of pain and unnecessary suffering as they had 
been applied in R. v Linder,57 a case decided in 1950, and Ford v Wiley58 
and Swan v Saunders, cases decided in the late 1800s.59

(a) “Substantial” Quantification for Suffering Formally Eliminated. It is 
worth reviewing the facts in Linder, which was heard at the British Co-
lumbia Court of Appeal (BCCA), to understand the significance of the 
Ménard decision.60 In Linder, the BCCA reversed the accused’s convic-
tion at trial for causing unnecessary suffering to an animal under the 
1927 Criminal Code equivalent of s.446.1(1)(a), which was s.542(a).61 The 
accused had used a bucking flank strap on a horse for purposes of a 
bucking contest rodeo event. The trial judge found that “the use of the 
strap does at least excite or irritate the horse to more strenuous bucking 
in its struggle to unseat its rider, and that is an abuse of the horse.”62 The 
appellate court reversed the judgment on the ground that the Crown 
had not shown that the horse had substantially suffered. Linder affirmed 
a threshold of “substantial suffering,” following the late 1800s cases of 
Ford and Swan that incorporated the qualifier of “substantial” in defin-
ing pain and suffering.63

In Ménard, Lamer J.A. reviewed these authorities but did not follow 
them in requiring that the suffering meet a quantifiable threshold. He 
interpreted the 1953–4 legislative amendments to the Code as eliminat-
ing a threshold requirement. Lamer J.A. authorized the proposition that 
to establish a cruelty offence, it is sufficient if the Crown can show that 
suffering existed without demanding that it reach a certain “substan-
tial” level; if it was caused unnecessarily and wilfully, then the elements 
of the offence under s.445.1(1)(a) were present.64 This positive legacy 
of Ménard is not to be dismissed, given the prior jurisprudence, but its 
impact is virtually theoretical. In reality, the cases that come before the 
courts involve intense suffering.65 It is the narrow interpretation of suf-
fering “without necessity” that Lamer J.A. proceeded to articulate that 
accounted for this converse result.

(b) Extremely Narrow Interpretation of “Cruelty.” After minimizing the 
quantity of suffering that must be present to qualify as an animal cru-
elty offence, Lamer J.A. addressed what he saw as the heart of the mat-
ter: the meaning of “necessity” as it relates to animal suffering, upon 
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which the concept of cruelty pivots.66 After reviewing the holdings in 
these older cases, Lamer J.A. concluded:

… [a] reading of ss.386(1) and 400 to 403 reveals a legislative policy which 
seeks to recognize the protection of animals in accordance with the place 
which is theirs in the hierarchy of our “world” and the responsibilities 
that we impose on ourselves as their “masters.” Within the hierarchy of 
our planet the animal occupies a place which, if it does not give rights to 
the animal at least prompts us, being animals who claim to be rational 
beings, to impose on our ourselves behaviour which will reflect in our 
relations with them those virtues we seek to promote in our relations 
among humans. On the other hand, the animal is inferior to man, and 
takes its place within a hierarchy which is the hierarchy of the animals, 
and above all is a part of nature with all its “racial and natural” selec-
tions. The animal is subordinate to nature and to man. It will often be 
in the interests of man to kill and mutilate wild or domestic animals, to 
subjugate them and, to this end, to tame them with all the painful conse-
quences this may mean for them and, if they are too old, or too numer-
ous, or abandoned, to kill them. This is why, in setting standards for the 
behaviour of men towards animals, we have taken into account our privi-
leged position in nature and have been obliged to take into account at 
the outset the purpose sought. We have, moreover, wished to subject all 
behaviour, which would already be legalized by its purpose, to the test of 
the “means employed.”67

In reasoning that the legislature intended that cruelty be contingent on 
purpose and method viewed from a certain hierarchical worldview, 
Lamer J.A. tells us several things that confirm Francione’s thesis about 
the purpose and scope of anti-cruelty laws. Notwithstanding Lamer 
J.A.’s assertion that “s.402 was enacted for the protection of the ani-
mals themselves,”68 Francione’s argument that anti-cruelty laws treat 
animals instrumentally and still primarily respect the owner’s property 
rights are evident in Lamer J.A.’s reasoning.

First, it is clear from the first two sentences of the excerpt that the 
rationale for the law is human moral elevation for the purpose of better 
human social relations. We see that the concern is not for the well-being 
of animals but for the cultivation of human virtue. Animals’ inferior 
position is presumed by the familiar religiously laced appeal to the laws 
of nature and serves to justify the assertion that animals are at the ser-
vice of humans. Animals are presumed to be lower creatures; treating 
them without cruelty is mainly for the purpose of cultivating desired 
moral sensibilities regarding the treatment of other humans.
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Lamer J.A. echoes the common claim that a concern for animal wel-
fare is a mark of civilized status. A few paragraphs later, in comments 
that contain both anthropocentric, gendered, and imperialistic mean-
ing,69 he writes that “the animal is inferior to man, and takes its place 
within a hierarchy which is … a part of nature with all its ‘racial and 
natural’ selections.” This perpetuates the imperial teachings of Social 
Darwinism, in which non-white, non-Western societies were placed on 
the lower rungs of the ladder of civilization and progress, with ideal 
societies (i.e., white, Western) perched on the higher rungs. There is 
a continuum of domination in the hierarchy he constructs: “man” is 
superior to animals, and certain races of men (read: white) are superior 
to other races of men.70 Lamer J.A.’s remarks expose the imperial civili-
zational logic that has shaped anti-cruelty legislation. As noted earlier, 
anti-cruelty legislation arose as part of a deliberate imperial agenda 
to civilize non-white and non-Western peoples; thus the existence of 
such legislation on the books became a mark of civilized status. The 
benefits to animals that accrued through such efforts were secondary 
to the ones that accrued to humans; animals’ suffering did not matter 
in the anti-cruelty calculus if it did not arise from activities deemed 
morally objectionable from imperial, gendered, and classist hierarchical 
worldviews.71

The exercise of long-standing property rights rarely fell into the cat-
egory of morally objectionable activities. Ménard does not alter this 
historical purpose of the law. The Canadian framework that Ménard 
develops does not prioritize animal suffering over human – specifically, 
property – interests. Instead, as per Francione’s theory of legal welfarism, 
the owner’s interest in the animal is weighed against the interest of a legal 
non-subject, the stray animal, which leads to a result whereby almost 
every interest of the owner is permitted. The court embeds legal wel-
farism when it reasons that “man’s” use of animals is determined by his 
“privileged position in nature” and his attendant interest in subjugat-
ing animals. This welfarist attitude receives legal expression through the 
means/purpose test that Lamer J.A. entrenches, whereby Judeo-Christian 
cultural and religious suppositions about human superiority and excep-
tionalism result in affirming comments about the “necessity” of almost 
every human activity that involves animals. Justice Lamer condones the 
view that humans have the right to exploit animals “given to them by 
their position as supreme creatures”72 even when this is “unnecessary”:

“Without necessity” does not mean that man, when a thing is susceptible of caus-
ing pain to an animal, must abstain unless it be necessary, but means that man in 
the pursuit of his purposes as a superior being, in the pursuit of his well-being, is 
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obliged not to inflict on animals pain, suffering or injury which is not inevitable 
taking into account the purpose sought and the circumstances of the particular 
case. In effect, even if it not be necessary for man to eat meat and if he 
could abstain from doing so, as many in fact do, it is the privilege of man 
to eat it.73

The test that Lamer J.A. devises is a valuation of necessity contingent on 
the particular purpose that gave rise to the animal’s suffering and the 
surrounding circumstances – for example, social priorities, the alterna-
tive available means, and their accessibility and affordability for the 
user.74 Within this assessment, animals are conceptualized from the 
outset as property, and not, for example, as sentient beings capable of 
suffering. The discordant reference to the privilege of meat-eating con-
firms that the test for necessity is premised on the normalized exploita-
tion of animals. Regarding unreflective privilege claims, no justification 
is proffered for why the suffering inherent in meat-eating is “neces-
sary.” In fact, Lamer J.A. concludes that the term “does not mean that 
man … must abstain unless it be necessary.”

The requirement that surrounding circumstances be taken into 
account does not overturn the anthropocentric privilege in which 
Lamer J.A. embeds the meaning of “without necessity.” Instead, where 
context triggers an inquiry into the accessibility and affordability of 
alternative means as it did in Ménard, the animal’s interest is still con-
sidered secondary to the unfair competitive advantage the property 
owner or other claimed human animal user may enjoy vis-à-vis oth-
ers in the same industry. Justice Lamer engaged in a cost–benefit pain 
analysis of different methods of animal euthanasia.75 In terms of pain 
relief, or the animal’s well-being the expert evidence adduced sug-
gested the use of anaesthesia; but because of the prohibitive costs of 
this for “those who use the method regularly,” the court held that this 
was an unreasonable alternative.76 The court, however, did take notice 
of a system that eliminated the harmful carbon and lowered the heat 
to a “tolerable” level.77 Because the system was relatively simple to 
install, inexpensive, and already an industry standard, and because 
the respondent knew of its availability, the court concluded that the 
respondent “could easily and at reasonable cost have equipped himself so 
that the animals to be killed need not be subjected to the pain, suffering 
and injuries that the method which he used necessarily involved.”78 
Viewed from this perspective, the fact that the animals “won” in this 
case in fact offers no reason for celebration or optimism. The court was 
simply following an industry standard that kept Ménard’s operations 
economically in line with his industry. Ménard’s property rights were 
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only impugned to the extent they had a negative effect on the economic 
interest of his competitors.

4. case law after ménard

Ménard is significant because it explicitly authorized a legal welfarist 
interpretation of the federal anti-cruelty law in Canada. Although, being 
an appellate court judgment from Quebec, it is technically binding only 
on Quebec courts, Ménard has been consistently cited in many Canadian 
provinces as well as in intervener submissions at the Supreme Court of 
Canada as the authority on the meaning of “unnecessary … suffering” 
in s.445.1(1)(a) or its historical antecedents.79 It is still regarded as the 
leading case in this area.80 It has thus done much to generate the atten-
dant property framework that has been heavily criticized by Francione, 
which expunges from the concept of “cruelty” and “unnecessary suffer-
ing” any meaning independent of anthropocentric purposes.81

Indeed, when one looks at the seventy-three cases reported after 
Ménard until 2018 in which an accused stood trial for allegedly violat-
ing s.445.1(1)(a),82 in none of those cases is the animal harm at issue 
attributable to institutional practices.83 Moreover, if we look closely at 
the facts in the cases involving for the vast majority individual acts 
of physical aggression, and also in some instances neglect, they con-
firm Francione’s argument that anti-cruelty prosecutions target socially 
deviant acts and not what mainstream society considers socially accept-
able animal (ab)use. The facts in these cases overwhelmingly involve 
abuse of domestic dogs and cats and leave little doubt that the Code’s 
catchall anti-cruelty provision has only been effective in condemning 
socially deviant acts against companion animal dogs and cats entailing 
extreme suffering for animals.84

It may seem that the cases involving neglect of domestic animals are 
more redemptive of anti-cruelty law in the Code. After all, injuries that 
occur to domestic or captive wild animals either through neglect of 
basic needs of food, water, shelter, or care (s.446(1)(b)), or abandoning 
the animals in distress (s.446(1)(b)), or while animals are being trans-
ported (s.446(1)(a)), are not subject to a test of necessity. We may infer 
that these subsections aim to secure the provision of basic needs for 
animals. But the purpose of s.446(1) is only properly understood if we 
recall that anti-cruelty legislation first centred on economically signifi-
cant domesticated farmed animals and the harm that third parties did 
to the owner’s interest in these animals through behaviour adjudicated 
to be “cruel.”85 Anti-cruelty legislation eventually evolved to include 
in its ambit the actions of owners who neglected or abandoned their 
own animals, as the current Code provisions attest. We might conclude 
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that this extension finally created a law that expressed concern about 
animals apart from their status as someone’s property – a law whose 
provisions, moreover, are not at risk of dilution through a necessity test. 
Francione cautions us against such a hopeful interpretation, however. 
He argues that instead, the criminalization of neglect and abandon-
ment is an expression of the law’s distaste for the “socially undesir-
able destruction of property”86 rather than an affirmation that animals’ 
basic needs should be protected.87 Even if one disagrees with Francione 
on this point, or applauds the end result of basic needs protection for 
animals that nevertheless can result despite the law’s original disap-
pointing purpose, the overall anti-cruelty regime in the Code still leaves 
much to be desired in that it criminalizes only deviant acts involving 
intense suffering.88

C. Any Bright Spots at All?

Although Canada’s anti-cruelty provisions reflect a deeply legal-wel-
farist approach, one favourable element of s.445.1 is the presumption 
found in s.445.1(3) that enables a court to presume wilfulness on the 
part of the accused in committing the violating act absent any contrary 
evidence. The advantage provided by this wording, however, is in dan-
ger of being eclipsed by a line of reasoning that had circulated in lower 
court judgments and has recently been articulated by the BCCA, which 
advances a subjective standard for mens rea that defeats the codified 
presumption against the accused.89

Recall that to prove intent, the prosecution must prove that the offence 
occurred “wilfully.” R. v McHugh is not considered to be an authority on 
the test of “unnecessary suffering,” but it is often referred to by courts 
in anti-cruelty cases in order to ascertain the meaning of “wilfulness.”90 
McHugh held that “wilfully” meant “deliberately” and thus did not 
require the additional element of malicious or evil intent. R. v Radmore 
adopted this broad understanding to convict a former veterinarian for 
causing unnecessary suffering by failing to provide suitable and ade-
quate food, water, shelter, and care for his horses.91 The court held that 
the accused’s honest belief that he was taking care of the horses did not 
exonerate him because he was nevertheless careless. Thus, carelessness, 
helpfully for animals, became another indication of wilfulness.92

The prospect of McHugh and Radmore laying the foundation of legal 
doctrine and setting a low prosecution-friendly threshold to prove wil-
fulness, however, may be faint. In R. v Higgins,93 the court adopted 
the broader understanding of “wilful” as articulated in McHugh, yet it 
raised the threshold of proof. Mr Higgins was charged under a previous 
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version of s.445.1(1)(a) for injuries sustained by his cat, Sammy, who 
desperately took refuge in the furnace room to escape being chased 
through his whole house with a broom for the purported purposes 
of discipline.94 It was not until the accused’s daughter found Sammy, 
hours later and severely injured, that Mr Higgins admitted that Sammy 
had been harmed as a result of the pursuit.95 The principal issue before 
the court was the wilfulness of the offence. As noted above, wilful-
ness for the purposes of proceedings under s.445.1 is determinable by 
reference to s.429. This section deems that someone has acted “wil-
fully” when he “causes the occurrence of an event by doing an act or 
by omitting to do an act that is his duty to do, knowing that the act or 
omission will probably cause the occurrence of the event and being 
reckless whether the event occurs or not.”96 The trial judge interpreted 
this definition to mean that the accused needed to be aware that the 
act would likely result in the event in order to be found guilty.97 The 
accused claimed that he was not at all aware that his actions might 
injure the cat and thus did not have the requisite awareness for a wilful 
act; the judge agreed.98

The prosecutor appealed the decision on four grounds; the sub-
missions all alleged errors in the trial judge’s interpretation of “wil-
fully” and in the handling of the presumption regarding s.446(3). The 
prosecution pressed forward an understanding of both that did not 
require an accused to hold a subjective view regarding knowing his 
act or omission would result in harm or that he was being reckless.99 
The Newfoundland Supreme Court Trial Division, as a summary con-
viction appeal court, disagreed with all four grounds, thus confirming 
the subjective nature of the mens rea requirement despite the necessary 
presumption of wilfulness absent evidence to the contrary.100 The trial 
judge had completely ignored the presumption.101 The Newfoundland 
Supreme Court hearing the appeal accepted the accused’s “explanation 
of his motivation for his actions and concluded that he did not intend 
to injure the cat and that he did not have an awareness that his actions 
might have injurious consequences” as sufficient “evidence to the con-
trary” under s.445.1(3) to rebut the presumption that failing to exercise 
reasonable care will constitute wilfulness.102 Since the Court found that 
an accused can effectively rely on self-proclaimed ignorance as a ready 
defence, Higgins has rendered the presumption of wilfulness in subsec-
tion (3) virtually meaningless. Instead of subjecting the accused to a 
contextualized objective test of reasonability, or requiring corroborated 
testimony to rebut the presumption of s.445.1(3), Higgins advances a 
subjective threshold for mens rea that is ripe for opportunistic use by 
accused persons.103
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Regrettably, the 2016 BCCA case of R v Gerling gave appellate stature 
to this interpretation when it held that the meaning of wilfulness in 
s.429 of the Code includes a subjective element such that “knowing that 
suffering was a likely result or that a reasonable person would realize 
that this was a likely result,” as the trial judge had held, was an error.104 
Instead, the court held that s.429(1) “engages a subjective element: 
knowing that the act or omission will probably cause the occurrence 
of the event and being reckless whether the event occurs or not.”105 The 
BCCA held that the presumption in s.445.1(3) only works to effect an 
objective standard for “willfulness” (i.e., “an absence of reasonable care 
or supervision”)106 where there is no evidence to the contrary;107 other-
wise s.445.1(a) referentially incorporates from s.429(1) a subjective mens 
rea definition of “willfulness.”108 Unfortunately for animals, the thresh-
old for what constitutes “evidence to the contrary” for animals is low: 
it “is simply evidence raised by the accused which raises a reasonable 
doubt about her willfulness.”109 Credible assertions that the accused 
believed they were adequately caring for their animals (no matter how 
unreasonable to an objective person) could qualify as “evidence to the 
contrary.”110

A second line of reasoning that preserves a livelier role for the animal-
friendly presumption in s.445.1(3) is present in other jurisdictions and 
is advanced by the 2016 Ontario case of R v Way,111 decided after the 
BCCA’s decision in Gerling. The court addressed the mens rea element 
of s.445.1(a) head on:

This case turns entirely on a proper understanding and application of the 
required mens rea of the offences charged. Essentially, it comes down to 
this: Does the Crown need to prove that the accused intended the conse-
quences of her failure to care for these animals? Or, must the Crown only 
prove that she actually knew that her conduct was causing suffering, and 
failed to act accordingly? Or, is it sufficient for the Crown to simply prove 
that she was aware of the circumstances that existed and ought to have 
foreseen that her conduct would cause the prohibited consequences, the 
suffering inflicted on these animals?112

The court held that it was the last, objective standard, option that 
applied. Citing precedent that characterized s.445.1 as housing offences 
that relate to duties of care, it found that a subjective mens rea was not 
intended.113 Rather,“[t]he mens rea of these offences is measured by a 
modified object test” requiring the court to inquire into whether a rea-
sonable person would have foreseen the criminal harm had that per-
son taken the same actions or omissions as the accused.114 The Ontario 
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approach is much more favourable to animals, but as an appellate case, 
the Gerling decision has the potential to persuade other jurisdictions to 
adopt the BC subjective interpretation.

D. Summary

Since Canadian anti-cruelty case law is entrenched in a property para-
digm that measures the interests of the animal in whose body the prop-
erty rights of legal persons inhere against those very same property 
rights, the overwhelming bulk of painful/distressing and suffering-
inducing acts are not outlawed absolutely. Instead, they must endure a 
test of necessity because of a hegemonic willingness to sacrifice animal 
interests, no matter how compelling, for a competing human one. The 
only activities that are treated as cruel by their very performance, with-
out an inquiry into reasons, justifications, or excuses, are captive-shoot-
ing and fighting. Everything else, even killing one’s companion ani-
mal, must first be characterized as unnecessary before it is considered 
cruel.115 The primary rationale for this position is that the exercise of 
property rights, which includes owners’ decisions to kill their animals, 
is not to be interfered with by anti-cruelty law.116 And because institu-
tional and otherwise instrumental use of animals is socially accepted, 
it is overwhelmingly only those acts deemed culturally aberrant by 
dominant cultural standards that are prosecuted under anti-cruelty 
statutes.117 From this review of Canadian anti-cruelty jurisprudence, we 
can conclude that the doctrine of legal welfarism that Francione identi-
fies in American case law is a vibrant doctrine with respect to Cana-
dian anti-cruelty law as well.118 The leading Canadian case, Ménard, has 
entrenched a legacy of the skewed balancing test that has naturalized 
human superiority and animal instrumentality. Legal reform efforts 
have not been able to challenge the anthropocentrism of the common 
law. A survey of the proposed and accepted amendments to anti-cruelty 
legislation shows that this skewed balancing of interests has sullied law 
reform efforts to “modernize” the law in this area.

III. Amendments to Anti-cruelty Law

Animal cruelty laws at the federal and provincial levels in Canada have 
been the subjects of attempted – and sometimes successful – amend-
ment over the past few decades. Although the scope of the laws and the 
breadth of the proposed amendments vary between levels of govern-
ment, the changes proposed all have a number of things in common. 
In each case, the amendments were inspired by the public reaction to 
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stories of animal abuse.119 They also had the potential, at least to a slight 
degree, to discursively contest the propertied status of animals in Can-
ada. When one examines the few amendments that were enacted and 
the bulk that were rejected, the formative undercurrents of anthropo-
centrism and the cultural Othering in conceptualizing cruelty against 
animals become visible. This section discusses these amendments and 
the anthropocentric, racialized, and cultural norms that determined 
their fate. The analysis explains how the legal welfarist logic that 
defines anti-cruelty law has caused such efforts to meet with little suc-
cess despite their modest goals.

A. Federal Amendments

As discussed above, criminal prohibitions on animal cruelty in Can-
ada are administered at the federal level through the Code.120 The anti-
cruelty laws thus establish offences and penalties for the country as a 
whole, and as a result, more than any of the various provincial anti-
cruelty statutes, they can provide a national remit for the concept of 
“animal cruelty.” However, by the early 1990s this section of the Code 
had been stagnant for more than a century.121 The provisions reflected 
ideas about non-human animals that were grounded in the nine-
teenth century rather than more modern views.122 Awareness of this 
disconnect through media stories of sadistic animal abuse prompted 
the federal Liberal government from the late 1990s through the early 
2000s to attempt to amend the century-old anti-cruelty provisions. 
Although animal advocacy groups had been lobbying for amend-
ments to the Code many years before this,123 it was news stories detail-
ing graphic abuse of companion animals that appeared over a few 
months in the summer of 1998 in national and local newspapers that 
galvanized the government to take action. These articles described 
painful acts against animals that did not fall into any of the domi-
nant cultural and thus legal practices against animals (dragging dogs 
behind cars, torturing cats, etc.) as well as the slim legal repercussions 
housed in the Code for such crimes.124 The media reporting caused a 
public outcry that attracted government attention, and in 1998 the 
Department of Justice released a report titled Crimes against Animals 
that had solicited input from the public on how to amend the anti-
cruelty laws.125 It is reported that the government had received more 
public input in the form of letters for this consultation than for any 
previous consultation it had conducted.126 The legislative result of all 
of this was the introduction of Bill C-17 in the House of Commons in 
December 1999.127
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1. limited scope of amendments
It perhaps comes as no surprise that the changes Bill C-17 proposed 
were minimal. Nothing in the proposed amendments to the Code would 
have changed the definition of cruelty that the case law had created; 
“cruelty” would continue to be understood as “unnecessary suffer-
ing.”128 On the contrary, the government sought to reassure hunting, 
farming, and research groups worried about the effect of the amend-
ments that the proposed law would not illegalize any industry that was 
currently lawful.129 The bill did not aim to change the legal status of 
animals as property or disturb the practices of any animal-based indus-
tries. Instead, it subscribed to the view reflected in the case law that 
violence against animals was episodic in Canada, rather than routin-
ized in various industries, and was the result of the aberrant actions 
of a deviant few.130 The background report even claimed that the gov-
ernment had been motivated to update the anti-cruelty provisions by 
growing scientific research linking animal abuse to aggression against 
humans.131 It was this type of culturally aberrant violence against ani-
mals that the bill sought to curtail.132 Consequently, Bill C-17 altered 
the distribution of property rights only minimally, as explained below.

(a) “Property or Not”? Notwithstanding its traditional approach to 
conceptualizing “cruelty,” Bill C-17 did include a few provisions that 
sought to alter the association of animals with property, although they 
did not go so far as to change animals’ propertied status. While mod-
est, these provisions were not without symbolic and even substantive 
effect, given the anthropocentrism that saturates anti-cruelty jurispru-
dence and law in general. The primary revision that would have ac-
complished this contestation of animals’ property status was a change 
in the placement of the new anti-cruelty offence within the Code. Recall 
that the anti-cruelty provisions were and still are housed in Chapter 
XI of the Code, “Wilful and Forbidden Acts in Respect of Certain Prop-
erty.”133 Bill C-17 would have placed the provisions in a brand-new 
section titled “Cruelty to Animals,” in Chapter V, then and still titled 
“Sexual Offences, Public Morals and Disorderly Conduct.” Bill C-17 
would have changed this to “Sexual Offences, Public Morals and Dis-
orderly Conduct and Cruelty to Animals.”134 This move sought to affirm 
that animals are sentient and that their current placement in the Code 
undervalued their capacity for suffering in favour of ownership inter-
ests.135 The move was also meant to recognize the ways in which human 
relationships with companion animals transformed animals into more 
than property in the eyes of their human guardians even though the 
legal relationship would remain one of ownership.136 The bill conveyed 
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the growing sensibility that animals were different from inanimate 
forms of property, and that, as companion animals, many had obtained 
the cultural status of a family member.137 The bill sought to respond to 
this new cultural view through the symbolic gesture of the new chapter 
heading.138

The second way in which Bill C-17 gently questioned the property 
status of animals was through the substantive measure of including 
wild animals under the purview of anti-cruelty offences.139 The exist-
ing anti-cruelty provisions had betrayed their ownership orientation by 
focusing on animals that were already owned rather than by treating all 
animals equally as possible subjects of cruelty.140 Again, without chal-
lenging the overall legal status of animals as property, Bill C-17 would 
have ascribed a valuation to an animal’s suffering irrespective of harm 
to the animal’s owner. The change would have connoted that the harm 
was to the animal herself – a new component of “cruelty” – rather than 
to the property interest of the animal’s owner.

(b) Non-property Changes. Other proposed changes did not contest the 
property classification but were nonetheless notable in terms of alter-
ing the reach of the provisions. First, the bill would have more precisely 
identified animals as vertebrates.141 While this centring of the capac-
ity to feel pain may be read as a progressive move on the part of the 
government to value all sentient life,142 it must be remembered that the 
existing provision does not define “animal” at all; its open-endedness 
could potentially be read as including invertebrate animals as well.143 
A second change expanding the category of animals to which the bill 
would have applied related to one specific practice only: organized ani-
mal fighting. Bill C-17 would have extended the existing cockfighting 
prohibition so that it applied to all other organized animal fighting, a 
measure that clearly would have broadened the ambit of the then exist-
ing section.144

Third, Bill C-17 would have widened “cruelty” to include the act of 
killing an animal “brutally or viciously, regardless of whether the ani-
mal dies immediately.”145 Due to the wording of the existing section, 
only those practices that killed animals in non-normative ways where 
the animals actually suffered before dying (instead of simply dying) 
were caught by the offence.146 This revision was a response to the pub-
lic’s revulsion that it was possible to sadistically attack animals (again, 
we have to read “sadism” here as the non-dominant manner of violat-
ing animals rather than normalized violence against them) but not be 
charged with cruelty if the animal died upon the first blow and thus 
did not suffer.147
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Finally, in terms of substantive changes, fines and incarceration peri-
ods were increased. For the first time, the Crown would have been able 
to proceed by indictment, which, if resulting in a conviction, could 
entail incarceration for five years. The bill kept the option of proceed-
ing summarily but would have increased the incarceration period from 
a possible six months to eighteen; the maximum fine for a summary 
conviction would have remained $2,000.148 Whether the Crown pro-
ceeded summarily or by indictment, however, the bill included a new 
provision that would have enabled a court to institute a lifetime pro-
hibition on a convicted party from owning animals, a marked increase 
from the existing restriction of only two years; in the case of a second 
or further offence, the court would have to impose a minimum ban of 
five years.149 As well, Bill C-17 would have permitted a judge to order 
an accused to compensate an individual or group for the reasonable 
expenses incurred for caring for the abused animal after it came into 
their custody,150 as well as apply general provisions regarding restitu-
tion orders in the Code to animal cruelty-related orders.151

(c) Summary of Amendments. It may be argued that two of the non-proper-
ty substantive changes – defining animals as “vertebrates” (if we believe 
the governmental purpose of this change was to signal a value for all 
sentient life), and raising the penalties that could attach to a conviction –  
signalled a new approach to valuing animal life, however mired that 
life was in anthropocentric and subordinating worldviews. When 
combined with the property-related substantive change of extend-
ing the reach of the section fully to unowned (i.e., wild) animals and 
the symbolic removal of the provisions from the property section of 
the Code, one can perceive a conceptual shift, however modest, in at-
titudes toward animals underlying the bill. It thus becomes apparent 
why so many animal advocacy organizations endorsed this bill and 
similar successor bills through various sessions of Parliament despite 
their limited application to a nominal fraction of the violence against 
animals and the government’s repeated statements of support for the 
normalized industries that enact this systemic violence.152 It is this same 
internal limit to the bills that enabled such widespread support from a 
public that believed in consuming animal products and researching on 
animal bodies.153

2. resistance to the amendments
Despite the bill’s acceptance of the division between legitimate and ille-
gitimate violence against animals as well as the considerable support 
from a similarly oriented public, the bill encountered strong resistance 
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from industry.154 Bill C-17 died when Parliament was dissolved in Octo-
ber 2000 due to an election call. Its successors, either identical to or 
closely reminiscent of it, also encountered various forms of industry 
resistance that translated into parliamentary resistance. In the eight 
years after Bill C-17 died, various bills proposing to amend the anti-
cruelty provisions, all of them closely reminiscent of Bill C-17, were 
introduced both in the House and in the Senate.155 They were all unsuc-
cessful.156 This dismal result may be attributed to the high number of 
federal elections called during this time, but also to the disagreements, 
generated by industry lobbying against the more substantive bills, that 
emerged between the political parties as well as between the House and 
the Senate over the necessary amendments and their wording.157

(a) By Industry. While the Liberals were in power, they continued to re-
introduce bills that were close iterations of Bill C-17, but their consistent 
statements that the amendments would not impinge on normative uses 
of animals and existing industries did not quell anxiety among animal 
industry stakeholders.158 Industry stakeholders claimed that the chang-
es to the existing law would harm “human rights” as well as trigger a 
slippery slope that would eventually favour the position of animal “ex-
tremists” seeking to humanize animals and outlaw their industries.159 
The farming, research, and hunting and trapping communities were 
particularly vocal in expressing this view.160

John Sorenson has written about the politics of the consultations as they 
coalesced around Bill C-10B, an early reincarnation of the original Bill 
C-17, introduced by then Liberal Minister of Justice and Attorney General 
Anne McLellan in November 2002.161 Through a critical discourse analy-
sis of the governmental committee deliberations, Hansard debates, and 
media reports surrounding the various forms of the bill until 2002, Soren-
son elucidates the “deliberate and misleading attempts to exaggerate the 
implications of the[ir] modest amendments and to vilify animal rights 
advocates.”162 Sorenson details the numerous negative responses by rep-
resentatives of the animal agriculture, research, and hunting industries, 
which were “disproportionate to the scope of the legislation.”163 Despite the 
government’s repeated assurances regarding the scope of the legislation, 
these industry representatives maintained that the proposed legislation 
was a “human rights bill for animals”164 and constituted a “fundamental, 
even revolutionary reconfigurement of the human/animal boundary.”165 
Both industry representatives and conservative politicians claimed that 
the bill would undermine “normal” animal-based industries and con-
vert ranchers, researchers, and hunters who love “their” animals into 
criminals.166 The bill was identified as a “weapon” of “animal rights  
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extremists”167 that would undermine the anthropocentric normative 
order as well as human health, economic prosperity, Indigenous rights, 
national identity, and society as we know it.168

What is more, these distorting views were expressed in a relatively 
industry-friendly environment. As Sorenson reveals, expressions of 
support for the proposed legislation were hampered by the parameters 
set for the government deliberations – only national organizations were 
invited to participate.169 This privileged large-scale, well-resourced 
organizations as opposed to smaller grassroots organizations more crit-
ical of animal exploitation. More animal welfare organizations qualified 
(that were accepting of animal use but critical of industry conditions) 
than animal rights organizations (that sought an end to the commodifi-
cation of animals); thus, the bill’s animal welfare proponents validated 
the normalized exploitation and killing of animals in an effort to reas-
sure industry actors that the bill focused on uses of animals that are not 
culturally acceptable (i.e., sadistic or “barbaric” uses of animals).170 At 
the same time, such comments were prefaced or followed by assurances 
that opponents were all “animal lovers.”171

Bill C-10B died in November 2003 upon prorogation of Parliament 
after having passed all three readings in the House as a government-
supported bill only to encounter resistance in the Senate over the issue 
of Indigenous rights. Industry opponents had succeeded in opportu-
nistically mobilizing discourses about Aboriginal rights to bolster their 
own for-profit exploitation of animals.172 Industry advocates argued 
that the transfer of the anti-cruelty provisions outside of Part XI of the 
Code addressing property offences and the elimination of any distinction 
between domestic and wild animals would be detrimental to Aboriginal 
rights to practise traditional hunting, fishing, and trapping.173 It is tell-
ing that only one Indigenous organization raised the same concern.174 
Nonetheless, non-Indigenous industry advocates vigorously argued 
that the changes would expose traditional Indigenous hunting, fish-
ing, and trapping in relation to wild animals to criminalization because 
such practices might not be the least painful means of hunting, fishing, 
and trapping animals when compared to more technologically astute 
methods.175 Some senators seemed to be more sincere in their insistence 
that the amendments not be passed without an exempting provision for 
Indigenous cultural practices protected as Aboriginal or treaty rights 
under the Canadian Constitution.176 The House refused to incorporate 
the exemption, insisting on a universal standard for all Canadians.177

This last point of contention in the legislative drama over Bill C-10B 
reveals how the force of hierarchical civilizational racialized logic that 
shaped legally welfarist views of cruelty toward animals from the outset 
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continues to inform legislative debates about the meaning of cruelty. 
The animal anti-cruelty offence has been shaped by the colonial context 
in which it originally arose that saw the offence apply to non-Western 
practices abroad in British colonies and animal uses associated with the 
lower classes domestically at home.178 The racial logic that inflects the 
offence’s application may also be identified in current cases, as we have 
seen in Ménard.179 That the practices of Indigenous Canadians might 
have been subjected to more anti-cruelty scrutiny had the amendments 
gone through to eliminate the distinction between wild and domestic 
animals is not a fanciful prospect. What reveals the cultural Othering 
embedded in the legal concept of anti-cruelty is the invisible premise 
that informed most of the parliamentary exchange about the exemp-
tion, namely, that normative Western practices of hunting, fishing, 
trapping, and otherwise appropriating animal bodies are superior and 
obviously are not cruel.180 As Andrew Brighten has argued, legislative 
debates surrounding the exemption permit “the dangerous inference … 
that Aboriginal hunting, fishing and trapping would by definition con-
stitute criminal behavior absent an exemption – i.e., that traditional 
practices are ‘unnecessarily’ painful and that ‘adjustments’ would be 
inconsistent with Aboriginal culture.”181 Once again, it is the non-West-
ern cultural Other from whom animals need saving by a Western liberal 
legal intervention.182

Brighten draws our attention to the perversity of this inference when 
we consider that Indigenous worldviews of human-animal relations 
do not follow Cartesian hierarchies that have proven so disastrous for 
animals but instead recognize animals as kin, as agentic and sentient 
beings, as co-participants in community, and, critically, as persons.183 
Instead of attracting mainstream attention as a repository of ideas, 
knowledge, and models for vastly improving human-animal relations 
as Brighten advocates,184 the exemption feeds cross-cultural misunder-
standing – linked to imperial ideology – that non-Western cultures are 
less animal-friendly and, indeed, dangerous to animals.185 As Brighten 
points out (despite his awareness of the risk of overgeneralizing regard-
ing Indigenous legal orders and cultures),186 it is commonplace among 
Canada’s First Nations to regard animals as persons.187 Personhood in 
the Indigenous context arises from “the idea that animals are active 
individuals capable of intentional social interaction that can be under-
stood via the same basic relational concepts used to conceptualize 
human social interaction – such as reciprocal exchange”188 and are “con-
scious, sentient beings who possess volition, plan and deliberate, inter-
act socially and communicate with each other and with humans.”189 
Brighten argues that the effect of this ontological view of animals is to 
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produce codes and rules in Indigenous legal orders that mandate mini-
mizing pain when killing animals190 and that generate an overall ethos 
of respect and reciprocity toward them.191 Legislative debates that reach 
an impasse over anti-cruelty exemptions for First Nations risk distort-
ing such alternative human-animal ontologies and the cultural norms 
that already may be said to be more than compatible with Ménard’s nar-
row conceptualization of cruelty.

Legislation at the provincial level addressing cruelty toward animals 
carries exemptions for dominant Canadian industry practices. Thus, 
in addition to the dominant cultural view embedded in the common 
law that does not perceive factory farming, animal experimentation, 
non-cetacean animal captivity, or the animal skin trade, for example, as 
“cruelty,” let alone “violence,” but simply “normal,” it is common for 
provincial anti-cruelty legislation to explicitly exclude industry practices 
from its purview.192 It may be argued that these exemptions recognize 
that non-Indigenous dominant Canadian practices are cruel toward 
animals, thus requiring an exemption to permit them to continue. 
Although this view is plausible, it is fair to say that most Canadians do 
not know the content of provincial anti-cruelty statutes, let alone that an 
exemption has been tucked into these documents. No doubt that there 
has been a parliamentary deadlock between the House and the Senate 
over the Aboriginal exemption may also have escaped the attention of 
most Canadians even though it has happened on a national stage. It is 
telling, however, of the racialized double standard informing anti-cru-
elty law – and, as we see, legislative reform – that a proposal suggesting 
exemptions for mainstream practices was not considered a solution to 
the impasse.193

(b) Through Senate Dilution. The influence of the Senate in preventing 
substantive legislative change for animals, however modestly designed, 
from succeeding was also felt from a different direction. By 2005, Sen-
ate bills had started to compete with the House bills, offering a diluted 
version of the changes outlined above. These bills essentially left the 
substance and placement of the anti-cruelty provisions intact but in-
creased the penalties.194 In October 2007, Liberal senator John Bryden 
introduced Bill S-203.195 It went through the Senate without debate, re-
ceived first and second readings at an accelerated pace in the House, 
and, a month later, in November 2007, was referred to the Commit-
tee on Justice and Human Rights. Over opposition from several animal 
advocacy groups that recommended that the more robust version be 
enacted, Bill S-203, supported by industry,196 received Royal Assent a 
few short months later, in April 2008.197
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The bill’s success where fourteen other bills since 1999 had failed is 
explained by the absence of any substantive changes in its provisions. 
Industry advocates were wary that the more substantive changes of 
Bill C-17 and its ilk might harm the rights of animal exploiters, though 
they also approved the increased penalties for what they saw as ani-
mal abuse.198 The bill transformed animal cruelty into a hybrid offence. 
The amendments increased jail times and fines; it also provided more 
judges with more sentencing options. Specifically, prison sentences 
under indictment went as high as five years; also, a fine of up to $10,000 
could now be imposed upon summary conviction.199 Also, in terms of 
enhanced sentencing options, judges can now ban convicted persons 
from owning, possessing, or even residing with animals and compel 
them to pay restitution to organizations that incurred expenses in treat-
ing the animals post-abuse.200

From one perspective, the increases in penalties are noteworthy, 
given the meagre penalties that existed previously and how greatly 
the amendments raised them (most notably, five years replacing six 
months as a possible incarceration period upon indictment). As one 
judge noted in sentencing an accused after the amendments had come 
into place: “Such a dramatic change in a penalty provision is virtually 
unheard of in our criminal law.”201 Animal Justice, a legal advocacy 
group, reviewed the sentencing results pre and post the 2008 amend-
ments (up to 2012) and found that judges have by and large imposed 
harsher penalties, although these penalties are still on the lighter side 
given the fines and the terms of incarceration now available.202 The 
amendments have inspired at least one appellate-level court in Canada 
to affirm the difference between animals and other types of objects and 
to refuse to reduce the length of an appealed sentence.203 In the 2015 
case of R v Alcorn, the Alberta Court of Appeal held that “Parliament 
recognized, and intended that courts also recognize, that cruelty to ani-
mals is incompatible with civilized society.”204 In this case the accused 
had contested the length of his twenty-month sentence for the act of 
stringing a cat up by her hind legs, slitting her throat, and forcing the 
cat to bleed to a slow death from that position so that the blood could 
drip onto the accused and his female sexual partner, who were having 
sex on the garage floor below.205 The court conceded that the appellant’s 
sentence was high relative to other offences, but rejected his appeal, 
affirming that the sentences expressed in the case law so far do not 
“establish … a range, let alone a cap. The case law has not revealed an 
overall policy strategy for animal cruelty cases as yet.”206 The court fol-
lowed this reasoning with the observation that “[s]entient animals are 
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not objects”207 and cited the dissenting judgment from the Chief Justice 
in a previous decision of the Alberta Court of Appeal emphasizing ani-
mals’ vulnerability.208

From another perspective, however, the pared-down “law and 
order” bill left much to be desired. Animal advocacy groups opposed 
it.209 At least some MPs lamented the loss of the substantive provisions. 
According to the Canadian Federation of Humane Societies, which 
had appeared at the committee’s hearings on the bill to oppose it and 
promote a more robust version, while “many committee members 
acknowledged the weaknesses in S-203, they felt that something was 
better than nothing.”210 As a result, despite the “staggering” number 
of bills that had been introduced, the animal cruelty laws in the Code 
remained essentially as they had been when the federal government in 
1998 first began the public consultations.211 And for the most part, the 
trend documented by Animal Justice in cases reported between 2008 
and 2012 – increased sentences for offenders, but still far short of the 
five-year maximum – is evident in the cases since 2012 as well despite 
judicial recognition of Parliament’s intent to create harsher penalties in 
these later cases.212

Indeed, in only one of the cases reported between 2012 and 2018 has 
the Crown proceeded by indictment, thus triggering the possibility 
of a five-year maximum penalty. This case, R v Perrin, involved the 
“brutal slaying of a healthy domestic cat that belonged to Mr. Perrin’s 
girlfriend.”213  Sentences are typically higher where they occur in the 
context of intimate relationships and domestic violence cases as retali-
ation against the partner.214 Yet even in other cases where an intimate 
partner or domestic violence was involved and the level of extreme 
violence against animals was comparable, sentences have ranged 
between a mere ninety days and two years and three months, with the 
majority under twelve months.215 Indeed, even in Perrin, the accused 
received only thirty days in jail, which the accused could serve inter-
mittently, plus twelve months’ probation.216 The court reached this 
sentence after careful consideration of the sentences meted out for 
animal cruelty prior to the 2008 amendments and afterwards.217 Perrin 
was also a case where the court agreed that Mr Perrin’s actions were 
“egregious” and “repugnant, horrendous, despicable, cruel, and mali-
cious.”218 The court emphasized these aspects of Mr Perrin’s actions 
in rejecting a conditional sentence that would not have involved jail 
time, but it declined to impose a “federal period of incarceration” – 
something that the charge brought under indictment would have 
allowed it to do.219
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A review of other cases confirms the trend toward higher but still 
markedly light sentences post-2008. In R v Camardi, 2015 ABPC 65, 2015 
CarswellAlta 536, the accused was to be sentenced for killing a dog 
and a cat. Justice G.J. Gaschler reviewed eleven cases for precedential 
guidance. The longest sentence was two years plus three years’ proba-
tion (beating a family dog until presumed dead and throwing it into a 
dumpster; the dog survived).220 The next closest sentence was twenty 
months plus three years’ probation (for the Alcorn case discussed above, 
where the cat was hung from rafters, stabbed, and bled out for sexual 
gratification).221 Only one other case had a sentence longer than one 
year – this one for sixteen months (for killing a family dog to retali-
ate against a woman).222 The rest of the cases save two resulted in sen-
tences ranging from six to twelve months (twelve months for torturing 
a girlfriend’s two dogs over the course of one month, killing one;223 ten 
months for stealing the family cat of acquaintances, stabbing and break-
ing the neck of the cat, and dismembering and attempting to cook the 
cat;224 nine months for choking a cat and partly drowning and throwing 
two cats with great force against a wall;225 eight months for throwing 
a twelve-week-old puppy down a flight of stairs, and picking up and 
throwing the puppy again after an argument with a girlfriend;226 six 
months for a drug-induced two-day attack on a girlfriend’s dog involv-
ing hitting the dog on toes, head, and elsewhere with a hammer;227 and 
six months for the brutal killing of a friend’s dog).228 Of the last two 
cases, one led to a ten-month conditional sentence (threw the family 
dog from second floor and then beat the dog to death outside).229 The 
lightest custodial sentence was ninety days (assault on the family cat 
out of frustration against an intimate partner).230 After this review, Jus-
tice Gaschler imposed a custodial sentence of thirty-eight months.231

When the reasoning processes of courts in sentencing decisions are 
examined, it is apparent that judges weigh, as they are statutorily required 
to do for all offences per s.718 of the Code, the need for denunciation and 
deterrence against more rehabilitative goals.232 To point out the light sen-
tences that have been delivered even after the 2008 amendments and the 
judicial recognition of Parliament’s intent to modernize penalties in this 
area is not to lament the lack of long incarceration periods for offenders, 
given the systemic racial and class inequities of the criminal justice system 
and the violence within prisons themselves. The pattern of light offences, 
however – well short of five years, a maximum sentence that reflects an 
anthropocentric valuation of animal life233 – is cause for concern, given the 
benchmarks it suggests for future cases that judges may feel compelled to 
follow even as we can contest carceral outlooks and the hierarchies they 
exacerbate.234 Furthermore, sentences on the lighter end may be said to 
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reflect an ongoing welfarist interpretation of the anti-cruelty offence.235 
Indeed, the court in Perrin affirmed the historical Kantian-inspired jus-
tification for criminalizing cruelty against animals in the first place, 
namely due to its links to violence against humans.236 In this regard, it 
is revealing that Parliament thought it fit to amend the sentencing prin-
ciples in the Code in 2015 to instruct that where military, police, or ser-
vice animals are involved (i.e., sentences made pursuant to subsection 
445.01(1) of the Code), “the court shall give primary consideration to the 
objectives of denunciation and deterrence” over other considerations in 
section 718 of the Code that point away from incarceration.237

The ubiquitous presence of cats and dogs in the above list is not anom-
alous.238 The extreme violence in the actions leading to the prosecutions 
and court decisions is also no coincidence.239 Because it did not incorpo-
rate any substantive change regarding which actions qualify as animal 
cruelty, the 2008 amendments did nothing to broaden the remit of anti-
cruelty laws. It is sadistic animal violence (i.e., harm to animals under-
taken for no commercial or legitimate social purpose) that was targeted.

(c) More Recent Proposals. Shortly after the “law and order” legislative 
amendments were enacted in 2008, NDP MPs as well as Liberal MPs 
(then in Opposition) introduced private members’ bills in yet another 
attempt to pass the more substantive changes. These changes were 
all reminiscent of Bill C-17 from years past; all of them were unsuc-
cessful.240 Most recently, in October 2016, a Liberal private member’s 
bill C-246 failed at second reading. Had it succeeded, it would have 
introduced three significant substantive changes to animal protection 
law.241

First, that bill would have banned shark finning as well as the impor-
tation of shark fins detached from the rest of the shark into Canada; 
this would have brought Canada in line with international standards.242 
Second, it would have banned the sale and importation of cat and dog 
furs243 and required source labelling of animal hair and cat and dog 
fur.244 Again, this would have caught up with bans in other Western 
liberal democracies, which was its stated intent.245 Third, the bill pro-
posed amendments to the Code to strengthen and modernize animal 
cruelty offences. These included several long-standing proposals trace-
able to C-17 introduced almost two decades earlier (moving animal cru-
elty offences out of the section dealing with offences against property 
and into the section regarding public morals; adding “vicious or bru-
tal” killing as an offence; changing the standard of wilful negligence to 
gross negligence for anti-cruelty offences; and introducing lifetime bans 
on ownership for convicted animal abusers) as well as new proposals 
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(broadening the definition of bestiality and amending animal fighting 
laws to prohibit profiting in any way).246

The bill failed second reading in the House; even so, it is worth ana-
lysing the legislative debates it generated, for several reasons. For one, 
in targeting shark finning and the use of cat and dog fur for textiles, the 
amendments proposed two new substantive prohibitions that the series 
of bills following C-17 in 1999 did not include. Perhaps more impor-
tantly, however, examining the legislative debates about Bill C-246 elicits 
an appreciation of the tenacity of legal welfarism in shaping purported 
attempts to modernize legislation. That is, despite the fresh topics in the 
bill, the objections to the modest changes to anti-cruelty law included in 
Bill C-246 followed the same legal welfarist logic articulated juridically 
in Ménard almost four decades ago. When we calibrate overall support 
for Bill C-246, we find that it designated as “cruel” only culturally aber-
rant acts, understood as individual sadism or coded as (non-Western/
racialized) cultural backwardness. Despite the support for targeting 
these culturally aberrant practices, the legislation was defeated by the 
spectre that the proposed changes to the generic anti-cruelty provisions 
in the Code would apply to what by today’s cultural standards is the 
legitimate use of animals. An entwined logic of species, culture, and 
race thus informed the support for different parts of the bill.

How can we see these dynamics at work? Consider first that almost 
all MPs supported the ban on the importation of shark fins. In speak-
ing in support of the shark fin provisions in the bill, MPs cited con-
cerns about the impact that shark extinction would have on marine 
ecosystems and decried the inherent cruelty of allowing live sharks to 
drown after their fins are removed.247 Although some members felt that 
the ban was unnecessary or redundant, given that the act of finning 
itself is already illegal in Canada, there was no outright opposition to 
the ban from these quarters.248 The ban on cat and dog fur sales and 
importation, along with the labelling amendments, fared even better, 
receiving no criticism in the House.249 The lack of controversy over 
the targeting of these specific practices is of little surprise. They are 
widely presumed to be foreign practices not constitutive of Canadian 
(read: white) cultural sensibilities and economic realities.250 Dogs and 
cats have been strongly humanized as companion animals and family 
members in Canada, so one would expect to see support for a proposed 
law to ban their use in textiles.251 Sharks, by contrast, enjoy no such cul-
tural endorsement. Yet parliamentarians were still in support of laws 
to discourage shark finning – a discordance that makes sense once we 
grasp the racialized cultural coding of shark finning. To be sure, there 
had been multiple defeats of anti–shark-finning initiatives before this 
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victory, which speaks to the sobering reality that even non-culturally 
dominant exploitation of animals can encounter resistance.252 It also 
shows how advocacy efforts in favour of certain racially or culturally 
coded animal-use practices can invoke ideals of multicultural and racial 
equality to work against animals.253 Yet it is notable that the shark fin 
campaign eventually succeeded (see below).

In fact, the failure of Bill C-246 resulted from opposition to the generic 
amendments to the Code that were perceived to impinge on normal-
ized Canadian animal uses. This opposition rested yet again on fears 
that lawful activities involving animals, such as hunting, fishing, and 
farming, would be swept into the new regulations. In particular, those 
opposed suggested that proposed s.182.1(1)(b), stating that “everyone 
commits an offence who … kills an animal … brutally or viciously, 
regardless of whether the animal dies immediately,” would open all 
lawful killing to prosecution.254 This fear arose from the fact that “bru-
tally or viciously” is not defined in the Code and has not been inter-
preted by the courts, leaving the realities of this provision’s application 
unknown.255 The opponents suggested that a list of exempted activities 
be added to protect legal animal use.256 The opposition to the move to 
change wilful negligence to gross negligence stemmed from a similar 
fear that such a change would make any accident, such as hitting an 
animal with one’s car, criminal.257 There was also objection, to a lesser 
extent, to moving animal offences out of the section dealing with prop-
erty and into a section that deals with offences against persons. It was 
suggested that such a shift would create a slippery slope that could ulti-
mately pit persons against animals in law.258 It was also noted that plac-
ing purported animal rights in a section with rights of persons would 
afford animals human-type rights and thus inevitably threaten hunting, 
fishing, and farming.259

The support the Code amendments did attract stemmed from agree-
ment to limit legal loopholes that had allowed acquittals in animal cru-
elty cases in the past without disrupting lawful and socially acceptable 
animal use in Canada. For example, the Supreme Court of Canada had 
recently ruled that a man was not guilty of bestiality for engaging a 
dog in acts of oral sex with his stepdaughter because there had been 
no physical penetration.260 The amendment to broaden the definition of 
bestiality to include all sexual activity involving an animal was seen by 
supporters as a solution to this loophole.261 Similarly, some supported 
adding “brutal and vicious” killing to remove the loophole that allowed 
an owner who killed his dog with a baseball bat to be acquitted because 
the animal died immediately and therefore did not suffer.262 The pro-
posed amendments to animal fighting laws were also supported to 
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close loopholes that shielded from prosecution those who profited from 
breeding, training, and fighting animals.263 The amendment moving 
the standard of wilful negligence to gross negligence was likewise sup-
ported to make it easier to prosecute animal abuses involved in puppy 
mills.264 The gross negligence standard is also the standard employed 
in the remainder of the Criminal Code, and it was therefore argued that 
the standard should not be lower for crimes involving animals.265 There 
was also some support for more stringent criminal laws for animal 
abusers generally, based on evidence that animal abuse is a precur-
sor to other violent offences against humans.266 Once again, far from 
suggesting that these types of amendments would impact the legality 
of current animal-use industry practices, MPs who spoke in favour of 
these amendments affirmed that they would not and also commonly 
affirmed these normalized uses.267

Reading the parliamentary debates on this most recent attempt at 
“modernizing” animal cruelty reveals the entrenched legislative com-
mitment to legal welfarist views regarding which uses of animals 
should be illegal. Through repeated affirmations in the House by its 
supporters that the bill would not apply to the socially legitimate use 
of animals, this relatively recent round of debates on amendments first 
proposed now almost twenty years ago reveals the rigid anthropocen-
tric parameters that continue to limit change for animals through the 
federal anti-cruelty law. Resistance from influential industry stakehold-
ers and deference to industry activities among virtually all stakehold-
ers have been formidable obstacles in effecting any substantive change 
beyond amplified penalties and judicial remedies. Majority support for 
substantive reform regarding what qualifies as cruelty has only been 
galvanized where activities are imagined as culturally deviant or cul-
turally Other to normative Canadian sensibilities about human-animal 
relations.

The most recent reform measures – this time successfully adopted –  
confirm the above reading of the role of culture and race in determining 
human-animal relations. After an intense animal advocacy campaign 
that galvanized broad public support through petitions and letters 
to MPs to counter marine mammal industry lobbying, Canada has 
become the first country in North America to establish a national ban 
on keeping cetaceans in captivity.268 This most recent proposal to alter 
the Code, emanating from the Senate this time as Bill S-203, culminated 
in the Ending the Captivity of Whales and Dolphins Act, which received 
Royal Assent on 9 June 2019.269 Introduced in early 2015 by a senator 
influenced by the CNN documentary Blackfish, which chronicled sev-
eral main harms of captivity to orcas through the case study of an orca 
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named Tilikum, the now enacted bill has amended the Code by insert-
ing a provision, s.445.2, that bans the captivity or breeding of cetaceans 
(whales, dolphins, and porpoises) in Canada.270 Exemptions remain for 
cetaceans already in captivity or those who are confined in order that 
they may receive assistance, care, or rehabilitation;271 the act is also not 
to derogate from existing Aboriginal rights.

The new law is underpinned by the high cultural status whales and 
dolphins enjoy as megafauna and “honorary humans” due to their 
appearance as well as their high levels of social, emotional, and intel-
lectual complexity.272 The act thus adds to the list of human uses of ani-
mals that are prohibited outright without regard to necessity. At present, 
there are only two facilities in Canada that display and breed cetaceans: 
the not-for-profit Vancouver Aquarium in Vancouver (where one dol-
phin is still captive after the Vancouver Aquarium lost several legal 
battles and endured negative publicity after municipal action to curtail 
cetacean captivity), and the commercial enterprise of MarineLand in 
Niagara Falls, Ontario (where one orca, five bottlenose dolphins, and 
fifty-three beluga whales are captive). Remarkably, despite cetaceans’ 
special cultural status and the fact that other municipal and provincial 
governments have already passed similar initiatives curtailing these 
facilities’ ability to display cetaceans,273 the fate of the bill was far from 
clear, given industry resistance to it; the bill received only a lukewarm 
reception and required a substantial and sustained advocacy effort to 
pass.274 A Senate bill to ban the import of shark fins was also proposed 
again in 2017, and in contrast, passed with little resistance in either the 
Senate or the House.275 And, as referenced in the Introduction, as part 
of this animal reform trifecta, Canada has also closed the above-noted 
loophole regarding bestiality and strengthened its capacity ability to 
combat animal fighting and baiting;276 the only real debate on these pro-
visions was why the current Trudeau government had taken so long to 
close the loophole.277

B. Provincial Amendments

Has legislative reform at the provincial level escaped a doctrinal 
welfarist conceptualization of cruelty? Every Canadian province 
and territory has its own stand-alone animal cruelty legislation.278 
The provincial statutes range widely in content in terms of the pro-
tections afforded to animals and the penalties imposed on offend-
ers.279 However, even the strongest legislation – such as the Ontario 
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act, which defines stan-
dards of care for animals and includes comparatively high penalties, 
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restitution provisions, mandatory veterinary reporting of suspected 
abuse, lifetime prohibitions on animal ownership for offenders, and 
a strong enforcement regime280 – has done little to challenge the legal 
status of animals or limit industrialized abuse that enjoys some modi-
cum of social support. As noted above, Ontario recently banned the 
captivity and breeding of cetaceans, but hunting, fishing, agriculture, 
and animal research all receive exemptions from the prohibition on 
causing distress or are exempt from complying with the regulated 
standards of care.281 The killing of an animal meets the standard of 
care as long as it is done by a “method that produces rapid, irrevers-
ible unconsciousness and prompt subsequent death,”282 potentially 
permitting a violent killing to escape penalty where the animal dies 
immediately. Other provinces provide even wider exemptions for 
industrialized violence against animals. In Alberta, the prohibition 
on causing distress does not apply to “animal care, management, 
husbandry, hunting, fishing, trapping, pest control or slaughter.”283 
As with the Code provisions, only episodic violence is covered by the 
legislation. The provinces, however, have tended to amend their ani-
mal cruelty provisions more frequently than the federal government, 
and there have been some minor gains for animals. Yet even when 
public outcry has prompted legislative change, and quickly, the legal 
welfarist understanding in which cruelty is embedded has prevented 
anything further.

1. amendments in british columbia
For example, in early 2011 the government of British Columbia com-
mitted to a proposed series of amendments to the Prevention of Cru-
elty to Animals Act (“PCAA”).284 As with Bill C-17 at the national level, 
the impetus for the amendment was public outcry after intense media 
coverage of a particular incident of animal abuse.285 Unlike the inci-
dents that prompted the federal response, however, the acts of cruelty 
in British Columbia took place within an animal-based industry. The 
subsequent attention, and some of the amendments, focused a spot-
light specifically on the industrialized treatment and economic status 
of animals.

The media coverage, which began in February 2011, described the 
deaths of about one hundred dogs killed in Whistler by a dogsled touring 
company apparently facing a drop in tourist demand after the end of the 
2010 Vancouver Winter Olympics.286 The killings, which took place on 21 
and 23 April 2010, came to public attention as the result of a WorkSafeBC 
claim for posttraumatic stress by the employee who killed the dogs.287 
The claim provided horrific descriptions of the deaths of these dogs,  
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all of which had been healthy (a veterinarian had in fact refused to 
euthanize them on this ground).288 The dogs were either killed in a 
mass shooting, many “execution-style” (held down underfoot, gun to 
head), or had their throats slit. One dog escaped after having her cheek 
and one eye shot off and could not be recaptured; she was eventually 
shot with a scoped rifle. Another dog was found alive twenty min-
utes after being shot, crawling through the mass grave.289 There were 
multiple mass graves at the end of the two-day massacre, which had 
been undertaken by an employee who considered the dogs his friends, 
the same as “pets,” and in whom the dogs had placed their trust.290 
The alleged economic impetus, the sheer number of dogs killed, the 
witnessing of the deaths by other dogs that were slated to die and by 
those that were not, and the brutality of the killings all attracted intense 
public attention.291

As a result, the BC government quickly formed a Sled Dog Task 
Force in early February 2011. This task force, asked to recommend 
changes that would limit the possibility of similar killings in the 
future,292 released a series of recommendations aimed at the sled dog 
industry specifically as well as at animal cruelty laws in the prov-
ince generally.293 These included the regulatory definition of specific 
standards of care for animals, particularly in the unregulated sled 
dog industry; an extension of the limitation period under the PCAA; 
enhancements to the enforcement and investigative capacity of the 
British Columbia Society for the Protection of Cruelty to Animals; 
mandatory veterinary reporting of suspected abuse; and an increase 
in penalties for offences committed.294 The government announced 
it would act on all the recommendations, emphasizing the introduc-
tion of the “toughest animal cruelty laws anywhere in Canada.”295 
The penalties for animal cruelty did rise to $75,000 and twenty-four 
months imprisonment for serious offences, and investigative capaci-
ties were increased.296 Also, veterinarians are now required to report 
abuse when they reasonably suspect that “a person responsible for 
an animal is, or is likely, causing or permitting the animal to be in 
distress” as defined by the PCAA.297 Perhaps most critically, the care 
requirements, although they do not transcend the traditional legal 
welfarist provisions related to adequate food, water, shelter, space, 
ventilation, light, and medical care, along with requirements for 
transport and the minimization of pain and distress during death, do 
set out specific standards for such care rather than leave these stan-
dards up to the industry itself, as is typically the case.298 The response 
included a $100,000 grant to the BC SPCA for it to bolster its investi-
gatory resources.299
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2. potential impact of bc’s amendments
The main amendments to the PCAA – particularly the increase in penal-
ties and the creation of regulatory standards of care for sled dogs in sub-
ordinate legislation – are arguably steps forward for the province.300 At 
the same time, the amendments do no more than bring BC’s animal cru-
elty laws in line with those in other provinces that are already hampered 
in their effects by a logic of legal welfarism. Perhaps most tellingly, the 
amendments do not meet the stated goal of preventing similar acts, for 
it is still permissible to kill sled dogs en masse.301 They simply encourage 
owners not to kill healthy dogs, and if they do, the regulations attempt 
to avoid gruesome killings of the type that prompted the public outcry.302 
The industry-specific focus of the report that was a critical part of the 
legislative background explains the regulations’ shortcomings.303 Fur-
thermore, the task force paid little attention to the ramifications for other 
industries.304 The formation of the task force, the production of the report 
in response to the killings, and the resulting regulation all suggest that 
other industries will come under scrutiny and increased regulation only 
where an incident falling far outside the norms of industrialized abuse 
and cruelty comes to public attention and prompts a widespread outcry.

The one step the report did take toward challenging the property 
status of animals, at least within the dogsledding industry, is nowhere 
reflected in the resulting amended legislation. Buried in a discussion of 
the role of sled dogs – and not reflected by any specific recommendation – 
the report made the statement that there is “no acceptable reason to 
end the life of a healthy, socially amenable dog simply because it may 
no longer be suitable for use in the industry.”305 It further suggested the 
creation of “an appropriate long term plan for the dogs after they have 
been retired.”306 The suggestion that a business create retirement plans 
for the dogs appears to theorize animals as employees rather than as 
property. Regulation requiring retirement for older sled dogs would go 
beyond “treatment of animals exclusively as means to human ends”307 
and remove entirely the property owner’s right to destruction.308 If 
animals are seen as legal property, the company will have the right to 
dispose of them just as they would outdated machinery; the report sug-
gests that where animals are involved, that right should be curtailed 
in favour of the animals’ interests. These positions were not integrated 
into the regulation or in the guidelines that followed.309

3. some hope? challenging the structure of  
anti-cruelty (under)enforcement
One promising development out of Ontario was a 2018 successful chal-
lenge to the tepid law enforcement structure of anti-cruelty legislation 
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in general. These laws are enforced not by fully publicly funded police 
departments but by private charitable organizations commonly known 
as SPCAs, which are underfunded and whose primary source of rev-
enue for their enforcement activities is community donors.310 SPCAs 
are thus not subject to the same transparency and accountability mea-
sures that governmental bodies are. In Bogaerts v Attorney General of 
Ontario, the court held that this arrangement was unconstitutional.311 
The judgment eventually convinced the Ontario SPCA to stop enforcing 
animal cruelty legislation at the end of its funding agreement with the 
Province of Ontario; this forced the government to step in and admin-
ister and enforce its own legislation.312 The ruling has been embraced 
by animal law advocacy organizations as a positive one inasmuch as it 
may catalyse a permanent change in law enforcement in this area, so 
that it would take on a decidedly public and government identity with 
the accountability, transparency, and funding measures that would pre-
sumably entail.313 It remains to be seen whether this expectation will be 
realized.

IV. Conclusion

The Code, as an example of one significant area of the legal treatment of 
animals, is deeply influenced by their status as property. This legal sta-
tus is most explicit in criminal offence provisions where the law declares 
animals to be property that can be stolen. Yet the complete commodifica-
tion of animals is also demonstrated in legal doctrine that purports or 
appears to consider the welfare of animals. Canadian anti-cruelty law 
reflects the same legal welfarist bias found in American anti-cruelty juris-
prudence in the weighing of the animal’s interest as property against the 
human’s interest as a property rights holder. As a result, animal interests 
judicially prevail only where there is no tangible human interest that 
is respected by majoritarian sensibilities. This makes animal suffering 
actionable only in an extremely narrow set of circumstances – a state of 
affairs confirmed by BC’s inability to charge a man who had adopted a 
rescue pig from the BC SPCA only to kill and eat her a few short weeks 
later, an act that generated intense public outrage.314 While the provin-
cial and federal governments in Canada face different challenges in 
amending and updating their anti-cruelty laws, with the exception of 
orcas, both levels of government have so far failed to mount any sub-
stantial challenge to the property status of animals or to the massive 
industrialized violence they endure. Furthermore, the willingness to 
modernize penalties over even modest substantive change is revealing 
of the hold that legal welfarism exacts on the legal meaning of cruelty.315 
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This legislative rigidity is not surprising. Attempts to modernize leg-
islation were never intended to dislodge the original anthropocentric, 
imperialist, and culturally contingent perceptions of what amounts to 
cruelty/illegitimate violence against animals.

This chapter has demonstrated that the non-contestation of the prop-
erty classification of animals and the industries that rely on this sta-
tus to instrumentalize them strips the legal concept of cruelty from 
all but the most culturally aberrant acts. Property status consigns ani-
mals to a legal abyss that anti-cruelty statutes cannot ameliorate. Even 
the rare court decision, such as Justice Rajiv Sharma’s 2019 judgment 
from India extracted at the outset of this chapter, which states that ani-
mals should not be treated as property, cannot undo the built-in legal 
welfarist logic of these statutes. The next chapter considers whether 
property as a legal concept may be productively revised to respond to 
animals’ needs and produce non-welfarist protective results for ani-
mals against exploitation, and, if not, whether personhood is an ideal 
replacement.

Appendix (Section 445.2 on cetaceans omitted)

445.1 (1) Every one commits an offence who
(a) wilfully causes or, being the owner, wilfully permits to be 

caused unnecessary pain, suffering or injury to an animal 
or bird;

(b) in any manner encourages, aids, promotes, arranges, 
assists at, receives money for or takes part in
(i) the fighting or baiting of animals or birds, or
(ii) the training, transporting, or breeding of animals or 

birds for the purposes of subparagraph (i);
(c) wilfully, without reasonable excuse, administers a 

poisonous or an injurious drug or substance to a domestic 
animal or bird or an animal or a bird wild by nature that 
is kept in captivity or, being the owner of such an animal 
or a bird, wilfully permits a poisonous or an injurious 
drug or substance to be administered to it;

(d) promotes, arranges, conducts, assists in, receives money 
for or takes part in any meeting, competition, exhibition, 
pastime, practice, display, or event at or in the course 
of which captive birds are liberated by hand, trap, 
contrivance or any other means for the purpose of being 
shot down when they are liberated; or
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(e) being the owner, occupier or person in charge of any 
premises, permits the premises or any part thereof to be 
used for a purpose mentioned in paragraph (d).

(2) Every one who commits an offence under subsection (1) is 
guilty of
(a) an indictable offence and liable to imprisonment for a term 

of not more than five years; or
(b) an offence punishable on summary conviction and liable 

to a fine of not more than $10,000 or to imprisonment for a 
term of not more than two years less a day, or to both.

(3) For the purposes of proceedings under paragraph (1)(a), 
evidence that a person failed to exercise reasonable care or 
supervision of an animal or a bird thereby causing it pain, 
suffering, or injury is, in the absence of any evidence to 
the contrary, proof that the pain, suffering, or injury was 
caused or was permitted to be caused wilfully, as the case 
may be.

(4) For the purposes of proceedings under paragraph (1)(b), 
evidence that an accused was present at the fighting or 
baiting of animals or birds is, in the absence of any evidence 
to the contrary, proof that he or she encouraged, aided or 
assisted at the fighting or baiting.

446 (1) Every one commits an offence who
(a) by wilful neglect causes damage or injury to animals or 

birds while they are being driven or conveyed; or
(b) being the owner of the person having the custody of a 

domestic animal or a bird or an animal or a bird wild by 
nature that is in captivity, abandons it in distress or wilfully 
neglects or fails to provide suitable and adequate food, 
water, shelter and care for it.

(2) Every one who commits an offence under subsection (1) is 
guilty of
(a) an indictable offence and liable to imprisonment for a term 

of not more than two years; or
(b) an offence punishable on summary conviction.

(3) For the purposes of proceedings under paragraph (1)(a), 
evidence that a person failed to exercise reasonable care 
or supervision of an animal or a bird thereby causing it 
damage or injury is, in the absence of any evidence to the 
contrary, proof that the damage or injury was caused by 
wilful neglect.
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447 (1) Every one commits an offence who builds, makes, maintains or 
keeps an arena for animal fighting on premises that he or she 
owns or occupies, or allows such an arena to be built, made, 
maintained or kept on such premises.

(2) Every one who commits an offence under subsection (1) is 
guilty of
(a) an indictable offence and liable to imprisonment for a term 

of not more than five years; or
(b) and offence punishable on summary conviction and liable 

to a fine not more than $10,000 or to imprisonment for a 
term of not more than two years less a day, or to both.

447.1 (1) The court may, in addition to any other sentence that it may 
impose under subsection 445(2), 445.1(2), 446(2) or 447(2),
(a) make an order prohibiting the accused from owning, 

having the custody or control of or residing in the same 
premises as an animal or a bird during any period that the 
court considers appropriate but, in the case of a second or 
subsequent offence, for a minimum of five years; and

(b) on application of the Attorney General or on its own 
motion, order that the accused pay to a person or an 
organization that has taken care of an animal or a bird as 
a result of the commission of the offence the reasonable 
costs that the person or organization incurred in respect of 
the animal or bird, if the costs are readily ascertainable.

(2) Every one who contravenes an order made under paragraph 
(1)(a) is guilty of an offence punishable on summary 
conviction.

(3) Sections 740 to 741.2 apply, with any modifications that the 
circumstances require, to orders made under paragraph 1(b).

 



But how do we engage with “others” responsibly? Instead of asking how, 
whether, and when animals should be included in existing models of subjectiv-
ity, I argue that they already underline the core of that subjectivity – that defi-
nitions of self-consciousness, rational agency, the capacity to use language are 
foundationally underwritten by an understanding of “the human” as emerging 
in relation to “the animal” and that we need to go the other direction and envi-
sion viable forms of alterity that are neither appropriative nor oppressive.1

Colleen Glenney Boggs, Animalia Americana:  
Animal Representations and Biopolitical Subjectivity

In accordance with its duty to reexamine the common law in light of scientific 
discovery, evolving standards of morality, public opinion, and experience, this 
Court should recognize that Happy is a “person” with the common law right 
to bodily liberty protected by the common law of habeas corpus as a matter of 
liberty, equality or both, and order her immediate release.2

Elizabeth Stein and Steven M. Wise, “Memorandum  
of Law in Support of Petition for Habeas Corpus”

We have seen that the legal classification of animals as property is incom-
patible with ameliorating the vast majority of animals’ lives through 
other reform measures. Property is a legally debilitating category, and 
the association of animals with property is so entrenched that animal-
ization has become synonymous with propertization and the loss/
denial of legal personhood. Given this situation, scholars and advocates 
have sought to extend personhood and the core life and bodily integrity 
rights this legal status denotes to animals. In 1993, philosophers Peter 
Singer and Paola Cavalieri launched the Great Ape Project, an initiative 
meant to generate worldwide support for the protection of rights to 

2 What’s Wrong with Personhood? The 
Humanizing Impact of Anthropos
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life, liberty, and security of the person for non-human great apes (chim-
panzees, gorillas, orangutans) by tapping the expertise of biologists, 
psychologists, ethicists, philosophers, and other scholars.3 Although all 
of these experts approached the question from the unique frames of 
their own institutional disciplines, they all advanced the view that non-
human great apes are sufficiently close to human great apes in cogni-
tion, emotional expression, social organization, and sentience that they 
warrant the core fundamental rights of life, liberty, and security of the 
person that humans enjoy.4 By signing on to the Great Ape Declaration –  
the crux of the initiative – country signatories and individuals would 
be signalling their support for including non-human great apes in the 
“community of equals”5 and for recognizing them as legal persons. The 
project has enjoyed some significant successes; as of this writing, more 
than twenty countries have signed on to the declaration.6

As might be expected, however, the initiative has drawn criticism 
from those who believe that humans are fundamentally different from 
animals and that animals could never qualify as legal persons.7 It has 
also drawn critique from those who, while sympathetic to the cause, 
nevertheless are concerned that any endorsement of similarity between 
humans and other animals, let alone an affirmation of personhood, 
might lead to the “animalization” of an already precarious human sta-
tus for marginalized groups of humans.8 The Great Ape Project has also 
drawn criticism from a perhaps less expected faction – scholars and 
animal advocates concerned about its exclusionary and anthropocen-
tric parameters. Voices from that quarter have challenged the decision 
to exclude all animals except non-human great apes from the purview 
of the declaration and larger initiatives. They have also impugned the 
rationales given for why chimpanzees, gorillas, and orangutans deserve 
the three core rights, grounded as these are in the emphasis on proxim-
ity and/or sameness to humans.9

The Great Ape Project and the debate it has generated within ani-
mal circles brings into sharp relief the lack of consensus as to how to 
move forward legally for animals, given the spectre of the “human” as 
the benchmark deciding which other animals warrant legal protection 
and status. This debate has been revivified by new high-profile litiga-
tion in the United States. The Nonhuman Rights Project is an organiza-
tion dedicated to securing legal personhood for non-human animals, 
“beginning with some of the most cognitively complex animals on 
earth, including chimpanzees, elephants, dolphins, and whales.”10 The 
organization has pursued groundbreaking litigation in this regard for 
captive chimpanzees in New York and elephants in Connecticut that 
has attracted considerable media attention11 and raised new questions 
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that have exposed divisions among scholars and advocates,12 such as, Is 
legal personhood necessary to liberate animals or can meaningful protec-
tion against exploitation accrue through less radical, more incremental 
legally welfarist measures? If not, and if animals’ property status must 
be abolished, how is such a disposition among jurists to be instilled? 
Should abolitionist legal reform be strategic and focus on the animals 
that are most likely to pass through the otherwise tightly closed legal 
door? If so, is personhood the legal status that animals should have?

This chapter takes up these questions about how animal law should 
move forward through the lens of critical theory. In it I argue against 
working within a property paradigm and pursuing a personhood 
model for animals. I demonstrate the limits of a personhood model for 
animals through the lens of critical theory. The opening section briefly 
addresses, however, the first question in this set of cascading queries: 
Must animals’ legal status as property change for their condition to 
improve in any notable and lasting way? As the literature here is well 
developed, I briefly examine the main contours of the debate before 
indicating, again, quite summarily, why the answer to this question 
must be “yes” for any critically informed engagement with the question.

I. The Property/Personhood Debate

A. Property as a Bar to Animal Rights: The Abolitionist Position

The property/personhood debate is closely related to the welfare rights 
debate. Scholars have divergent views as to whether animals’ property 
status must change in order for us to launch improvement in their lives 
and bring about anti-exploitative living conditions. Gary Francione is 
well-known as a passionate and resolute proponent of the abolitionist 
position, so-called for its insistence that the property status of animals in 
law must be abolished before any meaningful change can occur. Every-
thing else for Francione is window-dressing: the very urgent material 
reality is that until property status for animals ends, violence against 
them will continue. Any other approach will merely assuage people’s 
consciences.13 As David Delaney stresses, “to own an animal is to have 
virtually complete dominion over the life and experiences that the 
being is to have.”14 The legal nature of property being what it is – that 
is, it orients the law toward owners’ rights vis-à-vis legal objects rather 
than toward their duties to beings that lack legal subjectivity – a contin-
ued “owned” status will not give animals the trump cards they need to 
challenge how their owners choose to treat and use them.15 This seems 
especially so, as Delaney points out, given the mind/body, subject/
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object, and culture/nature binaries that are still so central to liberal legal 
humanist visions of human-animal relations today, which cast humans 
as superior in kind to animals.16 This dynamic inheres even in the ideal 
companion animal situation, in which we may assume that animals 
command the love and respect of their human owners.17 According to 
Francione, animals, being property and thus without rights, are vulner-
able to shifts in their owners’ emotional dispositions toward them and 
cannot avail themselves of the protection of law over those who hold 
rights in them.18 Under the abolitionist view, animals need rights via 
legal personhood to protect them from instrumental use.

B. Property as Incidental to Progressive Law Reform: Welfarism

Those who seek liberal justice for animals but who disagree with Fran-
cione’s abolitionist position offer two main arguments. The first empha-
sizes strategy and the efficacy of law reform. Theorists here contend that 
the abolitionist position is too idealistic and utopian and that if advocates 
concentrate their efforts solely on that position no change for animals will 
result.19 They disagree with Francione that welfarist measures are inef-
fectual, insisting that they can have tangible suffering-reducing effects on 
animals’ lives even if animals’ overall exploitation within a given indus-
try continues.20 These effects can be experienced by animals in the here 
and now despite their eventual death in whatever industry is exploiting 
and consuming their bodies. The divergence of opinion on this point was 
clearly articulated, for example, in relation to Proposition 2 in California, 
the referendum that banned veal and sow gestation crates as well as bat-
tery cages for chickens in California on 1 January 2015.21 When Francione 
was asked whether he supported Proposition 2, he replied that he did 
not since the initiative did not abolish factory farming or the tremendous 
suffering it entailed but merely made its existence more palatable to con-
sumers.22 His welfarist critics disagree, arguing that while the proposi-
tion is modest in scope, it is still a “step forward.”23

A second common welfarist reply to the abolitionist stance in the 
property debate adopts a different view of the implications entailed 
by the legal status of property. Cass Sunstein has argued that it is not 
animals’ property status that impairs the operation of animal welfare 
laws but poor enforcement.24 For Sunstein, owners’ duties to provide 
the basic necessities of life that these laws typically provide translate 
into rights for animals and the defect in the system is lax enforcement. 
If animal welfare laws were applied properly, animals would enjoy cru-
elty-free lives. The human and corporate service to which animals’ lives 
would still be put is not a problem for Sunstein.25
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C. Property as Amenable to Law Reform: The Rehabilitative Position

Other critics of the abolitionist approach accept Francione’s egalitarian 
departure point for animals (or concede it for the sake of argument) 
but disagree with his appraisal of the subordinating effects of property; 
they see more potential in recuperating property from its normalized 
owner-oriented connotations and transforming it into a concept that 
demands more from owners in relation to their living yet objectified 
charges. They thus seek to rehabilitate property from its usual owner-
obsessed connotations.26 David Favre has developed this view most 
robustly in a series of articles dedicated to advancing animals’ interests 
without waiting for a revolutionary change in law, which he sees as 
highly unlikely.27 He has offered the concept of “living property” for 
domesticated animals as a new legal category that would entail, in his 
view, more duties on owners than they currently have under anti-cruelty 
statutes or otherwise.28 Favre has also suggested that current property 
rights in animals be reconceptualized through the prism of equitable 
principles that have supplemented the common law for centuries.29 He 
presents the idea of giving animals equitable title to themselves through 
the long-accepted practice of dividing legal from equitable ownership 
rights when equity calls for it. The most relevant contemporary use of 
equitable principles is through the vehicle of the trust, which separates 
legal title (which resides in the trustee, who manages the trust fund but 
is unable to benefit from it) from equitable title (which resides in the 
beneficiary, who does not get to direct her money but gets the benefits 
of it once the trustee sees fit to disperse it). Crucial to the trust dynamic 
is the principle that the legal owner must act in the best interests of the 
equitable owner.30

Once these equitable principles and the trust dynamic were trans-
posed onto the situation of domestic companions, the human owner 
would be legally required to act in the best interests of the companion 
animal. That animal would still be owned, but she would now pos-
sess the equitable title, not the human owner, who presently holds both 
forms of title.31 This is an innovative solution, but it is perhaps revealing 
that Favre only applies this theory of equitable self-ownership to certain 
groups of animals – those kept for companionship rather than profit.32 
In the more corporate realm of ownership where animals are bred, con-
fined, and slaughtered routinely to turn a profit, it is highly debatable 
whether any amount of tweaking of the property concept would divest 
it of the power it gives to owners to control, maim, kill, and generally 
exploit the items they own and in which they hold rights. Favre does 
not address this shortcoming to his theory.
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D. Assessing the Positions through Critical Theory

Without discounting the importance of the property/personhood 
debate and the nuanced positions that have been articulated by its 
participants, I believe that critical theory offers us a more decisive and 
satisfying answer as to whether property is a problematic category for 
animals.33 In all the critical theoretical examinations of human injustice 
it is virtually impossible to encounter any theorist who accepts that 
the situation of owning a human being is compatible with justice for 
that individual or group of individuals. For all the richness of opinion 
across and within these theoretical frameworks, ownership of one per-
son by another is never entertained as a viable option for conditions 
of justice.

This is the case even in scholarship guided by liberalism and eco-
nomic theory where the issue is voluntary human slavery and servi-
tude (i.e., where an adult agent chooses to enter into a contract of ser-
vitude because he believes the arrangement to be a better option than 
what current impoverished life circumstances allow). Notwithstanding 
strong commitments to individual adult agency, free markets, capital-
ism, globalization, and market efficiencies, scholars here have argued 
that it is immoral to permit a human being to enter into a servile rela-
tionship with another.34 As Debra Satz has noted in arguing against the 
legality of such contracts, “even those who have defended the economic 
rationality of such relationships have noted the ‘ugly power relations’ 
involved in the phenomena.”35 If it is so basic to human justice (whether 
understood as freedom, autonomy, dignity, or equality) that persons 
are forbidden to sell themselves, how can the same type of servile rela-
tionship with all its “ugly power relations” (at least in the industrial 
context, in which the vast majority of owned animals exist) pass muster 
when the living beings at issue do not choose to be owned? Even if we 
were to switch this last premise and accept that animals do consent to 
their domestication and subordination to human and corporate own-
ers,36 the argument Satz advances would still hold. As suggested by 
the title of her monograph, Why Some Things Should Not Be for Sale: The 
Moral Limits of Markets,37 consent by someone to adopt a completely 
commodified position vis-à-vis another is irrelevant. Satz, like many 
others, maintains this position even where the “thing” at issue is dis-
pensable body tissue and not the entire person.38 When animals are 
owned it is their entire body that is propertized. Because of their abso-
lute commodification, there has been little debate about whether it is 
acceptable to commodify parts of animals. This is what property status 
in the law entails.39
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Both critical theory and more classically oriented liberal theories 
instruct that this status – the status of being owned – is ethically unac-
ceptable for human beings. This prompts the question why the same 
conclusion has not yet been reached about animals. The now entrenched 
association between property and animality that Delaney highlights 
(see below) provides an instructive explanation. Yet it is precisely that 
association that critical researchers need to investigate and dismantle. 
The implications of not taking up this work are too dismal and vio-
lent. As property, animals occupy a commodified and objectified social 
status that only cherished and respected companion animals have any 
hope of transcending. All animals, though, occupy a position of legal 
invisibility due to their propertized status; this is the case also for wild 
animals, which are always already amenable to propertization schemes. 
As we have seen, the negligible protections under anti-cruelty statutes 
do not yield anything remotely approximating legal subjectivity. If the 
desire is to inaugurate a legal system that prevents animal exploitation, 
the declassification of animals as property is a necessary step. What 
new legal status should prevail can then emerge as the more pressing 
question.

II. Personhood as an Alternative to Propertization:  
Its Origins and Contours

By far, the most common alternative legal status proposed for animals 
by abolitionist scholars, as well as advocates seeking non-incremental 
change (as instanced in present personhood projects for animals such as 
the Great Ape and Nonhuman Rights Projects), is personhood. Person-
hood, understood in common law and civil law systems as a Western 
legal concept, in fact originated in ancient Roman theatre.40 A persona 
was a mask worn by an actor in Roman classical drama.41 That mask 
conveyed a persona to audiences, and it was this concept that eventually 
inspired the idea of personhood as a means to encode legal subjectivity 
in an entity in the common and civil law systems.42 David DeGrazia 
provides a helpful abbreviated explanation of the development of the 
concept:

The word “person” traces back at least to the Latin persona: a mask, 
especially as worn by an actor, or a character or social role. The concept 
evolved into the Roman idea of a bearer of legal rights – so that, notably 
slaves did not qualify as persons – before broadening into the Stoic and 
Christian idea of a bearer of moral value; perhaps this transition involved 
broadening the relevant conception of law from human legal systems to 
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“natural” law. The modern concept, as exemplified in John Locke’s writ-
ings (Locke 1694: Bk 2, ch. 27), understands persons as beings with certain 
complex forms of consciousness.43

Although personhood initially applied only to human actors, in law 
it was extended (without fuss) to corporations and ships in the nine-
teenth century.44 Animal advocates often make much of this point to 
illustrate that personhood does not correlate with an innate biological 
species status and, moreover, does not require a living being or even a 
tangible and material entity to ground its application.45 If personhood 
can operate at such a high level of abstraction so as to accommodate the 
“interests” of corporations, which do not think, feel, or breathe, then 
surely it can extend to animals without serious controversy.46 With such 
arguments, lawyers for animals draw upon what Ngaire Naffine terms 
the legalist perspective on how law should define persons – that they 
are a pure construction of law and thus do not mandate any pre-existing 
biological form or physical or mental capacity.47

Francione was the earliest legal scholar to deliberately and compre-
hensively argue for the extension of personhood to sentient animals, 
and his stance in this regard remains the most influential.48 For him, 
personhood naturally flows from the abolition of property that must 
occur if we are to treat all sentient beings equally. If we are committed 
to the principle that humans should not suffer from exploitation due 
to their sentience and grant them rights to protect them from such suf-
fering, then on the principle of equal consideration, we should treat 
animals in a similar way, for they too have an interest in not suffer-
ing.49 Legal personhood will permit animals to be the rights-bearers 
they deserve to be as sentient beings and they will thus be entitled to 
protection from the state against those who wish to violate their rights.50 
The status will communicate full moral status, but more importantly, if 
working optimally, it will trigger the state to enforce the application of 
the equal consideration principle.

Other abolitionist scholars make the same argument but extend it 
to all conscious animals. In The Animal Question: Why Nonhuman Ani-
mals Deserve Human Rights, Cavalieri meticulously argues that human 
rights may logically extend to all animals expressing consciousness, 
thus implicitly endorsing personhood for animals so that it corresponds 
with human rights.51 Cavalieri defines “consciousness” as the ability 
“to have experiences and to care about these experiences. It means to 
have at least the interest in avoiding pain and experiencing pleasure.”52 
Cavalieri does note some concerns with the personhood model but 
accepts it nonetheless.53 By these accounts, personhood, then, appears 
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to be a viable and desirable concept that can sensibly extend to non-
human animals both morally and – more importantly for our purposes – 
legally. Given the current choice between property and personhood, 
legal personhood (which encompasses the rights protections inherent 
to it) is the only legal status that will actually protect animals and help 
them flourish. Yet, as a rising chorus of critical scholars have noted, 
we need to consider whether it is possible to reach the abolitionist end 
points of Francione, Cavalieri, and like-minded scholars with respect to 
non-instrumental treatment without promoting the problematic liberal 
humanist affinities entailed by personhood. The next section addresses 
these problems.

III. Personhood’s Exclusionary Imprint and Its  
Implications for Animals

It is perhaps no surprise that many animal law scholars and lawyers 
would endorse the aims of the Great Ape Project and the Nonhuman 
Rights Project insofar as they champion personhood for animals that 
possess the cognitive and other capacities for which (paradigmatic) 
humans have been valued.54 The problematic outcome of focusing on 
those animals that humans recognize as similar to themselves is that all 
the others continue to be legally invisible and their exploitation justi-
fied.55 It would be a mistake, though, to presume that the problem with 
this type of personhood litigation would disappear if personhood liti-
gation were suitably revised to include all animals. This section explains 
why this option is unavailable and discusses the ongoing problems in 
accommodating alterity that personhood presents.

A. Exclusionary History and Mould – Law’s Person  
as Paradigmatically “Human”

As with all entrenched legal terms, contemporary invocations of West-
ern understandings of personhood to denote legal subjects flow from a 
particular historical trajectory. A primary concern with personhood as 
developed in the British common law and extended to settler-colonial 
legal systems like Canada’s is the hierarchical nature of this background. 
While the open-ended, non-biologically rooted legalist accounts of 
legal personhood circulate in jurisprudence, it is clear that another 
vision – one that Naffine terms rationalist – of the legal person domi-
nates in legal jurisprudence.56 The rationalist vision of who qualifies 
as a legal person privileges the intelligent human agent who can make 
decisions as well as accept accountability. As Naffine underscores, the 
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underlying narrative about the creation of rational actors engaged in 
legal transactions and encounters is the social contract theory inspired 
by seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Lockean and Kantian political 
philosophy as well as by Cartesian dualistic thinking.57 This narrative 
imagines a fully formed adult human who is independent, autonomous, 
and intelligent, who can be held accountable due to these qualities, and 
who freely enters into society in this state in order to take advantage of 
law’s ordering power to maximize his self-interest in staying this way.58 
Critical to this path of self-actualization and self-maximization is the 
ability to contract to acquire property.59

In this narrative, it is obvious that personhood was reserved for an 
elite sector of humanity: white, able-bodied, cisgender heterosexual 
men of property. This concept accentuated stratifications of class, sexual 
orientation, gender, race, ability, and age at the time when these stories 
of creation were formulated and advanced.60 As Anna Grear adeptly 
explains, it is these “human hierarchies of being,”61 disavowing the 
feminine and the embodied,62 that are embedded in “law’s central sub-
ject,”63 the anthropos. Tracing a “critical legal reading of its genealogy,” 
Grear outlines how law’s rationalist person was central to European 
capitalist and imperial expansion, colonial Othering, theft of Indigenous 
lands, and environmental devastation occasioning the current phenom-
enon of the Anthropocene as well as global neoliberal governance.64 All 
those not residing under the aegis of the white, able-bodied, property-
holding masculinity to which the anthropos correlated were devalued 
as feminized, close to nature, and of the body.65 Indeed, law’s person 
houses a vision of “the human … that was always intended selectively 
to bring within its orbit only those beings who fit a relatively narrow set 
of criteria for inclusion in the circle of humanity proper.”66 Grear identi-
fies this mainstay figure of “liberal legal anthropocentrism” as a “cipher 
bearing only attenuated resemblance to a living human being.”67 More-
over, this vision of the “human” was not unique to law; this very par-
ticularized idea of the “human” has been similarly partial historically 
and even today vis-à-vis certain dehumanized/animalized populations 
that nonetheless biologically belong to the human species.68

But it is not just the exclusionary historical origins of this concept 
and the marks it has left to this day that are concerning. Returning 
to the examples of the Great Ape Project and the Nonhuman Rights 
Project, we can now more clearly apprehend a further element of the 
criticism that followed the initiative, namely, that a focus on great apes 
and other culturally popular or revered animals will reinscribe human-
ism and anthropocentrism. The problem is not simply that an initia-
tive that privileges certain human-like or human-enough animals as 
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persons excludes all other animals, but that the exclusionary historical 
imprint of personhood inclines the concept in the present to systemically 
disfavour those that do not match the Western, able-bodied, proper-
tied, human male identity through which personhood was first con-
solidated. In other words, it is not just that animal advocate petitioners 
make an encumbered choice “to convert ‘otherness’ into ‘sameness’”69 
in campaigns in which personhood or classic civil and political rights 
for an animal or animals are sought. The personhood model in fact 
encourages a route that inevitably highlights the differences and puta-
tive inferiority of the excluded animals that fall outside the litigation’s 
parameters as well as the included animals whose residual embodied 
non-humanness, despite this latter’s group “honorary human” status, 
haunts the category itself. According to elitist, masculinist, racialized, 
and able-bodied understandings of what humans are, all animals are 
not, and likely never will be, “human” enough to either “merit” person-
hood as a protective legal status or to receive adequate legal protection 
once deemed “persons”; that the substandard treatment of dehuman-
ized humans persists despite their personhood is a persuasive indicator 
that similar substandard treatment will befall animals if they become 
“persons.”70

Law is still anthropocentric, yes, and extends personhood to all bio-
logically designated humans, but its understanding of the human and 
thus legal person is delimited by a “Cartesian/Kantian tradition of 
Western philosophy that exalts human minds and excises the body and 
all things associated with nature as exterior to this rational mind.”71 Thus, 
even if personhood campaigns on behalf of animals avoided sameness 
discourses, and were potentially or actually theoretically inclusive of all 
animals, personhood as a category would still be premised on a sharp 
mind/body split that exalts a certain type of reasoned cognition. Fit-
ting beings that the law has traditionally disavowed as legal subjects 
because of their location in these Cartesian/Lockean/Kantian dichoto-
mies as “mere bodies” into the coveted category of personhood that is 
still tightly correlated to anthropocentric exaltation of human minds, 
and thus “the foundations of modern liberal legal subjectivity,” will be 
difficult.72 As Sheryl Hamilton has also argued in her work canvassing 
an array of liminal humans and non-humans,73 the push to encapsulate 
these beings can result in an awkward fit into a category that has a clear 
culturally constructed originating and exclusionary identity.74 A central 
part of this identity is the degradation of embodiment that the concept 
has entailed, making it nearly impossible for those whose current-day 
corporeal manifestations do not cohere with the “white, property own-
ing, acquisitive, broadly Eurocentric masculinity that acts upon a world 
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constructed as a juridically striated, territorialized extensa”75 to qualify 
as legal persons.

B. Personhood and Animality as Mutually Exclusive

Colin Dayan’s work adds a strong historical current to Hamilton’s argu-
ment by charting the multiple ways in which personhood cannot be 
counted on to secure the protections one would wish because of the cul-
tural narratives in which the law is embedded and from which it draws 
strength – narratives on which jurists and legislators are quick to rely. 
In The Law Is a White Dog: How Legal Rituals Make and Unmake Persons,76 
Dayan reveals the “sorcery of law” in creating persons and things.77 In 
doing so, she also importantly illuminates personhood’s steadfast reli-
ance on the concept of animality and the figure of the subhuman. Day-
an’s entire book considers law’s agency in defining personhood – how 
it assigns personhood to some, denies it to others, and withdraws it 
when social forces coalesce to make withdrawal acceptable.78 In this lat-
ter regard, Dayan discusses at length the concept of civil death – where 
one is legally alive but no longer a person in law; her main examples 
come from American slavery, but she traces the residue of slave law in 
contemporary examples of prisoners in the United States and “detain-
ees” at Guantanamo Bay.79 Dayan considers how personhood can be so 
quickly lost and reveals the law’s role in, as she puts it, creating these 
“negative” and “disfigured” models of personhood for human beings.80

Dayan’s work exposes how heavily definitions of legality and ille-
gality are bolstered by cultural narratives, among them the familiar 
narrative of dehumanization through animalization.81 The efficacy 
of dehumanization discourses in legitimating slavery is well-known. 
Dayan helpfully stresses the same point in relation to contemporary 
penal politics: “Before the state can punish, it must appear to know 
what is being judged. The rules of law and leeway within them enact 
and enable a philosophy of personhood and create the legal subject. 
They also recognize forms of punishment that are activated for people 
of a certain ‘nature’ or ‘character’ – those labeled unfit, barbaric, subhu-
man, or ‘the worst of the worst.’”82

Dehumanization thus emerges as an extremely popular strategy to 
legitimate the stripping away of rights from human beings that then 
enables treatment and violence that would otherwise be unacceptable.83 
It has been used over many centuries and in many instances of war and 
ethnic conflict and, as Dayan demonstrates, in homegrown domestic 
policies when the state intervenes in the bodies of its subjects through 
its biopolitical projects.84 It is through dehumanization that personhood 
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is lost; discursively and materially, humanization becomes a prerequi-
site for personhood. To be a person, one has to be seen as human. Put 
differently, animal personhood is an oxymoron in anthropocentric legal 
systems.

Samera Esmeir highlights the same associations between property/
personhood and animality/humanity but from the obverse angle. She 
elucidates the tight entwining of legal personhood with human identity 
such that any violation of this legal status is immediately perceived and 
represented as a loss of humanity:

Contemporary liberal assertions equate illegal oppression and practices 
of expulsion from the juridical order with exclusion from humanity. It 
is often argued that violence ensuing from the abandonment of persons 
beyond the pale of the law not only violates their humanity but also, and 
perhaps more crucially, dehumanizes them or constitutes them as less 
than human. While the objective of these critical assertions is to expose 
the radical evil that illegal violence can institute, they also establish an 
equation between the protection of the law and the constitution of human-
ity, effectively granting the former a magical power to endow the latter.85

Esmeir argues that law, particularly British colonial law and modern 
international human rights law, constitutes the human through the 
conferral and respect of rights-bearing status – so much so that the 
predominant frame advanced when a person’s or people’s rights are 
violated is not depersonification but dehumanization. Esmeir terms this 
understanding of humanity, as dependent on and sublimated to the 
legal status of personhood, a “juridical humanity.”86 She is dismayed 
by the hold that law exacts on our understanding of what it means to 
be human and is further concerned that the narrative of dehumaniza-
tion that attends stories about human rights violations in the global 
South continues a colonial legacy whereby racialized non-Western sub-
jects are forever waiting to be saved by the magical powers of Anglo-
American law to humanize them.87 In this postcolonial critique of law, 
personhood is not a justice-conferring category but rather a vehicle that 
constitutes the human and that claims to protect human rights through 
long-standing colonial premises about the humanizing and enlighten-
ing effects of Western legal systems on the rest of the world.88 Is it thus 
part of a set of “imperial narratives,” whereby force is narrated as a gift, 
as if empire is what gives the Other freedom, what brings the Other 
into modernity.89 In other words, colonial law makes humans through 
the assignment of personhood. One has to be a person to be a human 
because that is what personhood signifies.
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This colonial humanizing function of personhood is perceptible in 
contemporary human rights contestations. When we want to recognize 
the personhood and human rights of groups today, we humanize them. 
Importantly, this means ascribing the traits associated with dominant 
masculinist and Western understandings of what it means to be human 
canvassed above: rationality and the capacity and desire for indepen-
dence and non-relational autonomy. Conversely, when the desired out-
come is the depersonification of purportedly human subjects, the strat-
egy elected is to dehumanize these subjects. This entails the ascription 
of traits associated with dominant understandings of what it means to 
be less than or non-human: animality, the subordination of the mind to 
the body, and the rejection of Western values. Liberal legal subjectivity 
cannot escape the power of the human–non-human binary in creating 
its preferred legal subjects and their corresponding masculinist and 
colonial exclusions. As feminist, postcolonial, and queer theory schol-
ars discussing violence at Guantanamo Bay and Abu Ghraib and other 
contemporary “states of exception” have commented, this masculinist 
and colonial and humanist logic of legal personhood and rights is not 
exceptional, but “symptomatic of the very nature of the predominant 
liberal democratic system and of the liberal notion of human rights.”90 
Liberal humanism’s traditional exclusions in mapping out the category 
“human” that generated law’s understanding of the “person” have not 
disappeared;91 they are still at work in shaping legal subjectivity, its 
extension and denial.92

Viewed within this frame, personhood is further and irrevocably 
tainted as a viable option for respecting animals, and all their alterity, as 
legal subjects. Animality is a contra-indication for personhood because 
persons are made through proving their humanity and unmade when 
that humanity is called into serious question. So it is not simply the 
case that animals are legally property and thus need only to be moved 
outside of this category and made persons for legal benefits to flow.93 
Instead, animal law advocates are facing a situation where the very cat-
egory of property is defined through animality. Returning to Delaney again, 
we see the force of these associations between property and animality:

A being, a baboon, a dolphin, a pit bull, is doubly objectified, doubly 
reduced by prevailing discourses of power. First, it is reduced to “animal-
ity” and all that that means and doesn’t mean. Second, it is reduced to 
property and all that that entails. It is positioned within forms of meaning, 
and so positioned within circuits of power vis-à-vis the legal subject and 
vis-à-vis the state as the guarantor of the rights of ownership. Its figura-
tions as animals, as nature, as body, on the one hand, and as property on 
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the other hand, are mutually reinforcing and neither can be severed from 
the other. Because it is “an animal” it can be treated like property; because 
it is property it can be treated like an animal.94

If we accept that in general, “animality is not simply outside of the 
social order and its mechanisms of subjectification [but] is founda-
tional to it,” the sheer magnitude of the influence of the human/
non-human divide to law’s foundational divide between property 
and personhood that Delaney outlines is obvious.95 In law, it is this 
animalized underpinning of property that constitutes property’s real 
and imagined polar opposite: personhood, which itself is rendered 
indissociable from humanity for living beings.96 How can animals 
be legally represented through a legal category that has traditionally 
repelled them and constituted itself against them? Furthermore, how 
can animals then move easily into a new legal category that is virtu-
ally synonymous with humanity (and problematically relies on sub-
ordinated alterities to shore itself)?

Personhood campaigns, especially those like the Nonhuman Rights 
Project that actively deploy sameness logic to be persuasive – but also, 
critically, campaigns that do not do this – thus intensify existing hier-
archies. This intensification occurs among humans and animals but 
also across these categories as well. When advocacy efforts concen-
trate on those animals most like humans (in the hope that decision-
makers will be persuaded of the injustice of the disparate treatment 
between subjects that are otherwise alike due to certain shared capaci-
ties), they implicitly grant honorary human status to those animals.97 
These animals are invariably what Cary Wolfe, in discussing the spe-
cies grids that organize societies, has called the humanized animals.98 
Wolfe asserts that every stratified society encodes a hierarchical spe-
cies grid that contains four categories organizing human-human and 
human-animal relations. In descending order, these categories are: 
humanized humans, animalized humans, humanized animals, and, at 
the bottom, animalized animals.99 Although humanized animals are 
still subordinated to humanized and animalized humans, they are 
still culturally superior to the animalized animals in any given cul-
ture. Personhood campaigns seeking to envelop humanized animals 
in the protective cover of personhood by emphasizing these animals’ 
similarity to humans may benefit humanized animals – not an insig-
nificant achievement by any measure – but they also reinforce cultural 
attitudes about why law can continue subordinating animalized ani-
mals.100 And it is the latter category into which most animals (consider 
farmed animals and trawled fish) are placed.101
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C. Binary Reinforcement

Ciméa Barbato Bevilaqua educes a final critique of the personhood 
model: its reinforcement of the binary vision of legal subjects and legal 
objects. Personhood proceedings do not disrupt the dichotomy at the 
heart of the legal system, which problematically forces virtually every 
type of entity into one of two categories.102 Indeed, the seemingly intrac-
table presence of the term in the law is a reason why some animal scholars 
who might otherwise abandon the term given its theoretical resonance 
opt to tolerate it for animals.103 If we allow personhood to continue, 
however, aspirations toward personhood will always already rely on 
the Otherness of things, all of them non-human. As much as legal strat-
egies downplay animal difference in the hope of humanizing animals, 
some level of difference will always remain, making humanizing strate-
gies always already precarious and unpredictable. As Bevilaqua notes, 
this is the case even for animals that are doubly humanized – first, by 
their genetic similarity to humans, like the chimpanzees at the heart 
of the Nonhuman Rights Project litigation in New York, and second, by 
their living arrangements in close proximity to humans, like the chimps 
Lili and Megh at the heart of Austrian personhood litigation. The lat-
ter have been infantilized through care practices (sleeping in children’s 
beds, being fed through a bottle, having a “nanny” as their caregiver) 
despite their adult status in chimpanzee lifespans.104 In litigation, the 
similarities of chimpanzees like Lili and Megh to humans in genetic 
heritage, sociality, and the ability to impart culture intergeneration-
ally can be stressed,105 but the non-humanity of the chimpanzees can 
never be fully erased. This insight should lead us to the same conclu-
sion that the discussion in this part of the book has repeatedly drawn –  
personhood as a legal concept fits at some levels but not others, and 
attempts to pursue it for even humanized animals merely entrench the 
paradigmatic human identity that defines it.

Efforts to personify some animals will thus necessarily accent the 
thingness of other beings, again not merely excluding other animals 
from the argument but pushing them deeper into the realm of the 
property/thing. For Bevilaqua, the legal status for animals that is most 
consonant with this critical appraisal of personhood for animals is one 
that can recognize that animals are not things without insisting they be 
persons.106 Whether she would endorse Hamilton’s model of personae 
as a better alternative to personhood is an open question, but these two 
theorists are united in their rejection of personhood for liminal beings –  
and, in the case of Bevilaqua, for animals – as a route to granting full 
legal protection for these beings.
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D. Personhood outside of Western Liberal Legalism?

I have been arguing that personhood is inherently an exclusionary cat-
egory given its origins, which have imprinted on the concept a certain 
mould into which previously excluded others fit badly. Personhood’s 
contraindications for animals are particularly stark, given the extent 
of overlap between personhood and human as coterminous concepts; 
personhood exerts a humanizing force that is not easily banished. The 
foregoing discussion, of course, has highlighted the problems with the 
term as it is understood in Western liberal legal orders. Personhood 
as a legal (and moral) term also exists in other legal traditions and 
societies unencumbered by anthropocentric or binary worldviews or 
foundational species-based hierarchies. Consider various Indigenous 
legal traditions worldwide, for example, as well as African and Asian 
cosmologies.107

Certainly, changing the core attributes of personhood to signal a 
relational, socially connected, reciprocating actor who may or may not 
be human – features often ascribed to persons in many non-Western 
cultures where interspecies relations are visible and normalized108 – 
would likely be a momentous and welcome development for most of 
the beings concerned.109 What if personhood as it operates in settler-
colonial Canadian law could be stripped of its current content and 
supplanted with these new associations to denote something alto-
gether different from the rational, culturally unencumbered, socially 
dislocated, wealth-maximizing human actor? And what if this could 
be done without personhood being defined in a binary fashion against 
the category of property? As much as some non-Western understand-
ings of personhood would be a thorough disavowal of dominant 
colonial understandings of personhood inherited from European 
worldviews, I worry that personhood even robustly reimagined, and 
thus distanced from its current roots in Canadian law, would never 
fully shed the dominant traditional (and problematic) associations 
embraced by mainstream jurists and legal actors. If we are going to 
supplant the Western liberal legal understanding of personhood in 
settler-colonial jurisprudence with a completely different understand-
ing of personhood, why not aim for a new term altogether rather than 
retaining personhood? The next chapter discusses a replacement for 
personhood that could be applied to animals once their propertied 
status has been eliminated. As will become apparent, multiple points 
of overlap exist between my proposed replacement – beingness – and 
Indigenous and other non-Western understandings of personhood as 
outlined earlier.
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IV. Summary

For obvious reasons, personhood is a preferred legal alternative to 
property for animals, but it is not without significant limitations. The 
tethering of personhood to human benchmarks is evident in the Great 
Ape and Nonhuman Rights Projects and part of an understandable 
strategy to “get a foot in the door” that will open more broadly for all 
animals in the years to come. But the promotion of personhood in its 
dominant liberal legal sense for animals today invests in a colonial and 
otherwise exclusionary logic. Also, the concept of personhood contains 
anthropocentric valuations at its core such that a simple extension of 
personhood to animals will not destabilize the concept’s anthropocen-
tric parameters. Given this investment, it is worth devising an alterna-
tive legal subjectivity for animals that does not bear the imprint of the 
hierarchical stratifications that are central to modernity and its coloniz-
ing impulses.

Indeed, the critique of personhood canvassed in this chapter presages 
the work of those critical animal scholars who have called for a differ-
ent model of subjectivity for animals, one that decentres the human and 
the thinking subject. Calls for such subjectivity have centred on valuing 
animals on account of their vulnerability, embodiedness, and relational-
ity. To be sure, one need not resort to critical scholarship to encounter 
arguments for ending animal exploitation based on a relational account 
of animals’ vulnerability.110 But the concepts of embodiment, vulnera-
bility, and relationality I seek to cultivate and combine into a new juridi-
cal recognition for animals is heavily indebted to the mappings they 
have received in such scholarship. Chapter 4 outlines these proposals 
and, harnessing their insights, assembles a transgressive alternative to 
personhood as a new legal subjectivity for animals that can nonetheless 
still signal an anti-exploitation stance vis-à-vis animals. Before delineat-
ing beingness as that new legal subjectivity, it will be instructive to set 
out several changes required to a liberal legal foundation on which any 
new subjectivity for animals would rest.



If we are serious about not rehabilitating humanism, or recognizing that a brutal 
humanism exists as a form of speciesism that cleaves not only raced and sexed 
humans from other humans, but also complicates any human/nonhuman animal 
divide and puts under duress our contingent relations to other animals, plant 
life, and ecologies of matter and material, can we think of precarity “beyond” 
the human? What would an interspecies politics or vision of precarity entail? 
What kinds of tentative relationships of interdependency and vulnerability 
should we attend to if the human is just one actor among many lively and not-
so-lively actors that compose “a struggle to establish bonds that sustain us”?1

Jasbir Puar, ed., “Precarity Talk: A Virtual Roundtable with Lauren Berlant,  
Judith Butler, Bojana Cvejic, Isabell Lorey, and Ana Vujanovic”

To develop an ethic of nonharm to all living beings is to redefine the place of 
human/man in Western metaphysics, and that is why, among other reasons, it 
is aligned with a feminist project.2

Irina Aristarkhova, “Thou Shall Not Harm All Living  
Beings: Feminism, Jainism, and Animals”

Beingness (explored at length in the next chapter) provides law with 
a new way of conceptualizing animals, namely as legal “beings” that 
are defined by their embodiment, relationality, and vulnerability in 
much the same way that law’s person is presently (and problematically) 
defined as rational, independent, and autonomous. Beingness is meant 
to be an alternative to both property and personhood. As a new legal 
subjectivity for animals, it forms one part of a larger ontological founda-
tion for state law to become post-anthropocentric. By itself, however, it 
can only accomplish so much. A new legal foundation is still required 
that can shift law from its liberal legalist humanist values toward an 

3 Toward a Post-Anthropocentric 
Legal Ontology
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overarching framework that is anti-anthropocentric. This chapter pro-
vides a theoretical treatment of what this foundation underlying being-
ness should be. It expands on the concept of post-anthropocentric legal 
ontology introduced in the Introduction as shorthand for a gold stan-
dard in creating a legal response to animals that does not ask them to 
comply with (dominant) human norms.

The modernist autonomous subject is, to be sure, “an incredibly pow-
erful abstraction” in mainstream law structuring the concept of prop-
erty.3 The possessive and colonial individualism that the common law, 
colonialism, and capitalism have entrenched in the dominant social 
order is not easily undone. The discussion in this chapter is not meant 
to suggest otherwise. Law’s liberal orientation and the multiple dis-
possessions and marginalizations it entails will likely be with us for a 
very long time to come. This sobering situation need not foreclose, how-
ever, the project of imagining alternative orientations, or what some 
have called other worldings,4 and the decisional legal aptitudes that 
would need to be cultivated to shift law in that direction. The present 
chapter identifies at least some of these aptitudes or features for a post-
anthropocentric legal foundation.

This chapter significantly enlists the work of feminist animal stud-
ies philosophers. The first part presents three different but related 
approaches to interspecies ethics advanced by leading animal ethics 
scholars. I comparatively identify the features of their interspecies ethea 
that should infiltrate the law. I first turn to the work of feminist ani-
mal care theorists Carol Adams, Josephine Donovan, and Lori Gruen 
to argue that feminist animal care theory’s caring and empathetic inter-
species orientation should shape a post-anthropocentric legal response 
to animals. I address the main criticisms of that framework regarding 
its care orientation as well as its heightened respect for emotions-based 
reasoning. I then explore the insights from Kelly Oliver and Cynthia 
Willett’s respective proposals for interspecies relations that would help-
fully supplement a feminist animal care approach. Oliver’s and Wil-
lett’s works combine to create what they term a “call and response” 
ethics toward animals that emphasizes human responsibility and bio-
social awareness in apprehending and responding to animals’ needs. I 
argue here that Oliver and Willett’s call and response ethics reinforce 
the non-anthropocentric, non-masculinist, and non-colonial commit-
ments of feminist animal care theory while adding valuable insights 
about human responsibility for and accountability to animals and their 
biosocial needs that the law should also incorporate.

As a third and final approach to interspecies ethics from which law 
can learn, I showcase two closely aligned phenomenological approaches 
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that emphasize the centrality of the body and flesh as a means to under-
stand and recast human-animal relations. Here, I first discuss the femi-
nist work of Jennifer McWeeny, who urges the adoption of “topogra-
phies of flesh” when analysing oppressive conditions across difference. 
I then look at the transhuman ethic of shared bodiment, conviviality, 
and corporal compassion articulated by Ralph R. Acampora. My pur-
pose in this first section is to argue that all three feminist/feminist-
inspired frameworks provide critical ingredients for shifting the way 
law perceives animals, and makes sense of and responds to their needs, 
and thereby clear a path toward a post-anthropocentric legal ontology.5

I. Laying the Groundwork for Reorienting Legal Reasoning

A. The Feminist Animal Care Tradition and Reasoning from Emotions

For law to advance into post-anthropocentric terrain, reason must lose 
some of its powerful hold. In particular, reason must cease to be viewed 
as a capacity in denoting who counts as a legal subject. The critical 
insight that reasoning, including legal reasoning, is an emotion-based 
process must become normalized among legal decision-makers. That it 
is important to embrace emotions in our response to animals and use 
emotions to guide decision-making about our relations with animals 
is a key insight of vegetarian ecofeminist theory,6 also known as the 
feminist animal care tradition (see this book’s Introduction).7 The femi-
nist animal care tradition is responsive to animal suffering not through 
abstract rationalizations but rather out of sympathy, empathy, and 
compassion for animals as well as recognition of their ability to emote 
and feel.8 Feminist animal care theorists9 contest the classic theories in 
animal ethics as well as those of new posthumanist scholars who rely 
solely on reasoned and abstract arguments to persuade their audiences 
of the validity of non-exploitative end points for animals.10 They have 
long impugned the devaluation of emotions that occurs in these theo-
ries11 and the resulting alienating effects that such traditional theorizing 
has on those it seeks to motivate.12 Critically, feminist animal care theo-
rists urge us to richly contextualize ethical questions, including those 
that touch on the relationships involved and the emotions that circulate 
when we confront pain and suffering.13

From the writings of prominent animal ethics theorists such as Peter 
Singer, Tom Regan, and Steven Wise, who have attempted to advance 
claims for animals through reasoned argumentation, we observe and 
can infer that they were/are keen to meet the standards of their dis-
ciplines, which expect as much and frown upon appeals to emotion. 
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Nevertheless, as feminist animal care theorists emphasize, it is difficult 
to deny the androcentrism that resides in arguments that aim to uplift 
animals through a vehicle (reasoning capacity) that has served as the 
crux of the stories we tell and that in the West, for generations, has 
been making the case for animals’ categorical inferiority to humans as 
well as for women’s and other marginalized groups’ subhuman sta-
tus.14 Keenly aware of how we are shamed into denying or minimizing 
our sympathies for animals who suffer – a gendered hegemonic move 
that stigmatizes emotions as feminine15 – these theorists prompt us to 
recover our emotions in relation to animals and mobilize them into a 
widespread political project.16

Critical to this emotional rehabilitation is the cultivation of certain 
caring dispositions toward animals, namely attentiveness, but also 
responsiveness and respect. Some feminist care theorists have proposed 
a framework of sympathy to mobilize these emotional dispositions.17 
Josephine Donovan has suggested that sympathy is first cultivated by 
encouraging humans to imagine themselves in the shoes of the particu-
lar suffering animal they encounter through a spirit of attentive love.18 
Attentive love, a concept developed by Simone Weil and incorporated 
into care theory by Iris Murdoch, directs our focus to what another is 
experiencing and, in particular, suffering.19 This state of emotional reso-
nance having been achieved, feminist animal care theory calls on us to 
extend this sympathy to animals that one has not personally encoun-
tered but that are similarly suffering.20 This should lead to awareness 
and understanding of human-animal power imbalances in the broader 
culture and to a desire to undo these asymmetries.21 Donovan is clear 
that practising sympathy is a cognitive as well as emotional faculty in 
that it involves “strong powers of observation and concentration, as 
well as faculties of evaluation and judgment.”22 She proposes a dialogic 
ethic of care that asks humans to attend to animals through love, listen-
ing to what animals are communicating, and being responsive to those 
needs and feelings. This is a ground-up approach that cautions against 
the appropriation of animal voices through predetermined anthropo-
genic knowledge claims.23

Other feminist ethic-of-care theorists single out empathy rather than 
sympathy as a primary caring mobilizer. In Entangled Empathy, Lori 
Gruen draws from more than a quarter of a century of activism and aca-
demic scholarship regarding empathizing with animals to outline her 
theory promoting “entangled empathy” to radically improve animals’ 
lives.24 She writes: “Entangled empathy is a type of caring perception 
focused on attending to another’s experience of wellbeing. An experi-
ential process involving a blend of emotion and cognition in which we 
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recognize we are in relationships with others and are called upon to be 
responsive and responsible in these relationships by attending to anoth-
er’s needs, interests, desires, vulnerabilities, hopes, and sensitivities.”25

Gruen insists that we are always in relationships with animals (many 
of these relationships are, of course, bad for animals).26 She argues that 
simply informing people that animals suffer is not enough to motivate 
them to act in favour of animals; rather, an affective connection must 
be made to stimulate care, compassion, and, ultimately, responsibility.27 
Gruen proposes a model of entangled empathy to achieve this type of 
connection. In contrast to the standard emphasis in deontological and 
consequentialist approaches that disavow empathy or omit particular-
ized attention to the perspective of a particular animal being in favour 
of advancing more “abstract,” “generaliz[able],” and “interchangeable” 
claims, extending empathy for Gruen means adopting the perspective of 
the particular animal in need through careful listening and attention.28

Gruen is keen to move toward a form of empathy in which the empa-
thizer is able to distinguish self from other in order to avoid a situation 
where an empathizer subsumes the other into the self, projecting her 
own account of what the other is experiencing.29 Gruen is further aware 
that championing empathy generically can saddle those socialized to 
care (i.e., women) with disproportionate responsibility to care and act.30 
As a response, she, and other care feminists, have stressed the need for 
men to adopt caring dispositions as well.31 Like sympathy, empathy is a 
means for directing attention and channelling responsiveness to animal 
others that we should be able to apply despite our gendered social loca-
tions. Within this framework, we all have responsibility toward animals 
simply because we exist in relationships with animals.32

There is much to commend in feminist animal care theory’s emo-
tions-guided approach to responding to animal suffering. As Kamalini 
Ramdas observes, “[feminist animal care theory] emphasizes the rela-
tional, dependent and non-voluntary nature of care relationships and 
the inequalities of power implied in these relationships.”33 It motivates 
us to care by teaching us that “moral selves emerge through our rela-
tions of responsibility and care for particular others.”34 We are invited 
to cultivate our capacities for attention, responsiveness, and respect in 
this regard.35 In addition to its valuable recuperative insights into why 
emotions must guide how we respond to animals, the teachings of care 
theory foreground the important values of embodiment, vulnerability, 
and relationality (discussed at length in the next chapter).

At a pragmatic level, feminist animal care theory proffers the affect-
laced capacities of empathy and compassion to motivate people to care 
about animals and act on their behalf. Even those who question whether 
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empathy is required in order to stimulate moral regard for animals and/
or who assert that other emotions, such as anger, are more effective in 
mobilizing resistance to the status quo in the case of animals36 affirm 
that empathy, when present, does increase human concern for animals.37 
The law should thus adopt feminist animal care theory’s insights about 
valuing emotional cues in general – and, in particular, emotional-laden 
responses to animal suffering – to become more emotion-based when 
resolving animal cases. Specifically, the law should attend to the emo-
tional (and physical) suffering of animal beings as well as allow human 
emotions about animal suffering to prompt action and guide decisions 
regarding how to respond to this suffering. This is not to say we should 
abandon reason in advancing animal-friendly claims or arguments. 
Reasoned argumentation is indispensable. Indeed, the critique of rea-
son is a reasoned analysis itself that allows us to understand why the 
privileged place reason holds in our cultural imaginaries about who 
counts and why should erode. Reasoned argumentation is of value, 
particularly when we understand that emotions form part of reasoning 
and that we should be guided by our emotional responses to animal 
suffering, including, of course, to animals’ emotional vulnerability.

This call for legal decision-makers to value emotions by recognizing 
their role in shaping human reasoning and their proper place in public 
deliberation is echoed by the growing field of law and emotions, which 
rehabilitates the status of emotions in law and also endorses legal and 
judicial reasoning that embraces emotion-based reasoning.38 Indeed, 
the scholarship on law and emotions has clearly demonstrated that 
adjudication is always already an emotion-laden project.39 Of course, 
feminist animal care theorists seek to cultivate widespread valuation 
of emotional responses to non-human animals in particular.40 Notwith-
standing its elision of animals from its purview, the findings of law and 
emotion scholarship regarding the extent to which “emotion pervades 
the law,”41 including extant decision-making, bolsters feminist animal 
care proposals for acknowledging and embracing the role of emotions 
in ethical deliberation and my specific proposal here for doing so in 
legal decision-making.

1. contesting an ethic of care
I have argued thus far that the feminist animal care tradition offers 
valuable insights about emotions that can help direct law toward a 
post-anthropocentric outlook. Many feminists are wary, however, of 
adopting any form of care theory. It seems there are several reasons for 
this reluctance. First, a care ethic still signals to many a focus on priva-
tized and personal relationships rather than broader social relations of 
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power. While feminist animal care theorists have responded convinc-
ingly to the critique that their focus is problematically embedded in 
private relationships, and have shown that the feminist animal care 
approach clearly does consider social relations of power,42 the priva-
tized connotations of care frameworks linger, which troubles some 
feminists.43 A second connotation of care theory that concerns some 
feminists is its tight association with maternalist thinking. Care theory 
has traditionally foregrounded the care a mother gives to her child as 
a model for public life and social governance in general.44 As much as 
some care theorists have sought to escape the gendered and roman-
ticized connotations of maternalist thinking, in order to advocate for 
a care ethic that men, nonbinary people, and women can all adopt 
in public and private life, the associations are not easily avoided.45 
This leaves feminist care theorists in the difficult position of trying 
to politicize a degendered care ethic when care is still so tethered to 
gender roles for women and prone to further exploit women’s caring 
labours.46

A third and related reason for discomfort with ethic-of-care theo-
ries is the essentialist ontological vision of women that traditionally 
grounds them and the perception that women’s caring, cooperative, 
loving, compassionate, peaceful, empathetic, responsibility-oriented, 
and nurturing nature is in sharp contrast to how men behave.47 As 
Maria Drakopoulou has traced, second-wave feminist legal scholarship 
traditionally embraced care theory as a guide for legal reform.48 The 
rise of the essentialist critiques in the 1990s, however, persuaded many 
feminists to abandon their belief in a unified caring female subject.49 
Certainly, Carol Gilligan’s groundbreaking work in articulating an 
ethic of care – arguing that women make decisions to resolve conflicts 
through an ethic of care as opposed to an ethic of justice50 – from which 
the feminist care paradigm grew, merited the anti-essentialist inter-
rogation it received.51 Despite the dislodging thereafter of essentialist 
visions about women in much of feminist legal scholarship informed 
by care theory, care-inspired feminist jurisprudence continues to carry 
essentialist associations.52

Taken together, these concerns have done much to convince feminists 
to avoid care ethics.53 Yet as noted above, these objections have largely 
to do with misperceptions about the richness and nuances of contempo-
rary care theory today in contrast to its original formulation as a moral 
theory.54 These misperceptions shouldn’t taint the insights of feminist 
animal care theorists today who seek to cultivate care and compassion 
toward animals at a personal but also, critically, institutional and com-
munity level. These theorists maintain that caring responsiveness to 
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animals is a disposition equally available to humans of all genders who 
seek widespread human behavioural change toward animals.55

A more legitimate critique of care theory is that the desire to engage 
with animals, learn about their desires, and respond to them normal-
izes a level of interaction that may actually breed harm. In her writings 
seeking to infuse feminist animal care theory with Jain sensibilities of 
non-harm, Irina Aristarkhova notes that animal care theory depends 
on engaging and learning from animals, a process requiring proximate 
relations.56 Aristarkhova urges feminists to consider the Jain concept of 
non-harm, which encourages adherents to cultivate not so much care 
per se but rather carefulness.57 Such an orientation demands prudent 
action only after deliberative reflection, given that human activities 
toward animals, even those of benevolent intent, are fertile ground for 
anthropocentric effects to merge. Given this predilection humans have 
to harm non-humans due to the former’s hegemonic position, or at least 
to keep animals close to us so that we can learn from them,58 Jain’s views 
on non-harm counsel distance wherever possible at the same time that 
they affirm our co-evolution and shared daily intimacy with animals.59 
We can accept this plea to mainstream an ethic of carefulness into femi-
nist animal care theory as a friendly modification of its ethical core.

2. the subjectivity of emotions?
Another set of concerns may arise apart from objections to care-inspired 
theories. For some, any framework for animal subjectivity shaped by 
emotions – both our emotional responses to animals and their emo-
tions in suffering – is a treacherous pathway to achieving actual results 
for animals. This objection diverges from the traditional objection to 
emotions, which counsels their exclusion from “public discourse on 
the grounds that [they are] chaotic, unpredictable, and can therefore 
too easily lead us into error.”60 While there is much to commend in the 
feminist animal care tradition and other emotionally anchored theories 
that feminists have proposed to reconfigure our responses to animals, 
the argument may proceed that there is potential for such theories to 
privilege animals that humans like and can easily care about,61 or worse, 
actually defend commercial uses of animals. Indeed, a recent feminist 
argument about relating to animals through love demonstrates that 
emotionally constituted theories for assessing how we should treat ani-
mals can engender much less than desirable end results for animals.

In Loving Animals, Kathy Rudy calls for a new type of animal advo-
cacy and mode of theorizing – one based on and informed by the love 
we have for animals in our lives.62 Rudy speaks passionately about the 
incomplete and thus ineffectual nature of current Enlightenment-based 
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modes of theorizing in animal ethics (deontological, utilitarian, wel-
farist) as conceptual underpinnings for the animal advocacy movement; 
she contests their ability to generate widespread concern for animals 
and for the animal movement.63 Like feminist animal care theorists, 
Rudy wants animal ethics to prioritize the emotions we as humans 
have for animals rather than disavow or marginalize them.64 Her spe-
cific focus, however, is on the bonds of love that many animal advocates 
have for particular animals, which, if illuminated to the mainstream, 
Rudy believes, will prompt compassion for those animals that languish 
unloved in animal industrial complexes.65 Rudy thus calls for theoreti-
cal underpinnings for the animal advocacy movement that foreground 
“the emotional and spiritual connections” humans have with animals, a 
cluster of connections that she encapsulates under the umbrella term of 
love.66 So redirected, this “more sophisticated understanding of the role 
of affect and emotion”67 will result in “a more viable social movement.”68

Rudy is committed to promoting a relational worldview “where ani-
mals are subjects, agents, and actors in their own right.”69 She argues 
that theory that foregrounds how humans and animals interrelate and 
thus co-constitute each other’s subjectivities can enable such a world-
view to emerge.70 Despite this commitment, an ethic of love toward 
animals does not prevent animals from being killed for human uses in 
food, research, or even entertainment industries under Rudy’s analysis 
of how such industries need to be reformed.71 Rudy’s ethic of loving 
animals, even ones treated like family, does not operate as a barrier to 
their non-consensual use and death in these industries.72 Hers is a clear 
example of a theory that allows emotions to direct our response to ani-
mals so as to dilute the protections they receive.

Rudy’s ultimate conclusions about how various industries should be 
reformed in favour of animals are clearly disappointing from a non-
instrumental perspective,73 but that does not mean that all feminist or 
otherwise critical accounts championing the importance of emotions in 
animal ethics (and law) will settle at similarly weak positions for ani-
mals or justify privileging those we love over those animals that might 
repel us or make us squirm or retreat. Clear examples exist in femi-
nist theorizations of animals that do not accept the commodification 
of animals or differentiate among species, the feminist care tradition 
epitomized by Adams and Donovan being an obvious example. Con-
versely, reverting to purely reason-based theorizing (presuming that 
such theorizing is even possible) that either stigmatizes emotion-based 
reasoning or consigns it to secondary status will not guarantee that 
desirable results for animals will prevail. There are plenty of animal eth-
ics arguments that privilege reason yet exclude some animals from their 
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purview altogether or otherwise permit animal bodies to be appropri-
ated for commercial ends. Welfarist and utilitarian arguments easily 
come to mind here, but capabilities and rights-based arguments also 
qualify.74 Emotion-based theories like Rudy’s should not be discounted 
because they, too, can fall short in their application. To ensure against 
limited results in either theoretical context, a clear vision of power rela-
tions is required, guided by a sustained commitment to subverting 
anthropocentric reasoning. I now turn to feminist writings on ethical 
responsibility to animals for this clear vision mandating accountability 
toward animals.

B. Call and Response Interspecies Ethics

The feminist care tradition for animals gives us reasons to validate 
our emotional responses of empathy and compassion toward animals 
as ethical cues and legitimates the emotion-based deliberation that it 
counsels should flow from this validation. As I argued earlier, legal 
decision-makers should take their own cues from this literature to 
endorse care, empathy, and compassion toward animals as legitimate 
values as well as legitimate guides to inform the resolution of legal 
disputes and the creation of policy involving animals. This outlook 
will help set a relational and responsive orientation in law toward 
animals as beings.

It would also be useful for law to heed the insights of feminist philos-
ophers who endorse a caring and compassionate stance toward animals 
but who take our relationality with animals even further than feminist 
animal care theorists do by presenting our relationality with animal Oth-
ers as the trigger for our ethical responsibility toward animals and the 
Earth in general. Working in the tradition of response ethics, but forg-
ing a distinctive sense of “call and response ethics,” these feminist phi-
losophers also illuminate the anthropocentric deficiencies in law’s con-
cept of the sovereign individual by showcasing the claims that infants 
(human and nonhuman) make on us ethically even though their sub-
jectivity is not yet formed. In this section, I discuss the work of Kelly 
Oliver and Cynthia Willett in this regard to signal how their reflections 
on interspecies relations amplify our understanding of the relational-
ity between humans and animals and also connect this relationality 
with non-violent responsibility for and accountability to animals. In 
these two respects, call and response ethics affirms but also extends 
the insights of feminist animal care theory in ways that are helpful to 
the overall project in this chapter of developing a post-anthropocentric 
legal ontological foundation that protects animals from exploitation.
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1. kelly oliver and enabling response-ability
In Animal Lessons: How They Teach Us to Be Human,75 Oliver canvasses the 
work of leading Western philosophers of difference/otherness from the 
eighteenth century onward to explore how animals both literally and 
figuratively figured in their theories. What Oliver finds is an undeniable 
centrality of ideas/projections about animals and animality and their 
alterity to the construction of man, human, humanity, politics, and eth-
ics in this era of the Western intellectual tradition even as these philoso-
phers objected to strict Cartesian thinking about animals and its teach-
ings about the links between rationality, autonomy and subjectivity.76 
Oliver traces a pattern among multiple thinkers of defining humanity 
against animality and rejecting our interdependence with animals; at 
the same time, these philosophers unpacked naturalized differences 
among humans and exposed the fiction of previous thought about the 
unified and stable nature of the human subject.77 From this exposition, 
Oliver argues that the human-animal divide remained a fundamental 
premise in philosophical pronouncements in European theories of Oth-
erness from Rousseau onward, foreclosing any attention to animals as 
subjects of ethics.78

As Oliver shows, animals’ alterity is perceived as so radical and 
other that even anti-humanist theories of Otherness cannot attend to 
it and, furthermore, cannot acknowledge how much their understand-
ings of humanity depend on animals. By denying this ambivalence, Oli-
ver argues, eighteenth-, nineteenth-, and twentieth-century theorists of 
Otherness repress how animals enable them to articulate what, they 
insist, it means to be human.79 Yet, as she goes on to demonstrate, it 
is the animal and corresponding ideas of animals and animality that 
allow these philosophers to state what they want to say about humans, 
humanity, and subjectivity; animals enable their teachings, but this reli-
ance on the animal is denied.80 As she succinctly puts it: “By uncovering 
the latent humanism in antihumanist texts, we continue to witness the 
ambivalence toward animality and animals that has defined Western 
philosophy and culture.”81

Oliver includes in her capacious discussion the response ethics that 
emerged in European post-structural thought from the mid-twentieth 
century onward, following the atrocities of the Holocaust and Western 
colonization. Catalysed by the writings of Emmanuel Levinas, this tra-
dition turns away from moral theories that require the ability to reason 
or speak for beings to qualify as moral patients and orients itself “to 
the pathos of the vulnerable Other.”82 It does not demand sameness, 
but calls on us to value otherness and alterity by responding to the 
Other even where radically different.83 As Cynthia Willett observes, 
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“response ethics resides in a nonjudgmental stance of generosity and 
compassion”84 (we can see, here, its alignment with feminist animal 
care theory). But, as Oliver notes, even Levinas, for all his insistence 
on responding compassionately to the Other in all her alterity, does not 
extend the ethical response to animals.85

As a corrective to anthropocentric response ethics, Oliver seeks to 
inaugurate what she calls a “sustainable ethics.”86 To replace the conser-
vatism she repeatedly observes in Western theories of Otherness when 
it comes to animals, Oliver calls for a response from humans that rejects 
the human-animal divide and embraces our interdependence with ani-
mals and our dependence on them.87 It is a call to abjure sameness logic, 
but instead of positing radical otherness, it emphasizes shared relation-
ality and interdependence with all living beings so as to refuse as best 
we can, given our privileges, domination over them.88 In this way, Oli-
ver’s ethical orientation differs from that of the post-structural theorists 
who have taken up Levinasian response ethics and applied them to 
animals. Here, the influence of Jacques Derrida’s writings on animals 
weighs heavily. Derrida remonstrated Levinas for his anthropocentric 
line-drawing, calling on scholars to acknowledge the foundational yet 
untenable socially constructed chasm between humans and animals to 
Western thought; the latter’s key features he captured with his highly 
influential term of “carnophallogocentrism.”89 But whereas Derrida 
emphasizes the alterity of animals, Oliver emphasizes our interrelated-
ness with them. As she puts it: “What we need is to move from an ethics 
of sameness, through an ethics of difference, toward an ethics of rela-
tionality and responsivity.”90 The ethical imperative is “to share resources 
and life together on this collective planet.”91

In advancing these insights, it is evident that Oliver’s sustainable eth-
ics is allied with feminist animal care theory. An important innovation 
Oliver offers, however, is to call for the development of a capacity in 
ourselves and others, which she terms response-ability, that is meant 
to cultivate animals’ “ability to respond”92 but also, critically, human 
responsibility toward animals and all living beings. “Response-ability” 
is a capacity to attend to the needs of others (and ourselves) through a 
non-domination ethos; when directed toward animals, our response-
ability replaces a domination sensibility over nature with a willing-
ness to share our earthly space and resources with animals for mutual 
well-being.93 We respond because we affirm rather than disavow our 
dependence on animals.94 Adopting a posture of response-ability, 
then, motions us forward to an ecological subjectivity that constitutes 
a “transformation from the traditional image of man as conquering 
nature to one of human beings nourishing it.”95 Part of this posture is to 
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be humble about the limits of our knowledge and to redouble efforts to 
understand the needs of others.96 As Oliver puts it: “The ethical ques-
tion that asks us to confront our own responsibility to animals is not 
whether they can suffer but how we respond to the suffering of oth-
ers.”97 How can we care for them to help them respond as equal “inhab-
itants of a shared planet”?98

2. cynthia willett and multispecies  
and intergenerational ethics
Cynthia Willett’s work on interspecies relations affirms Oliver’s insights 
about what post-anthropocentric relations should mean from a response 
ethics tradition. Like Oliver, Willett distinguishes her approach from 
Continental response ethics and North American reason-based animal 
ethics, epitomized by Jacques Derrida and Peter Singer respectively,99 
on the basis that they emphasize our differences from animals rather 
than our connections to them.100 Willett is not unaware of vast differ-
ences among species but emphasizes “that underlying the spectacular 
differences among species are the common capacities of creatures who 
in fact have coevolved in shared habitats and multispecies communi-
ties.”101 She introduces a more communitarian aspect to our relational-
ity with animals and the types of shifts in understanding and relating 
that will be needed to bring about ideal interspecies relations. In terms 
of widespread institutional change toward animals, Willett directs our 
attention to (1) the importance and transformative potential of prever-
bal and non-verbal communicative exchanges in reading preferences 
and reorienting ethics, (2) the importance of viewing animals as social 
agents that use their own social codes to govern themselves and main-
tain (mostly) peaceful relations, and (3) the potential for past trauma to 
manifest itself in current individual and group behaviour and the cor-
responding need for a multigenerational perspective in order for us to 
understand and heal human-animal relations.

Her vision of interspecies ethics, then, is one that supplements the 
response ethics of animal scholars influenced by alterity scholars such 
as Levinas and Derrida with “call and response” ethics – that is, an 
interspecies ethics aimed at responding to the vulnerability of animals 
but without eclipsing their active, playful, resisting, and norm-building 
communications and contributions or forgetting the intergenerational 
causes of community well-being or dysfunction.102 Animals, even infant 
ones, including human infants, “call” on us actively, and it is these calls 
that we need to acknowledge and attend to, grasping that they are situ-
ated in broader biosocial relations.103 Willett is cognizant that her call 
for a “communitarian resituating of response ethics into histories and 
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agencies rooted in communicative exchange will require critical vigi-
lance against imperialist, predatory, and neoliberal modes of power.”104 
Embrace of alterity thus continues to be critical to her version of call 
and response ethics, as is the need to confront skewed representations 
of difference and anthropocentric, racist, sexist, etc., base points of 
understanding.105

3. uptake for law
Call and response ethics as outlined by Oliver and Willett provides 
several non-anthropocentric signposts for law to follow. Such eth-
ics promote many of the same insights as feminist animal care theory 
regarding extending care and compassion toward animals, eschewing 
sameness logic, and valuing alterity approaches while underscoring 
relationality and connection. Call and response ethics also brings ani-
mals into the centre of response ethics aimed at attending to the needs 
of Others, but without presuming what those needs are in advance or 
presuming to ever “know” the Other. In this way, such ethics abide 
by the insights of postcolonial theory and feminist care ethics to avoid 
“epistemic imperialism.”106 Call and response ethics also proceeds cau-
tiously in how it describes animals, emphasizing the differences among 
animals and not the difference between humans and animals. Here, too, 
the influence of postcolonial thought is discernible, namely with regard 
to avoiding homogenizing claims about Others and interrupting the 
dualistic standard metrics by which Others are perceived and known.107 
Perhaps most critically, the vision of Oliver and Willett joins feminist 
animal care theorists in dispelling myths about human exceptionalism 
and recognizing the multiple capacities of animals, without taking a 
capacity-based approach for why animals should matter, but also tak-
ing an ethical stance against exploitation of animals in animal-based 
industries.108

Call and response ethics as represented by Oliver and Willett ulti-
mately settles on a deeper sense of relationality than that articulated 
by feminist animal care theory to anchor its approach to human-animal 
relations. Here, its insights regarding the deeply relational nature of 
our lives with animals merit specific mention and legal attention, as 
does the ethical responsibility that directly flows from this relational 
status. To reiterate, call and response ethics maintains that our sub-
jectivity develops through relations with others. Furthermore, it is this 
feature of subjectivity that mandates our responsibility to other beings 
and the cultivation of response-ability.109 Call and response ethics thus 
makes us accountable to animals at a foundational level, including to 
animals we may not even recognize as subjects yet (such as infants), as 
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well as to intergenerational animal kin/social groups. Willett’s specific 
emphasis on biosocial networks and “affect clouds” reminds us that in 
order to repair human-animal relations, we need to attend to dynamics 
beyond the individual level and the current temporal period. This is 
illuminative of a different aspect of collective causality beyond the now 
routine call in feminist animal care theory (and other critical theories) 
to address the larger institutional factors that undergird oppression 
and marginalization. With its focus on response-ability and commu-
nal well-being, call and response ethics provides attractive theoretical 
supplementation to feminist animal care theory to jointly create a new 
ontological foundation for law.

C. Flesh Forward

As a third and final feminist/feminist-inspired philosophical approach 
to reconceiving human-animal relations, I turn to those writers who 
affirm that we exist in “thick embodied relationship with those around 
us”110 but who accentuate the role played by our physicality and bodi-
ment with regard to our capacities to care and respond.

1. jennifer mcweeny and topographies of flesh
Jennifer McWeeny’s work on the interrelatedness of bodies and the eth-
ical dictates that flow from this integrates feminist animal care theory, 
postcolonial theory, and feminist phenomenology to develop the con-
cept of a topography of flesh to ground feminist politics.111 I turn to her 
work in this section because I see the charting of what McWeeny calls 
“topographies of flesh” as a useful way to practise in law the blended 
insights from feminist animal care theory and call and response ethics. 
Topographies of flesh are meant to be intersectional analyses of how 
we (humans and animals) are invariably related through intercorporeal 
exchanges.112 The purpose of such analyses is to enable feminist iden-
tification of the asymmetries of power that permeate these exchanges 
along cultural, racial, species, gender, and other mutually constituting 
lines,113 as a way of permitting feminists “to think our ontologies with-
out essentialism, individualism, disembodiment, oppressor-centrism, 
or other reductions of the complexity of lived experience.”114 McWeeny 
harnesses the geographical concept of topography as a way to map 
these bodily relations and the “social, material and economic relation-
ships (they) present in a given locale at a particular point in time.”115

McWeeny insists on drawing our attention back to the experiences 
that we and other animals have through our flesh because of what this 
focus can illuminate. She credits ecofeminist and other intersectional 
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theories of human and animal oppression with providing analyses of 
how animals are oppressed through a “racist-speciesist-heterosexist-
colonial imaginary.”116 Yet she argues that in focusing their lens on the 
multiple ideologies that have been built up to render animals ontologi-
cally inferior, these analyses fall short in uncovering the actual lived 
experiences of animals. She worries that ecofeminist and other inter-
sectional accounts of animals have the potential to portray animals in a 
non-agentic way solely as objects of oppression.117 But her main goal is 
to supplement critical accounts of how ideologies normalize oppression 
against animals with a discussion of how animals act through their bod-
ies in these conditions. She “reject[s] the idea that oppressive ideologies 
and practices are determinative of the ontologies of the oppressed.”118 
For McWeeny, an “ontological concept of flesh allows us to affirm the 
relationality and complexity of lived experience, which does not present 
beings as either mind or body, active or passive, self or other, oppressed 
or privileged, but as both of these aspects at the same time.”119 Chart-
ing a topography of flesh, then, can provide “a three-dimensional land-
scape of bodily, material relationships of exchange and asymmetry, 
exploitation and solidarity, oppression and resistance.”120

McWeeny offers the concept of topography of flesh as a new and 
better anchor for feminist intersectional analyses that would unpack 
anthropocentrism and species privilege and eliminate violence and 
other oppression.121 She describes the layers of this mapping as follows:

To chart a topography of flesh is to look for what you cannot see from your 
perspective, that is, it is to make visible the myriad perspectives-fleshes-
that constitute a world, despite our personal investments in concealing 
them. It is to look for whose bodies sustain our own through their flesh, 
labor, and sociocultural position: Whose hands prepared this meal? Whose 
eyes sewed this shirt? Whose sweat cleaned this university bathroom, this 
hotel room, this apartment? Whose resources are my profit? Whose inferi-
ority enhances my superiority? Whose milk is this that I drink?122

By asking these questions about the economy of and material impacts on 
bodies, McWeeny envisions a feminist analysis that reveals how bodies 
cluster together on some registers and disaggregate on others to expose 
the complex landscapes of intercorporeal exchange we all inhabit. It is 
an approach that motivates feminists committed to non-violence and 
anti-oppression to attend to these flesh-based positionings for humans 
and non-humans alike that the topography discloses.123 Whether such 
new awareness will catalyse efforts to undo asymmetry remains to be 
seen – a point McWeeny emphasizes herself.124 She urges all of us to 
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chart our own topographies to illuminate the asymmetries of power 
from which we benefit and to work toward “crafting a topography 
where the bodily exchanges, substitutions, and asymmetries constitu-
tive of sexism, racism, speciesism, and other oppressions are inopera-
tive and unthinkable.”125

2. ralph r. acampora and corporal compassion  
through symphysis
I suggest that McWeeny’s flesh-focused approach is closely aligned with 
Ralph Acampora’s body-focused theory of symphysis, which is also 
heavily informed by phenomenology and, specifically, by Merleau-Ponty’s 
teachings.126 Acampora is deeply sympathetic to feminist pushback 
against rationalism in animal ethics.127 He seeks, however, to excavate 
even further the role of non-rational elements of how humans live and 
interact with the more-than-human world. Specifically, he insists that it 
is the physical body, our animate existence, that undergirds our capac-
ity to be, and, furthermore, that it is through our bodies that we engage 
with the animals around us. Acampora aptly observes that articulations 
of why animals should be included in the moral sphere problematically 
accept the parameters of Western humanist metaphysics that establish 
a starting point that animals don’t matter; animal advocates then have 
to justify why they should, with such justifications typically marshal-
ling sameness logic to succeed.128 This way of drawing the terms of the 
query, Acampora attests, is backward.129

Like Willett, Acampora takes as a base point for ethics the social 
nature of human beings and other social mammals, emphasizing that 
this sociality – what Acampora terms “somatic sociability”130 – brings 
us into immediate physical connection with the more-than-human 
world. Furthermore, it is only “through this interaction with other ani-
mate bodies” that we experience and make sense of our own bodies.131 
He thus argues for a “corporally restorative reformation of moral phi-
losophy.”132 His theory of “symphysis” is meant to perform this recu-
peration by valuing all beings with “live bodiment.”133 As he explains, 
the term “is meant to convey the sense of sharing with somebody else 
a somaaesthetic nexus experienced through a direct or systemic (inter)
relationship. In this way the concept comes to signify a pattern of more 
densely physical orientation – i.e., by contrast to the more airy, psychic 
notion of sympathy frequently utilized by moral sense theorists.”134 
It is the animal’s capacity for being in somatic sociality with humans, 
also called “conviviality,” that qualifies her as a moral subject.135 Per-
haps these descriptors makes symphysis sound more complicated than 
Acampora intends. Seemingly addressing this point, he tells us that in 
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essence the biophilic ethos he urges us to adopt is not a new ethos; it 
can be found within other (colonized) cultures but also in childhood 
before dominant Western norms instruct us not to care too much about 
most animals or envision ourselves as embedded in joint development 
with them.136

Symphysis is not just a descriptive concept. Normatively, it directs 
us to be responsive to the vulnerability of the bodies that are in relation 
with us,137 seeking to strike a balance between responding to animals as 
individuals on the one hand, and affirming the collective ties that bind 
us together and form us as individuals in the first place on the other.138 
Being in relation does not include only those animals we view as fam-
ily. Acampora has a much broader remit for his theory. He suggests that 
we can be in relation and intersomaticity with animals we do not know 
personally and gives the example of squirrels in a park. Furthermore, 
symphysis does not depend on bodies touching. We can share bodily 
experiences through other means. Regarding observing squirrels in a 
park, Acampora identifies shared experiences of climaticity, auditory 
engagement, and consumption that humans have with squirrels if we 
simply “note the passage of seasons in the bushiness of squirrels’ tails 
… aurally attend to their clucking barks as they play or mate … watch 
them forage for food”139 as we also snack. Our predisposition to view 
squirrels as “related others” and not simply as rodents, or worse, as 
pests, inclines us to value and protect them rather than control or regu-
late them through violent means. Caring about squirrels in a respectful 
way makes us more inclined to respond to their vulnerabilities and oth-
erwise attend to their suffering.140 Thus symphysis produces an inter-
species ethics of “corporal compassion” – it is our threefold recognition 
of our “own vital status as animate zoomorphs,” the sharing of this 
status with other animals, and the vulnerabilities that can then flow for 
all beings in this category, that broadens our care horizons.141

Wither empathy?
It is because he champions “transpacific intersomaticity”142 as an ethi-

cal base point that Acampora objects not only to the hyperrationalism 
of animal ethics and the corresponding devaluation/suppression of 
emotional connections to animals, but also to the proposed alternative 
suggested by feminist animal care theorists – that empathy toward ani-
mals is the fulcrum of an ideal interspecies ethics.143 Acampora argues 
that the empathetic experience “is originally mediated by physical sen-
sibility.”144 Since empathy is normally translated as the ability to per-
ceive the mind of the Other, it is too divorced from the primordial state 
of physical connection that Acampora presses us to acknowledge.145 
As he puts it, “cultivating a bodiment ethos of interanimality is not 
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a matter of mentally working one’s way into other selves or worlds 
by quasi-telepathic imagination, but is rather about becoming sensi-
tive to an already constituted ‘inter-zone’ of somaaesthetic convivial-
ity.”146 Indeed, Acampora uses the unique term “bodiment” because he 
views the traditional term “embodiment” as too invested in a sense of 
self as exterior to the body.147 Acampora is further wary of empathy 
and sympathy because advocates often wish to credentialize empathy 
by pointing to its cognitive dimensions in its more advanced state.148 
Acampora also finds empathy problematic because it assumes a rela-
tionship between a discrete self and an other instead of visualizing a 
“jointly held form of bodily consciousness.”149

Feminist animal care theorists do indeed discount the ethical poten-
tial of empathy when it is not infused with cognition.150 However, some 
feminist animal care theorists have approached with scepticism the 
purely affective response that Acampora applauds. Gruen, for exam-
ple, acknowledges that empathetic response includes a precognitive 
reaction. Yet for her idealized version of empathy to occur, empathiz-
ers must think reflexively and evaluate the other’s position from their 
own reflective position, a task that requires the empathizer to collect, 
identify, and prioritize relevant information151 and that, Gruen argues, 
“motivates the empathizer to act ethically”152 in a way that sympathy 
does not.153 Gruen is aware of Acampora’s concern that her theory of 
empathy requires a split between self and other that in Acampora’s 
view maintains a problematic separate subjectivity rather than sym-
physis.154 Gruen defends the split, noting that for those marginalized 
humans for whom the public affirmation of a sense of self is still com-
paratively recent, abandoning the self to celebrate blending with others 
in shared bodiments is not necessarily prudent or necessary.155 On this 
latter point, Gruen attests that retaining a distinct sense of self “need not 
be one of distance, need not require dominance and subordination and 
thus can be maintained in ethical ways.”156 For his part, Acampora per-
mits some separation to mediate his argument. As an alternative to the 
dominating anthropocentric gaze with which humans typically view 
animals when we seek them out for biophilic encounters – a fraught 
pursuit exemplified by the spectatorship activities that occur at zoos – 
Acampora adopts feminist Marilyn Frye’s concept of the “loving eye”157 
as a vehicle to perceive animals from a position of epistemic humility. He 
thus doesn’t jettison empathetic engagement and the capacity for moral 
imagination that inheres in it. Indeed, he admits “that feminist philoso-
phy’s retrieval of bodily consciousness has inspired the present work 
and that its theories deserve credit for calling animal ethics to account 
on the use of caring’s centrality to moral thought and practice.”158
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3. uptake for law
How, then, can a convivial intersomatic ethics as proposed by Acamp-
ora and the mapping of topographies of flesh as proposed by McWeeny 
ameliorate legal culture? How can they help shift law toward a post-
anthropocentric ontology? For one thing, if it became de rigeur to iden-
tify the intercorporeal exchanges that shape legal disputes through the 
topographies of flesh that McWeeny promotes, it would become sec-
ond nature for legal decision-makers to grasp how the constellations of 
power involved give rise to a particular dispute. They would develop 
the sensibility to understand the vulnerabilities of fleshy bodies, as well 
as a skill set to identify hierarchies of power. Jurists and other lawmak-
ers could then proceed to ascertain how the law should respond to the 
power constellations in which a particular legal dispute is enveloped. If 
the law were to take Acampora’s symphysis concept seriously, it would 
start from a base point that is radically different from the present one –  
that of a “jointly held form of bodily consciousness” between animate 
lives, particularly those of social animals.159 Hierarchical rankings exalt-
ing paradigmatic mental states and human beings who possess them 
would disappear. As Acampora puts it: “No one is first. What must 
come first from us is compassion.”160 Arrogant and dominating specie-
sist norms would also fade. All animate life would matter morally and 
also be seen to be constitutive of human beings. The law would also be 
primed to meditate on the twin capacities of vulnerability and together-
ness, for being in symphysis with other animals would make these more 
transparent. A predisposition to real protection for animals through a 
caring and respectful outlook would then follow.161

II. Conclusion

Abolishing animals’ status as property in the law would not fully change 
Canadian law’s foundations or cultural suppositions. To move state law 
toward a post-anthropocentric ontology, a more robust reorientation is 
required. Feminist writing on animals helps us comprehend what these 
further modifications could be. Feminist animal care theory helps us 
understand the need to attenuate reason’s exalted status as part of any 
legal paradigm shift for animals and to avow the mainstream valuation 
of emotions in the law. In particular, it demonstrates the need to extend 
care, empathy, and compassion when we encounter vulnerability and 
suffering. Feminist applications of call and response ethics to animals 
help us understand how deeply our own subjectivities are constituted 
through Others, how this compels responsibility toward animals, and 
why healing human-animal relations require not only responding to 
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suffering but also viewing animals as agents with their own social lives, 
social codes, and histories. Feminist-inspired phenomenology theories 
transport us back to the physical undercurrents for this responsiveness, 
challenging the rationalist nature of moral and legal considerability 
and exposing the physical elements of empathetic connection. Through 
the concepts of topographies of flesh and symphysis, our attention is 
directed most fully to our bodies and the ways we are always already in 
physical and hierarchical connection with other beings. These theories’ 
combined tenets about emotion, care, empathy, compassion, witness-
ing, response-ability, and attention to flesh and materiality can collec-
tively provide an alternative foundation for Canadian law, which at 
present is deeply anthropocentric.

I am not claiming that any one of these three approaches on their 
own, or even all of them combined, provide a perfect normative view 
of interspecies ethics or that other epistemological traditions are not 
also useful repositories for teachings as to how law needs to change. 
I am thinking here particularly of important critiques by Indigenous 
legal scholars assailing the anthropocentric norms and effects of Cana-
dian law.162 But as the permissibility of “respectfully” killing animals 
per Indigenous legal orders is generally left unquestioned or at least 
explained and thereby justified according to time immemorial tradi-
tions based in reciprocity and kinship in such critiques, my own prefer-
ence is to situate this argument in feminist animal care theory, which 
takes a more critical view of all killing of animals even where the cul-
tural rights of colonized peoples and other marginalized groups are 
at stake.163 In doing so, I have argued that feminist writing on animals 
presents theories whose salient and core features would help Canadian 
law to shift from its anthropocentric, imperial, and gendered founda-
tions. Canadian law should endorse care, empathy, and compassion 
toward animal bodies as legitimate values as well as legitimate guides 
for informing the resolution of legal disputes or the creation of policy 
involving animals. The law should recognize the shared somaticity we 
have with animals, lament the vulnerabilities they face, and seek to 
remove the causes of their suffering. The dominant legal order should 
also normalize human responsibility toward animals because of our 
dominating power. In short, the present dominant liberal legal culture 
should absorb these insights to generate a relational, compassion-
ate, and responsive orientation in law toward animals as vulnerable, 
embodied, and relational beings. It should also create a new legal sub-
jectivity that does the same. The next chapter explores my proposal for 
such a new legal subjectivity and explains why it sensibly applies to 
animals.
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PART II

Animals as Beings: In Pursuit of a New 
Post-Anthropocentric Legal Order
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The problem raised by the demands of recognition of non-human living beings 
as legal subjects is precisely how to define – and thereby bring into existence – a 
kind of difference that is in itself different to the mode of differentiation con-
veyed by the principle of (human) agency which, embedded in one of the two 
poles of the person/thing opposition, governs their mutual relations.1

Ciméa Barbato Bevilaqua, “Chimpanzees in Court:  
What Difference Does It Make?,” in Law and the  

Questions of the Animal: A Critical Jurisprudence

I am referring not only to humans not regarded as humans, and thus to a 
restrictive conception of the human that is based upon their exclusion. It is 
not a matter of a simple entry of the excluded into an established ontology, but 
an insurrection at the level of ontology, a critical opening up of the questions, 
What is real? Whose lives are real? How might reality be remade?2

Judith Butler, Precarious Life: The Powers of Mourning and Violence

If property is inherently exploitative and personhood is inherently 
anthropocentric, anthropocentric legal systems seeking to shift toward 
a multispecies orientation must respond to animals through a new 
transformative legal subjectivity, one that doesn’t merely refine person-
hood’s parameters or take paradigmatic human ontologies as its model. 
I call this new legal status, with apologies to Martin Heidegger, “being-
ness.” Beingness is a status that is meant to provide, at a minimum, the 
legal recognition that personhood is meant to afford, but it would be a 
legal subjectivity that caters to the ontologies of breathing, embodied 
creatures.3 Beingness would undercut the traditional account of who 
counts in law – the white, male, property-owning actor – and its resid-
ual emphasis on independence, wealth maximization, disembodiment, 

4 Beingness: A New Legal Subjectivity  
for Animals
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and rationality despite the gradual expansion of personhood to absorb 
humans traditionally excluded. In contrast to legal personhood, legal 
beingness does not glorify these elusive features of the proper legal 
subject. Rather, it replaces them with concern for capacities and values 
meant to shatter the existing parameters of who matters to law to allow 
animals (and, very likely, other non-humans, of which I say more in the 
next chapter) to count as legal subjects. As such, beingness will allow 
animals to receive legal protections against the instrumental use their 
present property status permits.

As table 1 reveals, the main elements of beingness are embodiment 
(and the revaluation of the body and emotion this entails), relationality 
(and the social embeddedness and attention to power relations but also 
interdependence this entails), and vulnerability (and the materiality and 
attention to pain and suffering this entails). Beingness is thus directly 
oriented toward salient features of animals’ lives that personhood does 
not easily accommodate and that property presently disavows. It is a 
better alternative than either as a protective legal subjectivity for ani-
mals. To support this claim, this chapter (1) expounds upon and draws 
together beingness’s three main constitutive elements into an analyti-
cal tapestry to explain the orientation of a legal subjectivity based on 
these interrelated features, and (2) explains why animals descriptively 
and normatively qualify as embodied, relational, and vulnerable beings 
whose corresponding needs obligate anthropocentric legal systems to 
respond.

Specifically, I deploy feminist understandings of relationality along 
with contemporary social theories of the body, vulnerability, and pre-
carity to argue that the law should draw attention to the vulnerabil-
ity and precarity that animals experience as embodied and relational 

Table 1 Principal constitutive features of contrasting legal subjectivities

Personhood model Beingness model

Disembodied Embodied
Independently autonomous Relational
Rational Vulnerable
Legal impact : Western law 

conceptualizes a “person” to 
be disembodied, independently 
autonomous, and rational. 
These are the attributes that are 
paradigmatic of persons, prized, 
and legally supported/promoted.

Legal impact : If beingness were to be implemented 
instead, the law would conceptualize beings 
as embodied, relational, and vulnerable. The 
law would value embodiment and relational 
experience and recognize that these attributes of 
living experience create vulnerability to which the 
law must respond.
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beings due to the fact that they are legally situated as property. My 
discussion of embodiment reviews why critical theorists across the 
board demand the discursive and material rehabilitation of the body – 
marginalized bodies in particular. I explain why animal bodies fit into 
this critical repertoire as a type of marginalized body requiring reha-
bilitation. My discussion of relationality invokes feminist argumenta-
tion for such a reorientation of law and ethics in how we understand 
subjectivity as well as animal-focused relational accounts to demon-
strate why animals should be considered relational beings and the cor-
responding value of a legal system that classifies them as such. Finally, 
the discussion of why the law should embrace vulnerability as a foun-
dational concept forefronts Judith Butler’s influential understanding 
of vulnerability and precarity to scaffold legal subjectivity and applies 
it to animals.

This chapter thus details the three principal elements of beingness 
and builds upon the anti-anthropocentric reformulation of law’s foun-
dational architecture in the previous chapter. My aim is to synthesize 
multiple strands of feminist philosophy, social theory, and legal analy-
sis to develop/articulate a new, more animal-friendly legal subjectiv-
ity that can concretely create legal change for animals while avoiding 
pressing animals into the anthropocentric and otherwise exclusionary 
mould of personhood. This chapter articulates why a new legal subject 
position for animals grounded in embodiment, vulnerability, and rela-
tionality can better respect animals as social and material beings than 
personhood would.

I acknowledge at the outset that a valid criticism of the legal being 
proposal is the complete novelty it poses for the Canadian legal sys-
tem. Personhood, while still a remote possibility for animals, is at 
least a concept that is currently intelligible within the common law 
and civil law and to legislators (notwithstanding the paradoxes in 
how it is interpreted by jurists).4 Yet other jurisdictions and legal sys-
tems suggest that the concept of beingness, at least in name if not 
in the full meaning I wish it to convey here in terms of protections 
equivalent to legal personhood, could be intelligible to law. Germany 
and Austria have inaugurated fellow-beingness status for animals in 
their jurisdictions.5 As Sabine Lennkh notes, the concept was inau-
gurated to recognize dignity, humanity, compassion, and justice in 
animals, bestowing them with inherent value, dignity, and iden-
tity.6 Although it sounds path-breaking for animals, anthropocen-
tric interpretations of beingness have precluded any revolutionizing 
impact.7 Applications of beingness so far are thus quite distant in 
scope and ambition from the aim of legal beingness: a legal end point 
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for non-human animals that can serve as a route “to resistance that 
breaks through human/animal bipolarism and redresses continuities 
between all violated bodies.”8 Yet the existence of the term in existing 
legal systems in some jurisdictions signals some level of receptivity 
to creating new legal categories for animals beyond personhood. This 
chapter explores what a considerably more substantive definition of 
beingness could look like.

I. Embodiedness

A signal contribution of feminist theories broadly conceived is their 
focus on the body, its discursive formation as well as its material regis-
ters. Feminist theory has migrated from a focus on gendered difference 
to take embodied difference as its central organizing principle.9 The 
tenet that the body matters to ethical formulations and the conceptual-
ization of subjectivity has also prompted scholars committed to queer, 
disability, postcolonial/anti-colonial/decolonial, anti-racist, and anti-
ageist frameworks to argue that an ethics derived from the body, and 
thus taking embodiment as central to subjectivity, is crucial for wide-
spread and transformative social change.10

Law needs to be a central locus for such change. It has been largely 
inhospitable to marginalized bodies.11 Kelly Oliver has written about 
“a growing disconnect between our conception of law and our bodily 
experiences,”12 which she locates in Western law’s continuing place-
ment of bodies in the realm of nature and thus outside law and the 
realm of culture and so-called civilization.13 Oliver points to the 
centuries-old political exclusion of natural bodies from the body poli-
tic in the Western tradition and the logic of exception this occasions 
that enables political elites to determine who can live and who can 
die.14 Oliver’s claim here is not that the law does not interface with 
bodies. Her body of work demonstrates her abiding awareness of the 
ways in which the law constructs, criminalizes, and otherwise inter-
feres with marginalized bodies.15 Rather, hers is a call for the law to 
respond more affirmatively to these marginalized bodies, an under-
taking that requires a legal overhaul of ideas of the body itself. As one 
feminist legal scholar aptly puts it, “it is as though when the body  
does come to the foreground of attention the subject status [of the 
person] recedes.”16 Cartesian-derived intellectual traditions have gen-
erated cultural norms about the body that have infected the law that 
regard the body disproportionately as a source of disgust and other 
negative attributes, which must be transcended in favour of a life 
lived by reason.17
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These cultural and legal norms teach that certain beings are more 
mired in their bodies than others, incapable of such a life and thus infe-
rior.18 Those who are routinely identified with their bodies are marginal-
ized because of how their bodies diverge from the normative embodied 
subject that the law pretends has no body and is universal – the body 
that is coded as white, without disability, heterosexual, and male.19 As 
Anna Grear observes, “the tales of the violence of law’s engagements 
with those subjects whose embodied presence is constructed as being 
somehow ‘problematic’ to ‘progress’ – those whose bodies are ‘in the 
way’ – are legion.”20

The negative discursive construction and reception of the body has 
had a negative impact not only on humans but on animals and other 
beings as well, but it is a logic of animalization that unites them.21 As 
Laura Henson reminds us, “as the representation and embodiment of 
nature, the animal becomes the marker of bare life. Whereas human 
subjectivity must be respected, animal bodies can be killed without 
crime.”22

In this worldview, animals are synonymous with their bodies, and 
this enables a logic of animalization to reduce certain groups of humans 
to their bodies and a lesser, violable status.23 Despite the centrality of 
embodiment in new critical theorizations of social justice – a feature 
distinguishing them from their more historical counterparts that privi-
leged dichotomous and hierarchical understandings of reason and the 
mind – the vast majority of critical theory of the body misses this insight 
and adopts an anthropocentric outlook.24 We may “have come a long 
way from a Platonic world where the body is a threat to virtue, from a 
Cartesian world where my personhood is reduced to the cogito, from a 
Kantian world where ethics is a matter of disembodied universal princi-
ples, and from a Rousseauian world where only men possess the requi-
site rationality for moral and political action,”25 yet most critical theory 
is still immersed in a humanist paradigm that takes the human body 
as an innocuous foundation for ethics. The critical impetus to respect, 
protect, and even celebrate marginalized bodies has not transcended 
the traditional anthropocentric mindset in Western traditions. The vast 
majority of scholars who attend to how gender, race, culture, age, class, 
disability, and queerness are coded on bodies to deny humanity to so 
many, do not apprehend the role of species difference in these codes. 
Even in critical race theory and postcolonial theorizations, a body of 
scholarship that highlights the spectrum of dehumanization that gives 
rise to civilizational heirarchies and their resulting violence, animals 
have figured primarily symbolically, with little attention to animals’ 
embodied experiences. The literature has overlooked the co-constitutive 
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nature of racial, cultural, and civilizational ideologies with anthropo-
centrism and animal abjection, as well as how animalization logics 
have functioned in civilizational ideologies in terms of the expansive 
and damaging reach of the tropes of “animal” and “animality” since 
the transatlantic slave trade and European colonialism.26 The response 
is one that contests liberal humanism’s racial exclusions but does not 
apprehend that the speciesist limits of humanism are what permit an 
ongoing qualified account of (white) humanity.27

Indeed, it is no small task to bring the abjected body and marginal-
ized bodies into law, given this general anti-body and anthropocentric 
backdrop.28 Despite the monumental nature of the challenge, a core 
priority for a legal subjectivity that can attend to marginalized bodies, 
particularly those of animals, must be to de-emphasize the rational and 
affirm the body, including recognizing what we experience at the bodily 
level.29 As discussed in chapter 2, the premium that law places on rea-
son and the mind in terms of who matters is problematic on a whole 
host of critical registers whether focused on gender, race, ability, class, 
or other axes of analysis.30 Recall that feminist, postcolonial, and critical 
disability theorists especially have revealed how the Western exaltation 
of reason privileges a hyperrational human as paradigmatic, resulting 
in partial and impoverished representations as it devalues other ele-
ments of human life and experience.31

If the problem in exalting reason is of concern in the human realm to 
conceptualize who humans are and why we are important, it is even 
more acute in the case of animals, which are still explicitly and openly 
held deficient on this metric and widely subordinated because of it. 
Many animals farmed for their flesh are presumed to be cognitively 
inferior and are not even seen as whole bodies, but merely as body 
parts (breasts, thighs, legs, ribs, rumps, and other “cuts”). Farmed ani-
mals overwhelmingly are valued insofar as their body parts, fertility, 
and reproductive capacities are profitable and thus “productive,” and 
their lives are controlled and terminated for pure economic motives. 
Scholars working at the intersections of critical animal studies and 
critical disability studies have discussed how human ableism and its 
devaluation of embodied differences are imbricated in the industrial 
regulation of animal life, harnessing genetic breeding protocols as well 
as lethal measures against animals that are perceived to be “disabled” 
or “non-productive.” Farmed animals that are “spent,” “downed,” or 
“diseased” require unusual medical care, or they cannot enter the food 
chain because they are deemed “unhealthy,” and are killed even as the 
agricultural industry routinely breeds animals for disabling conditions 
in order to maximize profits and further maims theirs bodies once they 
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are born.32 Sunaura Taylor notes how the cultural ableist aversion to 
dependency in humans not only works to animalize those humans 
whose bodily differences cast them as “excessively” dependent on oth-
ers, but also serves to marginalize animals.33

A legal subjectivity that embraces embodiment would not devalue 
humans or animals because they cannot reason to a certain level or at 
all. It would not animalize animals or human bodies due to other cog-
nitive or physical differences since animality and embodiment would 
not be stigmatized.34 Instead, the body would receive higher valuation 
in the law. That beings have a body through which they have the capac-
ity for sensory experience is a more palatable and ethical criterion for 
who counts and why, although it need not be framed in such stark and 
exclusionary terms – that is, that only those embodied beings that have 
sensory experience count. I will say more about this “line-drawing” 
problem in the next chapter. My present purpose here is to press the 
importance of embodiment to how we see others and ourselves and to 
argue for what the law should value when it encounters marginalized 
bodies.

The discourses that humans enculturated into prevailing Western 
norms generate about animals and their bodies morally and legally 
legitimate the violence animals endure. If we inaugurate an under-
standing of animal bodies as sufficient in form, capacity, and impacts to 
matter, rather than deficient in one or more ways, a new starting point 
for law will emerge, one in which the law is positioned to remedy the 
relationality and vulnerability in these relations as a matter of human 
responsibility. It is to the concepts of vulnerability and relationality that 
the discussion now turns.

II. (An Embodied) Relationality

A second feature of beingness is relationality, meaning the quality of 
being in relationships with others both at a personal level and, more 
critically, at a systemic level. Relationality is meant to displace the indi-
vidualism and individual autonomy inherent in the conceptualization 
of the modernist legal subject. Jennifer Nedelsky illuminates the harm 
this individualism does and the benefits of a relational legal subject in 
her body of scholarship, particularly in Law’s Relations, in which she 
offers the metaphor of “creative interaction” – an overarching concept 
for the ability to interact with others and with phenomena around us 
and to respond to them – as a way for law to value autonomy in a 
relational manner.35 To be clear, the body is imperative to this call for 
relationality in the law. Although we may conceive of our bodies as 
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an interior experience, so that individualized outcomes and thus legal 
rights pertain to bodies as individuated self-determination claims (in 
areas such as reproductive rights or the right to assisted suicide), this 
view of the body lacks a presence in public and social life. Judith Butler 
illuminates this point when she writes:

The body implies mortality, vulnerability, agency: the skin and the flesh 
expose us to the gaze of others, but also to touch, and to violence, and 
bodies put us at risk of becoming the agency and instrument of all these 
as well. Although we struggle for rights over our own bodies, the very 
bodies for which we struggle are not quite ever only our own. The body 
has its invariably public dimension. Constituted as a social phenomenon 
in the public sphere, my body is and is not mine. Given over from the start 
to the world of others, it bears their imprint, is formed within the crucible 
of social life.36

Butler calls attention to the public resonance of the body, implicitly link-
ing this insight to her own scholarship discussing the discursive con-
struction of bodies along hierarchical registers of normality and con-
formity and the benefits and risks this portends for differently situated 
bodies.37 Like Nedelsky, Butler cautions against a classic liberal under-
standing of autonomy over our body in favour of a vision that acknowl-
edges the “social conditions of … embodiment”38 and relationality “as 
an ongoing normative dimension of our social and political lives, one in 
which we are compelled to take stock of our interdependence.”39

A. Relationality and Animals

Although Butler and Nedelsky have suggested that their work on rela-
tionality and subjectivity can extend to non-humans, both focus on 
humans when expounding on the importance of conceptualizing life as 
relational.40 To more fully demonstrate the validity of such an extension 
of feminist relational theory to animals, we can turn to animal etholo-
gists. In Wild Justice: The Moral Lives of Animals,41 Marc Bekoff and Jessica 
Pierce “argue that animals have a broad repertoire of moral behavior 
and that their lives together are shaped by these behavior patterns.”42 
The authors elaborate:

Animals not only have a sense of justice, but also a sense of empathy, for-
giveness, trust, reciprocity, and much more as well … We show that ani-
mals have rich inner worlds – they have a nuanced repertoire of emotions, 
a high degree of intelligence (they’re really smart and adaptable), and 
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demonstrate behavioral flexibility as they negotiate complex and chang-
ing social relationships. They’re also incredibly adept social actors: they 
form intricate networks of relationships and live by rules of conduct that 
maintain social balance, or what we call social homeostasis.43

Bekoff and Pierce take aim at the perceived sense of a species divide 
by showing that not only do animals exhibit the cognitive – including 
emotional – capacities typically ascribed only to humans, but they also 
abide by moral codes that manifest themselves notably through play 
activities.44 They also contest the notion that animals are more competi-
tive than cooperative with one another,45 noting that “cooperation is 
everywhere in nature, and that it is [sic] serves to foster relationships 
and societies in which morality blossoms.”46 The sociality of social ani-
mals like mammals is vital to the development of moral behaviours 
because such animals are interdependent.47 So it is sensible and accurate 
to conceive of social animals as relational.

The feminist philosophers we encountered in the previous chapter 
have taken up this work from cognitive ethologists regarding ani-
mals’ sociality to argue for a relational orientation to how we think 
of animals. Recall Cynthia Willett, who advocates rethinking human-
animal relations through the dynamics of “worldly engagement and 
shared agency.”48 She relies considerably on the research of leading 
primatologist Frans de Waal to augment her claims regarding human 
and animal sociality and relationality.49 Willett aims to create an inter-
species ethics that better distances itself from the liberal humanist 
individuated subject, is anti-anthropocentric in other respects, and is 
also practical.50 “Through multimodal social signaling,”51 particularly 
as expressed through play, and drawing also from Bekoff’s work, Wil-
lett argues that mammals learn the ethical codes of our social group 
and learn to live peacefully the vast majority of the time in our bioso-
cial networks.52 For Willett, “ethics becomes a matter of attending to 
the rich networks in which biosocial selves are formed,”53 a relational 
network in which she squarely places mammals and other animals.

Feminist philosopher Lori Gruen, who it will be recalled has written 
extensively about feminism, empathy, and human responsibility toward 
animals,54 stresses the relational nature of animals’ lives using cognitive 
ethology evidence.55 Recall further that Gruen uses the term “entangled 
empathy” to capture the inescapable entwinement of humans and ani-
mals in relationships, through which their subjectivities are shaped and 
created.56 She draws on Karan Barad’s feminist material theory of “intra-
actions,” which teaches that we are never discrete selves but instead 
come into being through our encounters with other matter.57
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Bekoff and Pierce as well as Willett and Gruen provide clear accounts 
grounded in cognitive ethology as well as feminist philosophy of why 
we should regard social animals as relational. As these works attest, 
relational theory is sensibly applied to animals because animals are 
relational. Acknowledging the profound relationality that sociality 
occasions in animals, however, should not efface the fact that non-
social animals are also relational. Even animals that live individually 
outside of close kin networks form part of interdependent ecosystems. 
More importantly, perhaps, it is critical to remember that “being rela-
tional” does not simply mean that we live in social networks; we also 
inhabit relations of power, and so do non-social animals. Relationality 
is not simply about sociality; it also attends to the social hierarchies 
that structure our relations with one another – with those we affiliate 
with and recognize as kin or friends, and with those we do not know. 
It is about how we come into our selves through our connections to 
others.58 The same principle would apply to our relations with social 
and non-social animals as well as to animal–animal relations.59 It thus 
makes practical sense for law to conceive of all animals, social or not, 
as relational.

Conceptualizing animals as relational makes good empirical sense 
in that the law would finally reflect the reality of how animals live; it 
also reminds us that many animals lead deeply social lives that matter 
to their sense of well-being and that the relationships in which they 
are immersed are also relations of power. At the most basic level, the 
dominant legal discourse surrounding property narrates property as a 
right, not a thing, that exists between at least two people, thus indel-
ibly structuring relationships.60 As property, animals are caught or 
constantly at risk of being ensnared in extremely exploitative and pater-
nalistic relationships where they are subject to the dominion of legal 
persons, human or corporate. Viewing them as relational legal beings 
brings these experiences into full juridical view at the same time that it 
stresses the enormous damage done to animals when they are denied 
their relations of childhood and other family bonds as they languish 
in exploitative relationships of commodification.61 In highlighting the 
relationality of animals, beingness would direct juridical attention to 
the multiple ways in which animals are made vulnerable.62

III. Vulnerability

A third core feature of beingness as a new legal subjectivity for ani-
mals is vulnerability. Feminist care ethics has long held up human vul-
nerability as a reason to strive for non-violent and just relations.63 The 
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preceding two sections on embodiment and relationality also demon-
strate the vulnerability of animals. Indeed, it is our embodiment and 
relationality as beings that together make us vulnerable to harm and 
violence for all the reasons that vulnerability theorists suggest.64 The 
capacity to suffer, though not synonymous with vulnerability, is par-
amount here. Animals share their vulnerability with humans and all 
other embodied beings.65 In this section, I consider influential theories 
regarding the promotion of vulnerability awareness, in the legal arena 
and more generally, to compel legal and other institutional responses to 
violence and suffering. I do so to consider whether there are any legiti-
mate conceptual or practical objections or impediments to extending 
such theories to animals.

A. Feminist Vulnerability Theorizations

Martha Fineman’s formulation of the vulnerable subject has been 
broadly influential in feminist legal theory.66 This formulation subverts 
the classic autonomous liberal subject by normalizing dependency and 
relationality, affirming embodiment and social embeddedness, and 
rejecting the possibility of impartial and neutral disembodied judg-
ment.67 In seeking to displace the law’s autonomous rational subject 
with the vulnerable human subject, Fineman’s vision of vulnerability 
affirms classic liberal egalitarian aims (such as equality and dignity 
for humans only) and assumes the stability of subjectivity in general.68 
Although Ani Satz has helpfully extended Fineman’s “vulnerability the-
sis” to animals in the American legal context, and other critical scholars 
have taken up the thesis to apply to non-humans more broadly,69 some 
may view Fineman’s vulnerability theory and Satz’s extension of it to 
animals as too liberal in orientation.70

For the purposes of demonstrating why vulnerability is an appropri-
ate trigger for ethical and legal response and should include animals as 
vulnerable beings, I turn to the work of Judith Butler. Her writings are 
widely embraced across disciplines as substantiating the importance 
of vulnerability as an ethical catalyst for responding to Others.71 Her 
response ethics–inspired insights about which acts trigger vulnerability 
also constitute a model more oriented to alterity and may be more palat-
able to critical theorists who appreciate Fineman’s vulnerability thesis 
but seek to substantially supplement or transcend its residual liberal-
ism. To be clear, I showcase Butler’s theoretical treatment of vulnerabil-
ity here because it enjoys wide support within and outside legal circles 
among feminist, queer, disability, and other critical theorists oriented 
toward theories of alterity, in which I have thus far located my critique 
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of property and personhood as legal subjectivities. I invoke Butler’s 
theoretical treatment of vulnerability to demonstrate why animals can 
fit into Butler’s account and thus why critical theorists should welcome 
them as vulnerable beings to whom the law and other institutions 
should affirmatively respond. Put more simply, I demonstrate why it 
makes sense to conceptualize animals as vulnerable in these highly 
endorsed accounts of how law and ethics should be organized.

Butler’s scholarship about vulnerability (and its closely related 
concept of precarity) is dedicated to understanding contemporary 
logics of neoliberalism and imperialism at the global, transnational, 
and local levels and the harms they produce. Her aim is to generate 
a non-violent world in which lives are not placed on a hierarchy of 
grievability.72 In Butler’s ethics, a shared “corporeal vulnerability … is 
the source of the obligation to be non-violent towards one another.”73 
Butler initially appears to stake a bold humanist foundation for her 
theorizations of both vulnerability and precarity when she asks: 
“From where might a principle emerge by which we vow to protect 
others from the kinds of violence we have suffered, if not from an 
apprehension of a common human vulnerability?”74 Butler avows 
that humans are made vulnerable because of the harms their bodies 
can expose them to, what she calls their “corporeal vulnerability.”75 
She posits that humans share a corporeal vulnerability but does not 
establish this condition as triggered by harm and “the ever-constant 
possibility of dependency”76 (as Fineman does); rather, she sees it as 
emerging through ethical interaction with another. Here is one way 
Butler explains it:

A vulnerability must be perceived and recognized in order to come into 
play in an ethical encounter, and there is no guarantee that this will hap-
pen. Not only is there always the possibility that a vulnerability will not 
be recognized and that it will be constituted as the “unrecognizable,” 
but when a vulnerability is recognized, that recognition has the power to 
change the meaning and structure of the vulnerability itself. In this sense, 
if vulnerability is one precondition for humanization, and humanization 
takes place differently through variable norms of recognition, then it fol-
lows that vulnerability is fundamentally dependent on existing norms of 
recognition if it is to be attributed to any human subject.77

Fineman classifies vulnerability as an innate or constant human con-
dition because it arises from the possibility of dependence and harm, 
which always surrounds us.78 For Butler, in contrast, although she 
clearly views the body as easily amenable to violence and suffering, the 
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trigger for vulnerability is its recognition and response by another.79 It 
is in this public moment that vulnerability shifts from its private form 
to a crystallized social and relational one. As Butler herself indicates, 
this account relies heavily on feminist psychoanalytical and Hegelian 
theory.80 The core of her concern, however, is a Levinasian one:81 to 
emphasize the role played by recognition as the first step in an ethical 
response to the Other.82 That there is an absence of recognition of anoth-
er’s vulnerability is the implicit premise of Butler’s question of what 
makes for a grievable life, of whose life we can publicly mourn with 
approval and support.83 Butler hopes that our “apprehension of life as 
precarious” – and here we can read her as emphasizing our embodi-
ment and social relationality as producing the precarity – will mobilize 
us toward acting ethically with all Others.84 This relational sense of the 
fluid ontology of bodies/selves diverges from the more coherent ideas 
of self and Other formation in relational theories of vulnerability such 
as Fineman’s because it is meant to be more provisional and shifting.85

In discussing the precarity of human lives and the uneven assign-
ments of precarity that are a consequence of global economic, politi-
cal, social, and cultural forces, we can distil how Butler’s explanation 
of precarity significantly departs from a liberal vision of subjectiv-
ity detached from difference. We also see from Butler more acknowl-
edgment of the need to reject humanism. In my own view, then, we 
have to start from this shared condition of precarity (not as existential 
fact, but as a social condition of political life) in order to refute those 
normative operations, pervasively racist and ableist, that decide in 
advance who counts as human and who does not.86 My point is not 
to rehabilitate humanism but rather to struggle for a conception of 
ethical obligation that is grounded in precarity. No one escapes the 
precarious dimension of social life – it is, we might say, our common 
non-foundation. Nothing “founds” us outside of a struggle to estab-
lish bonds that sustain us.87

Butler appears to nuance her earlier initial statements about a “com-
mon human vulnerability” as arising not simply from biological condi-
tions of embodiment, but also through larger political forces that take 
up our embodiment. It would seem, then, to house critical purchase and 
scope for transformative impact for other species as well.

B. Vulnerability, Precarity, and Animals

Is there any reason why animals should be excluded from Butler’s 
theory of vulnerability grounded in response ethics rather than liberal 
egalitarianism? Although critical of liberal humanism, Butler’s own 
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work may be read as explicitly excluding animals from its critical pur-
view.88 As Chloë Taylor observes,

for Butler, the frame of the human must be interrupted, dislocated beyond 
the dominant (First World, heterosexist) model, in order to include human 
beings who are currently dehumanized, and yet Butler does not consider 
dislocating this frame – which determines which lives are considered 
grievable – beyond the human.89

Despite this criticism, Taylor goes on to

argue that Butler’s account of an ethics of interdependence, embodiment, 
vulnerability, and mourning is a compelling incentive for thinking about 
the lives not only of humans, but of animals more generally, and that there 
is nothing about Butler’s ethics that would justify an exclusion of non-
human animals.90

Butler and others, in a virtual round table of feminist scholars/activists  
who locate their work within precarity scholarship,91 were recently 
questioned about this residual humanism by Jasbir Puar, a postcolonial 
queer theorist who has previously addressed issues pertaining to the 
human/non-human divide.92 Puar asks Butler and other key interlocu-
tors on precarity the following question (which opened chapter 3):

If we are serious about not rehabilitating humanism, or recognizing that a 
brutal humanism exists as a form of speciesism that cleaves not only raced 
and sexed humans from other humans, but also complicates any human/
nonhuman animal divide and puts under duress our contingent relations 
to other animals, plant life, and ecologies of matter and material, can we 
think of precarity “beyond” the human? What would an interspecies poli-
tics or vision of precarity entail?93

Butler’s reply is nuanced and worth quoting at length:

It is always possible to say that the affective register where precarity dwells 
is something like dehumanization. And yet, we know that such a word 
relies on a human/animal distinction that cannot and should not be sus-
tained. Indeed, if we call for humanization and struggle against “bestiali-
zation” then we affirm that the bestial is separate from and subordinate 
to the human, something that clearly breaks our broader commitments to 
rethinking the networks of life … But the critical task is to find a way to 
oppose that inequality without embracing anthropocentrism. So we have 
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to rethink the human in light of precarity, showing that there is no human 
without those networks of life within which human life is but one sort of 
life … Indeed, the connection with nonhuman life is indispensable to what 
we call human life … In other words, to be alive is already to be connected 
with, dependent upon, what is living not only before and beyond myself, 
but before and beyond my humanness. No self and no human can live 
without this connection to a biological network of life that exceeds and 
includes the domain of the human animal. This is why in opposing war, 
for example, one not only opposes the destruction of other human lives, 
but also the poisoning of the environment and the assault on living beings 
and a living world.94

In these remarks, we hear a clear denunciation of anthropocentrism on 
several levels. First, Butler addresses the deeper logic of dehumaniza-
tion, a logic critical theorists often contest when it is applied to render 
human lives sub-human, but without remarking on the abject coding 
that dehumanization entails for non-humans.95 Butler insists that we 
have to contest the subordination of non-humans as well. Second, But-
ler affirms the view that an ethics premised on a species divide between 
humans and animals is unsustainable not just because of the socially 
constructed nature of the divide but also because of the imbrication of 
human lives with non-human ones.

It is possible to read Butler’s comments in the latter part of the 
extract as rehearsing a classically anthropocentric script: that we must 
reflect upon our actions on the non-human world due to this con-
nectedness in order to prevent adverse implications for the human 
world. My sense is that this would be a misreading, given her earlier 
statement that our ethical impulses toward equality cannot be anthro-
pocentric. Instead, Butler seems to be avowing the connectedness of 
all life to move her readers away from a view of the human subject as 
separate from and unshaped by non-human subjectivity. Indeed, she 
seems to intimate the mutual constitution of human and animal sub-
jectivity through the interdependent encounter. With such a gesture, 
she approaches Colleen Glenney Boggs’s relational interspecies view 
of subjectivity formation, namely, “there is no subject that predates 
the relationship with animals – subjectivity emerges in and remains 
unhinged by cross-species encounters.”96

It is this recognition, derived from feminist, postcolonial, biopoliti-
cal, and post-structuralist orientations, of the relational vulnerability 
and precarity of embodied others that compels a response to animals. 
Animals are immensely vulnerable. The status of property to which 
the law relegates them creates this acute level of vulnerability, with 
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attendant living conditions (even for beloved companion animals), that 
epitomizes precarity.97 What is sought is a response to prevent, allevi-
ate, mitigate, or stop the suffering that flows from injury and violence 
whether directed at human or non-human lives. As Taylor notes above, 
and as demonstrated through Butler’s own words,98 there is nothing 
in Butler’s widely influential account to suggest that animals should 
be excluded from concerns about vulnerability.99 Animal vulnerability 
conforms to the core meanings of Butler’s concept of vulnerability.100

While I cannot further substantiate this claim here, other feminist 
accounts of why societies should be oriented around vulnerability logi-
cally extend to animals, whose bodies are also material, prone to wound-
ing, and entrenched in relations of dependence and care.101 Consider as 
just one example the summative statement by Wendy Rogers, Catriona 
Mackenzie, and Susan Dodds following their account of why vulner-
ability is universal for humans and why it matters ethically and politi-
cally: “As biological and social beings, we share much vulnerability – to 
ill health, to bad luck, to natural and human-generated disasters, and 
so forth. Although these and other vulnerabilities are not equally dis-
tributed, none of us is invulnerable; we all have some experience and 
understanding of what it is to feel vulnerable.”102 We would be hard-
pressed to find a defensible reason to exclude animals from this descrip-
tion of what triggers vulnerability.

Indeed, prioritizing attention on the material effects of power on 
vulnerable bodies and precarious lives seems particularly important 
in the case of animals, given the immiserated conditions in which bil-
lions of animals are confined and the exceptional brutalities to which 
they are subject, as well as the far-reaching scope of the trope of animal-
ity to render any life of little or no value.103 If beingness can help signal 
to judges, legislators, or policy-makers that they direct their attention 
to the vulnerability animals experience because of their embodiment 
and relationality, then there is a possibility of intervening in practices 
that normalize the degradation of animal bodies and the denial of 
their vulnerability. Presently, the property classification disavows ani-
mal vulnerability or minimizes it to the point of meaninglessness in 
the case of anti-cruelty legislation, as chapter 1 discussed. Personhood 
will not be a sufficient corrective to direct the law’s attention maxi-
mally to vulnerability because its primary organizing legal subject is 
a disembodied, non-dependent, rational human thinker. In contrast, 
to institute beingness for animals would be to signal to all legal actors 
and the public at large the instantiation of a system that cares about 
violence and the suffering it causes irrespective of whether such suf-
fering is “humane” or “necessary.” It signals a system that mandates 
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law’s response in the face of such egregious, chronic, and disavowed 
harm.

IV. Some Objections

The preceding sections have explained why legal valuation of certain 
features is important, namely, (1) to rehabilitate animals’ current main-
stream legal position by unsettling the entrenched Western cultural and 
legal epistemologies that have rendered animals inferior and subject to 
commodification, and (2) to respond to the embodied and relational 
vulnerability animals face given current power arrangements. I turn 
now to consider two objections grounded in feminist and postcolonial 
ethics that point to drawbacks of this model, notably with the concept 
and permutations of vulnerability.104

A. Embodied Vulnerability as a Stigmatized Status

A legal subjectivity that emphasizes vulnerability troubles those 
scholars who view the focus on suffering that vulnerability entails 
(although, again, the two are not coterminous) as a potentially prob-
lematic resting point for law or ethics. In Fruits of Sorrow: Framing 
Our Attention to Suffering, Elisabeth Spelman identifies three arche-
typical ways in which American culture views those who suffer: “as 
the subjects of tragedy; as the objects of compassion; and as spiritual 
bellhops, carriers of experience from which others can benefit.”105 The 
risks of problematic responses to those who are vulnerable are inten-
sified for those whom the public may already associate with perpet-
ual victimhood and by stereotypes that disparage vulnerability as 
an undesirable, feminized, passive state.106 As part of this cluster of 
concerns, Spelman highlights how our understandings of the com-
plexity of sufferers’ lives and the underlying social issues annexed 
to them may be further impoverished, given background cultural 
norms about the body and the tendency for a focus on suffering to 
overshadow all other capacities of sufferers.107 Some feminist legal 
scholars have echoed this concern, noting that despite critical schol-
arly attempts to recuperate the term and attach positive associations 
to it, its long-standing negative connotations persist.108 Such connota-
tions continue to encourage victim-blaming in legal decision-making 
or to discursively force individuals into stereotyped or neoliberal 
subject positions in order to secure legal victories as “vulnerable sub-
jects.”109 Focusing on suffering and its correlate, vulnerability, can 
thus be reductive.110
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Taimie Bryant, borrowing from Spelman’s work, has raised this point 
specifically in relation to animal law reform.111 She is concerned that the 
devalued position of the body in Western intellectual traditions contami-
nates any plea to make suffering an ethical or legal trigger for rights and 
protection because it draws attention back to the devalued body. In this 
conceptual architecture, creating subjectivity for marginalized beings 
through a recognition of their capacity to suffer immediately places 
those beings at a devalued starting point and thus undermines the pur-
pose for attending to suffering in the first place.112 For Bryant, asking the 
law to affirm animals as vulnerable subjects compels highlighting their 
bodily experiences, thereby inviting an implicit devaluation of animals 
even as we try to affirm their value. Her second and related concern is 
that animals will be reduced to their suffering, leaving no room to pres-
ent a more complex, hopeful view of what animals are and the rich lives 
they can lead.113 As Alice Kuzniar intimates, representations of animals 
through tropes of poverty and privation are contested by those seek-
ing to inspire a more agentic view of why animals matter.114 Recall that 
Cynthia Willett also objects to the vulnerability/suffering frame. She 
contests the routine representation of animals as mere moral patients,115 
forever cast as “vulnerable, mute and suffering beings on the receiving 
end of human moral consideration and treatment.”116

Animals are indeed much more than their vulnerability. They have 
capacities for so many other experiences and expression that a focus on 
the capacity to suffer might obscure. Doubtless, attending to suffering 
can generate political and legal responses that are comparatively mea-
gre, simplistic, neoliberal, or opportunistic. But a main structural issue 
shaping the potential of vulnerability discourse to further marginalize 
those it is intended to benefit – at least as it is argued in the accounts of 
some feminists who raise this concern – is that vulnerability discourse 
in law or politics operates as an exceptional classification that largely 
leaves the broader liberal order intact.117 Those to whom the “vulner-
able” label applies thus stand out for a type of lack, or worse, deviance, 
for which they are blamed or typecast. But conceptualizing all animals 
as vulnerable is a much more destabilizing move against the liberal 
legal order in that all animals would be deemed “vulnerable,” given 
how prone they are to human control and domination. Furthermore, 
characterizing animals as such should not incite the same concerns 
about “victim-blaming” humans as we do not presently impute moral 
agency to animals and then harshly judge them in a general way, as we 
do to other humans.

In any case, the question remains: Would the potential adverse out-
comes of the legal ascendancy of vulnerability (notably, eclipsing agency  
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or essentializing an entire group classified as vulnerable)118 as an orga-
nizing concept for a new animal legal subjectivity entail abandoning 
vulnerability as a platform of ethical and legal relevance? This is not the 
end point that theorists who criticize the use of vulnerability as a lens 
call for; instead they advocate a more productive or nuanced response.119

One such notable response is found in the work of the feminist phi-
losopher Kelly Oliver.120 Witnessing is the frame she proposes to cre-
ate a relational exchange that is respectful of difference and Otherness. 
By “witnessing,” Oliver means to connote the classic juridical and lay 
sense of being an eyewitness to an event. She also, however, wants wit-
nessing to signal the religious idea of “bearing witness” or acknowledg-
ing that there are aspects of experiences of Otherness that can never be 
grasped or seen but to which we nonetheless owe responsibility.121 This 
position allows us to be humble yet still respond to the needs of vul-
nerable Others because we approach them as inhabiting multilayered 
experiences and not simply trauma or marginalized status.122 If animals 
are approached only as victims, this ability to encounter them as part-
ners in “reciprocally responsible relationships”123 that constitute mutual 
subjectivity is thwarted.

Incorporating an ethos of “witnessing” vulnerability allays the criti-
cism that viewing animals as vulnerable subjects will further marginal-
ize them. Bryant, though, is insistent on a clean break from a suffering 
framework because of her worry about the devalued bodily associa-
tions that suffering will provoke. But if the law were to create a legal 
subjectivity that affirms not only animals’ vulnerability but also their 
embodiment, as I have argued that it should, then this type of subjectiv-
ity could eliminate Bryant’s concern. Asking the law to witness animals 
because of their vulnerability would bring animals onto our legal hori-
zons as their own subjects. This move need not foreclose consideration 
of the multiple, more positively associated, capacities animals have 
beyond suffering and vulnerability or the transformative potential of 
properly framed vulnerability discourses.124

B. Embodied Vulnerability as a Problematic Universal

As I have added Butlerian vulnerability and precarity theory as a 
decolonizing and anti-humanist corrective to Fineman’s vulnerability 
work, it is important to engage Malini Johar Schueller’s analysis that 
Butler’s ethics of vulnerability and precarity are part of a resurgence of 
the universal in critical theorizing on the world scale.125 Schueller draws 
our attention to the enthusiasm with which influential critical schol-
ars, seeking to intervene in the global reach of neoliberalism and the 
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domination and oppression it entails, have revivified Western bench-
marks in their universal claims about what it means to be human.126 
This, Schueller reminds us, runs against the basic teachings of postcolo-
nial theory: “those of us who are wary of eighteenth-century Europe’s 
racial projects and colonial missions have reason to be extremely wary 
of these current projects in which a West-centered humanism parades 
as universalism.”127 Schueller discusses several towering figures in con-
temporary “global progressive intellectual culture”:128 Michael Hardt 
and Antonio Negri, Giorgio Agamben, and Butler.129

Schueller helpfully encapsulates the core of Butler’s writings on vul-
nerability and precarity in Precarious Life as an attempt, shortly after 
9/11 and the global security, militaristic, and violent implications that 
followed, “to theorize an ethics of interdependence as the basis for a 
world without violence.”130 She quickly acknowledges that Butler is 
genuinely aiming for an anti-imperial ethics of Otherness that empha-
sizes human interdependence and empathy rather than fear, distrust, 
and violence.131 Butler’s urge to intervene in the present “imperial 
moment” through a theory of vulnerability derived in part from femi-
nist commitments to relationality is not objectionable.132

What is of concern for Schueller is Butler’s continuing resort to claims 
about what all humans experience – that is, loss and a relational state 
with other people from which we can cultivate an ethics of connection 
through empathy and recognition.133 Schueller notes that Butler retrieves 
her sense of a universal vulnerable subject from Hegel; as mentioned 
earlier, for Butler, vulnerability crystallizes through a Hegelian con-
cept of recognition as reciprocal exchange itself aimed at a Levinasian 
ethic of Otherness.134 It is at this point that Schueller presses forward 
her postcolonial intervention via the following query: “But if a radical 
human vulnerability, dependent upon recognition, is to be posited as 
the basis for a tranformative [sic] ethical encounter, it is important to 
again ask whether this formulation of human vulnerability does not, in 
fact, depend on the erasure of unevenness that has been the basis for a 
West-centered humanism.”135 Schueller is worried about what universal 
claims, however provisionally situated, will obscure rather than reveal. 
She contrasts Hegel’s work with Frantz Fanon’s views on vulnerability, 
which contested Hegel’s comparative undertheorization of domination 
in conceptualizing reciprocity and recognition, as an antidote to Butler’s 
optimism about the benefits that a fixation on vulnerability will yield.136 
Schueller believes that recognition can obfuscate power relations that 
structure reciprocal exchange.137 She maintains that she is “not suggest-
ing that we throw out all possibility of human community, but that we 
maintain a vigilance about how we want to postulate community so 
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that it doesn’t re-inscribe imperialism.”138 In terms of Butlerian recogni-
tion, she proffers some revisions to soften its totalizing impulse, namely, 
by continually looking for the exceptions and contingencies to how rec-
ognition works and by foregrounding the conditions of inequality in 
which it develops or abates.139

I believe that Oliver’s emphasis on witnessing that I have suggested 
here should be adopted to inform how we approach others in vulner-
able states; doing so would solve the recognition problem Schueller 
identifies. I nevertheless welcome Schueller’s proposed revisions, for 
they incline the Butlerian model of vulnerability and precarity closer to 
the anti-imperial intervention it seeks to be in terms of charting an eth-
ics of alterity/Otherness. It is a revision I incorporate into the concept of 
vulnerability I have drawn here to give content to beingness as a legal 
subjectivity.

V. Conclusion

Elsewhere, Paola Cavalieri reminds us that “the inferior status to which 
animals are relegated is, like many other historical phenomena, really 
accidental. A different perception of animals could have prevailed had 
it not been defeated in some specific clashes of views.”140 If we depart 
from law’s rationalist preferences – those that valorize a thinking, dis-
embodied, and independently autonomous human person over every 
other kind of being as the proper subject of law – we can move toward 
this alternative perception. As demonstrated in chapter 2, personhood, a 
legal concept that prioritizes an independent rational agent and defines 
itself through the objectification of animals, is not an ideal vehicle through 
which the law can move toward this view regarding which beings mat-
ter. A different legal subjectivity is needed for animals. This chapter 
has argued that instead of embracing personhood, or a modified vision 
thereof, the law should recognize animals as legal subjects (and thus 
entitled to the protections against instrumental use that status is meant 
to provide) through a new vehicle I term “beingness.” Beingness invites 
a different legal outlook on animals than property or personhood –  
one that emphasizes the embodied, vulnerable, and relational aspects of 
animals. Configuring a particular assemblage of feminist and other criti-
cal social and philosophical theory on why embodiment, relationality, 
and vulnerability are central to subjectivity, I demonstrated why such 
theories are sensibly extended to animals. Beingness would constitute 
a paradigm shift in anthropocentric legal systems because it would end 
the legal classification of animals as property and attend to animals’ vul-
nerability by way of their embodied and relational nature.
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The foregoing theorization of the principal constitutive elements 
of beingness does not settle this question: “Who or what counts as 
flesh and who does not?”141 Nor does it fully address Butler’s query –  
“Whose lives are real? Whose lives are grievable?,” that is, the underly-
ing questions of which entities ought to count as beings whose interests/ 
needs/desires the law should try to consider. I imagine this question 
regarding the precise boundaries of the terms “animal” and “legal 
being” might by now be foremost in the reader’s mind. I address this 
question next.



As a new legal subjectivity, beingness is meant to establish a new, non-
propertied status for animals that guards against their exploitation but 
also avoids what I have argued are the pitfalls with personhood. As 
is evident by now, the present project is committed to providing an 
alternative to the traditional dominant legal conceptualization of ani-
mals as property as well as to law reform proposals that have liberal 
humanizing precepts at their foundation. Beingness’s theoretical for-
mation as a feminist and critical animal studies legal intervention is a 
direct response to the problems that I have argued inhere in the current 
property status for animals but also in a liberal humanist vision of per-
sonhood as a replacement for that status.

A consistent concern thus carried through this work has been the 
exclusionary nature of theories and campaigns that rely on sameness 
logic to articulate claims for animal justice. As I’ve discussed, many 
animal theorists see within animal campaigns based on sameness a 
humanizing impulse that merely shifts the zones of inclusion and 
exclusion rather than eliminating exclusion altogether.1 An animal the-
ory that encodes the logic of humanizing sameness thus replicates the 
conventional liberal dynamic of trying to be more inclusive of who/
what counts by extension rather than subversion of existing tenets.2 
In this section I take up the question of whether the standard of legal 
beingness conceptualized through the features of embodiment, vulner-
ability, and relationality as charted in the previous chapter avoids this 
fate. I consider which animals should count as legal subjects under this 
new category and thus confront the difficult and sparsely theorized 
issue of “line drawing” among animals as well as between animals 
and other non-humans. As these questions regarding non-animal non-
humans are naturally broad, the theorizations in this latter section are 
necessarily brief. I include these brief discussions, however, to give the 
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reader a sense of which entities in the non-human realm could become 
legal beings. I also answer the closely related question almost invari-
ably posed to animal advocates – “What about plants?” – which then 
prompts further queries about other types of matter.3 In taking up the 
matter of which animals and other non-humans count, this chapter 
anticipates and replies to the criticism that beingness is really a liberal 
humanist concept in disguise rather than an innovative and promising 
concept that is more animal-friendly in being much more responsive to 
animals’ alterity, aspirations, and vulnerabilities.4

I. Which Animals Count?

A. Defining Animals

The concern with what many refer to as the “line-drawing” articulated 
by some animal theorists forces all of us to tackle a question that is not 
easily answered: What/who do we mean by “animal” when we discuss 
ethical or legal reform? I set out my definition of animal in the Introduc-
tion, stipulating that I was referring to all beings taxonomically defined 
as animal other than humans. While the expansive use of the term made 
sense when considering Canadian criminal law on anti-cruelty (chapter 1), 
and the problems with property as well as personhood (chapter 2), now 
a potentially confounding question presents itself: Which animals count 
as “beings”? Starting this second inquiry with a dictionary definition of 
“animal” points to the challenge posed by simple descriptors, let alone 
normative ones, for what would qualify as “beings” under a beingness 
model. The online Oxford English Dictionary offers the following definitions 
of “animal” in numbered order:

1. a living organism which feeds on organic matter, typically having 
specialized sense organs and nervous system and able to respond 
rapidly to stimuli
1.1 any such living organism other than a human being
1.2 a mammal, as opposed to a bird, reptile, fish, or insect
1.3  a person without human attributes or civilizing influences, espe-

cially someone who is very cruel, violent, or repulsive.5

An animal is also defined through differentiation from plants:

Animals are generally distinguished from plants by being unable to syn-
thesize organic molecules from inorganic ones, so that they have to feed on 
plants or on other animals. They are typically able to move about, though 
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this ability is sometimes restricted to a particular stage in the life cycle. The 
great majority of animals are invertebrates, of which there are some thirty 
phyla; the vertebrates constitute but a single subphylum.6

It should be clear that no one in animal theory endorses definition 1.3. 
Also, it is implicit that most theorists have birds, reptiles, amphibians, 
and fish in mind when considering claims about animal justice and so 
would also not accept 1.2 as a sufficient definition. The exclusion of 
insects, however, may be more palatable to some. Does the concept of 
legal being advocated here capture insects as well, and is it so inclu-
sive as to comply with the definition in 1.1 of “any living organism”? 
Does beingness have to align with 1.1 to avoid the charge of hypocritical 
line-drawing? Does it have to delve even deeper than 1.1 and include 
those beings that are living, like plants, or even those that are not liv-
ing (or that dominant human culture typically perceives as such)? This 
chapter defends the assignment of beingness to all “animals” as I have 
been using the term in previous chapters – that is, to all mammals, 
birds, reptiles, amphibians, fish, and insects. In what follows, I justify 
this position on who would qualify to be a legal “being” by assembling 
and responding to critiques of sentientism, biocentrism, and all other 
capacity-based approaches.

B. Capacity-Based Approaches: Expanding the Circle  
but Always Already Exclusionary?

1. is sentience the new reason?
Most animal theorists have avoided the potentially confounding ques-
tion of how to define precisely which animals should count as ethical 
and legal subjects by implicitly emphasizing sentience and the corre-
sponding capacity to suffer.7 Sentience is viewed as a legitimate bound-
ary marker to replace the illegitimate emphasis on rationality that pres-
ently serves as the general placeholder for legal personhood.8 Some 
feminist animal scholars have endorsed sentience as the criterion for 
full legal subjecthood because of its correlation to embodied vulnerabil-
ity. These arguments privileging sentience are understandable, yet sen-
tience does not fully capture the features of embodiment, vulnerability, 
and relationality that the law should foreground. Specifically, it is pos-
sible to be vulnerable through one’s body without being sentient. There 
are living beings that can die (a form of vulnerability) without going 
through what we normally characterize as sentient experience: plants 
and embryos (of all species) are ready examples. Another point to con-
sider is that the animals we presume not to be sentient (say, insects or 
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even plants) may in fact be sentient – our anthropocentric ways of per-
ceiving simply blind us to that fact.9

More to the point, the drawing of a line at sentience to include all 
animals, however practical and normatively better than the existing 
line, may register an insupportable position and fate for those below 
the line. Consider bacteria, whether anaerobic or not. Bacteria are a 
form of non-animal and non-sentient life that would not count within 
many prominent animal ethical theories. Taimie Bryant notes how bac-
teria conceptually belong to those forms of life that we usually disavow 
completely in philosophical discussions.10 She challenges the view that 
human entitlement to manipulate bacteria as we see fit is ethically 
benign; she questions whether such a view is anything but a problem-
atic hierarchical claim motivated by our ability to only value in other 
beings what we value in ourselves (here, sentience).11 A further point of 
reflection is to query whether size matters – would we be comfortable 
drawing a line at sentience if the animals we currently excluded on this 
ground were in fact much larger than the typically imagined category 
of non-sentient animals?12 For Bryant, all approaches to line-drawing 
among living beings are problematic. Bryant urges activists, instead 
of trying to decide on what an “animal” is and which animals should 
receive moral and legal consideration, to redirect society’s attention to 
claims that humans are entitled to violate all other beings, including 
bacteria and corals.13

Bryant emphasizes that all forms of life depend on one another for 
mutual well-being, thus pointing to the limits of a model that would 
protect some in this web from exploitative use, but not others.14 John 
Miller endorses a similar position in commenting about the typically 
antithetical relationship imagined between postcolonial and environ-
mental studies: “Ecological and human interests are better conceived, 
then, as community rather than opposition, a mutual involvement that 
vouchsafes the basis for both a more accurate appreciation of the reali-
ties of our ecological situation and also a more inclusive ethical com-
mitment that imagines no being as the disempowered, passive side of 
an imperial either/or.”15 Both Bryant and Miller identify the limitations 
of an approach to line-drawing that would exclude any form of life. 
Symbolically and materially, line-drawing is a hierarchical/imperial/
subordinating act. In practical terms, an ethics that does not presump-
tively seek to protect all forms of life discounts the relationality of all 
life on the planet, a move that will ultimately disadvantage all sentient 
beings.16 From their perspective, sentience does not suffice as an ethical 
and legal anchor for subjectivity and recognition; all living beings in the 
relational web of life must count.17
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2. is biocentrism or any “centrism” still problematic?
I expect that many would see the logic in Bryant and Miller’s argu-
ments but find the task of actually casting the net of legal subjectivity as 
wide as they wish to do a daunting and unworkable prospect. Others, 
however, may question whether Bryant and Miller stop short of true 
inclusiveness. Here, questions arise about non-living beings – entities 
we normally classify as things – and whether it is permissible as a mat-
ter of ethics and law to exclude them. In “A Vindication of the Rights 
of Machines,” David J. Gunkel answers this question in the negative.18 
Gunkel identifies the arguments of those, like Bryant, who would make 
all life forms matter but would not maintain non-living entities on the 
same plane, as biocentric and as susceptible to the same critiques that 
animal theorists would level against anthropocentrism.

Gunkel credits the animal rights movement (his focus appears to be 
on the movement in the United States) with catalysing the philosophi-
cal pressure that has been brought to bear on human exceptionalism 
claims.19 He also, however, notes the problems that arise when animal 
theories and other arguments for inclusion continue a logic of line-
drawing even if do they lower the bar to let more beings in. Gunkel 
reminds readers that the Cartesian view of animals that animal the-
orists soundly denounce is one that equated animals with machines; 
it is because animals were thought to be non-sentient and no more 
than machines that it was acceptable to inflict pain on them.20 Gun-
kel observes that “despite this fundamental and apparently irreducible 
similitude, only one of the pair has been considered a legitimate subject 
of moral concern”21 owing to the current prominence of sentience as a 
marker for ethical consideration. Feminist new materialist, posthuman-
ist, transhumanist, and Actor Network theories, among other theories 
highlighting the entanglements that humans, animals, and plants have 
with the object world normally seen to be non-living in Western cul-
tures, bolster Gunkel’s argument. These theories direct us to the agency 
as well as interactivity, interdependence, and mutual constitution 
between animate and inanimate matter, compelling contemplation of 
the possible tenuousness of any biocentric ethical distinctions that rest 
on a life versus non-life distinction.22

But Gunkel wants to make a further critique still. Besides seriously 
entertaining the question of whether machines may be able to experi-
ence pain as one pathway for challenging the widespread disavowal 
of ethical regard for machines,23 Gunkel challenges the logic he sees 
encrypted into all forms of line-drawing.24 Biocentric theories do not 
succumb to traditional markers of human exceptionalism such as con-
sciousness or moral agency, and they broaden the circle beyond sentient 
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beings, yet they accept the widely held view that non-life forms, mere 
things, should not have equal moral significance. Bryant’s appeal 
for us to consider all life forms in our ethical and legal purviews still 
reproduces, according to this view, a logic of exclusion and creates its 
own binary.25 Gunkel acknowledges that more inclusive line-drawing 
through biocentrism or otherwise “inverts or ‘turns over’ the tradi-
tional arrangement,” but maintains that “inversion of a binary opposi-
tion actually does little or nothing to disturb or to challenge the funda-
mental structure of the system in question.”26

It seems that this binary and unproductive result is inescapable. It 
applies to theories that seek to surpass biocentric ones in defining who/
what matters by including all non-living things as well.27 In Gunkel’s 
view, the consequence is a theory that rests on sameness no matter how 
far from the anthropocentric centre it has strayed:

All of these innovations, despite their differences in focus, employ a simi-
lar maneuver and logic. That is, they redefine the center of moral con-
sideration in order to describe progressively larger circles that come to 
encompass a wider range of possible participants. Although there are 
and will continue to be considerable debates about what should define 
the center and who or what is or is not included, this debate is not the 
problem. The problem rests with the strategy itself. In taking a centrist 
approach, these different ethical theories … endeavor to identify what 
is essentially the same in a phenomenal diversity of different individu-
als. Consequently, they include others by effectively stripping away and 
reducing differences. This approach, although having the appearance of 
being increasingly more inclusive, effaces the unique alterity of others and 
turns them into more of the same.28

For Gunkel, as much as theories of amniocentrism (those inclusive of 
all forms of animality) or biocentrism (those inclusive of all forms of 
life) or even ontocentrism (those inclusive of all things) wish to mark 
their divergence from human exceptionalism, they cannot avoid being 
drawn into a difference-effacing vortex because of the premise of same-
ness that defines the group (even when, as in the case of ontocentrism, 
no entities are excluded). Caught up as we are in our anthropocentric 
perspectives, we are shut off from the rich entanglements and ways of 
interspecies relating in the wider non-human zones of life and matter.29 
Gunkel invokes the work of Emmanuel Levinas to suggest that this 
epistemic reduction of the Other to the same is the hallmark of Western 
philosophy.30 The solution to this dilemma for Gunkel is not to find the 
most inclusive point of reference, whether human, animal, all living 
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things, or simply all things, but to disavow the philosophical tradition 
that searches for and establishes a base and universal commonality.31 
For besides being binary and reductive, the inclusive gesture entails a 
forced appropriation of non-human others based on human decision-
making as to who/what counts.32

3. response ethics and all matter
Gunkel turns again to Levinas for an alternative way of moving for-
ward for animals “that does not continue to pursue a project of total-
izing and potentially violent assimilation”33 and that can also avoid a 
binary structure.34 He credits Levinas for being unique among Western 
moral philosophers in his ability to radicalize rather than domesticate 
difference. This is attributed to the Levinisian directive that we are 
responsible to Others who are suffering no matter their degree of per-
ceived alterity.35 It is also attributable to the fact that we can never fully 
know the Other36 – an insight that postcolonial theory has also made 
prominent37 – and as such turns attention from the minds of Others 
to their faces. It is then the face of the Other that establishes our own 
ability to act as a “self” and that compels our concern about the Other’s 
vulnerability.38 Gunkel explains this relational subversion of traditional 
accounts of how self and other relate when describing what happens 
when we encounter the face of the other:

[The self] does not [yet] take the form of an active agent who is able to 
decide to extend him/herself to others in a deliberate act of compassion. 
Rather it becomes what it is as a byproduct of an uncontrolled and incom-
prehensible exposure to the face of the other that takes place prior to and 
in advance of any formulation of the self in terms of agency. Likewise the 
Other is not comprehended as a patient who would be the recipient of the 
agent’s actions and whose interests and rights would need to be identi-
fied, taken into account, and duly respected.39

Gunkel notes that Levinas’s view of self/other interactions does not 
amount to a traditional form of ethics, but is more what other scholars 
have called a “proto-ethics.”40 For this reason, he states that it is very 
difficult to transport it into the world of law and politics to sustain a 
program of transformative change for animals or otherwise.41 Those 
who have tried (as I did in chapter 3, when delineating required legal 
ontological shifts through feminist response ethics) have succumbed 
to the pressures – perhaps inevitable in law – of articulating the scope 
of an extended legal subjectivity and answering the question of who/
what counts and why (again, as I did in chapter 4 to explain beingness 
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and do in this chapter to identify who is eligible for this new legal sub-
ject classification).

The interventions of feminist new materialists also align with Gun-
kel’s turn to Levinas to rehabilitate how humans view, represent, and 
interact with machines. Focusing on all types of matter, this school of 
feminist thought has advocated for a posthuman turn that would put an 
end to humanist representations of matter as passive, inert, and acted 
upon by humans. Instead, feminist new materialists call for a complete 
reset in human relations with “things” and other non-humans, seeing 
the latter as “lively and agential” and as entities that shape our becom-
ing as selves.42 Like Gunkel, they are likely to oppose any sharp lines 
or tightly bound categories in law or ethics as to who counts and why.

C. Mammals to Insects to Oceans: Ethical Mattering for Most,  
but Beingness Just for Animals and Some Bodies of Water

1. adverting to capacities to gauge levels  
of vulnerability
But is it possible to think otherwise in law, to altogether avoid specify-
ing who or what counts based on traits and features and instead just 
presume that all entities qualify? One way to do this is to ask Bryant’s 
question about human entitlement rather than fixate on who or what is 
under or outside of legal protection.43 Recall that Bryant argues against 
capacity-based metrics for ethical and legal worth. The “goal of [her] 
approach is to stop categorizing animals by reference to whether they 
are worthy of protection and to encourage reduction in human entitle-
ments to act in oppressive ways. Since the world as a whole is neces-
sary, breaking the world into discrete elements that will or will not be 
protected misses the point of interrelationship.”44 Bryant’s category-
eschewing proposal is attractive in that it seeks to avoid sameness logic, 
but it perhaps has its limits. Even she runs afoul of Gunkel and feminist 
new materialists’ caution not to privilege life forms over “mere” matter.

But even if a new legal subjectivity directed at detoxifying law’s 
anthropocentrism were to be inclusive of all matter living or not, it is 
not clear that privileging living matter or sentient matter should be ethi-
cally discredited as subscribing to liberal humanism. Although feminist 
legal scholar Ani Satz adopts the “presumption against exploitation”45 
for all living beings that Bryant advocates (as do I), Satz queries the 
practical and lasting implications of a framework that does not inquire 
into capacities at all. Satz instead recommends a capabilities approach.46 
Indeed, it would seem that simply adverting to capacities and assessing 
legal outcomes based on capacities does not contradict the normative 
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dictates of embodiment, vulnerability, and relationality that beingness 
as a subjectivity is meant to convey. Ranking capacities, however, and 
ordering entities in such a hierarchy would, so beingness does not sug-
gest that any particular capacity in animals is more valuable or ethi-
cally pertinent than another. It merely recognizes that responding to 
the suffering of Others may yield diverse and divergent needs. If faced 
with a choice between protecting one vulnerable, embodied, suffering 
being at the expense of another, how are we to proceed if not based 
on capacities (or qualities, features, and characteristics)? Under such 
an approach, it is possible and desirable to respond to vulnerability 
occasioned by different capacities such as sentience, consciousness, or 
self-awareness without saying that some beings are more important 
than others because of their proximity to or distance from paradigmatic 
humans or privileging cognitive complexity.

After all, the purpose of adverting to these capacities is to apprehend, 
and after strenuous efforts to adopt, Other-centered views as best as 
we can through our inescapably human-centred lens so as to continu-
ally revisit our perceptions of what matters,47 that is, the experience 
of embodied and relational vulnerability a particular entity is having 
or enduring because of those capacities. An entity that is conscious is 
likely to be much more troubled by its confinement. One that is also 
self-aware is much more likely to psychologically apprehend its depri-
vation in such a situation, desire to exit its captivity, and suffer when it 
cannot do so. One that is also sentient is made more vulnerable to the 
risk of physical injury the confinement poses. Beingness as a new legal 
subjectivity would permit legal decision-makers to advert to capacities 
among animals in such a way as to be more comprehensively attuned 
to the vulnerability at stake while maintaining a protective stance for all 
legal beings be they sentient or self-conscious (to be clear: “self-aware” 
humans or animals would not be privileged over humans or animals 
that were not “self-aware”).

An approach that pays heed to animals’ varying capacities would not 
completely contradict directives that, to avoid liberal humanist claims, 
we shift our focus from capacity and the corresponding question of who 
can suffer when considering who or what counts. Even those who coun-
sel us to abandon all categories and inquiries into capacities deploy 
categories and capacities. Feminist new materialists encourage us to 
act ethically toward all matter, but they still have to identify “matter.”48 
Other feminists who are most concerned with how we treat animals and 
who counsel against capacity-based arguments also invariably resort 
to capacities. Kelly Oliver, for example, after noting the humanizing 
impulse of capacity-based theories in animal rights campaigns, directs 
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us to this question: “How do we respond to the suffering of others?”; 
which she states “is a question of response and relationship rather than 
a question of capacity or identity.”49 But Oliver is not so much objecting 
to advertence to capacities in ethical assessments – after all, it is difficult 
to see how “bodily vulnerability,” which is Oliver’s preferred focus for 
animal advocacy, is not also a capacity.50 Instead she is redirecting law 
from its fixation on who has the capacities that we admire and reward 
in humans toward an orientation that highlights our responsibility to 
respond to suffering. Beingness does precisely that.

2. back to sentience: is it always already  
anthropocentric to privilege it?
I indicated earlier that beingness considers capacities beyond sen-
tience. At the same time, it likely privileges sentience in many 
instances because of sentience’s correlation with vulnerability and 
suffering. Is a theory directed at “responding to suffering” under-
stood as arising from a sentient capacity always already anthro-
pocentric because it privileges a type of experience (physical or 
psychological pain) that, while not exclusive to humans, is so easily 
modelled after them? Does this presumption in favour of sentient 
legal beings render beingness an anthropocentric model because 
sentient beings resemble humans much more than entities such as 
bacteria do? Myra Hird, drawing from posthumanist new feminist 
materialism, intimates that this would be the case. In the course of 
explaining why bacteria merit moral consideration, she charges ani-
mal rights scholars with anthropocentrism for ignoring bacterias’ 
needs and generally being preoccupied with the concerns of large 
sentient mammals that – not coincidentally, according to Hird – are 
most like humans.51 In Hird’s view, in morally respecting bacteria 
we would be disrupting the animal rights norm regarding ethi-
cal vegetarianism and veganism; for her, the fact that bacteria will 
invariably die despite their moral considerability should make ani-
mal advocates more comfortable with the ethical consumption of 
other non-human animals.52

Zipporah Weisberg has called Hird’s argument in this regard “ethi-
cally obscene” and “pornographic.”53 She valuably elaborates:

Certainly, it is important to recognize that the earth is made up of diverse 
organisms of various sizes, and that there is more life and vitality around 
us than mechanistic science has acknowledged. Part of the interspecies 
emancipatory project is re-enchanting and re-animating the earth and its 
inhabitants. But Hird takes the vitalist or materialist perspective to the 
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point of flattening ethics beyond recognition. Ethics is purged of meaning 
if we start calling for rights for bacteria, and in the meantime abandon 
systematic efforts to boycott the torture of animals for human use and 
consumption. It is unacceptable from an ethical point of view to derail 
C[ritical] A[animal] S[tudies] and animal liberation’s current focus on the 
creatures ensnared in the animal industrial complex (and those ravaged 
by human hubris in the form of habitat destruction, environmental devas-
tation, and so on) in order to account for the existence and ethical claims 
of bacteria.54

Weisburg does not dismiss legal consideration for bacteria. Rather, she 
assails posthumanist arguments that diminish the extent of animal 
exploitation and disparage critical animal scholarly/activist efforts to 
end such violence. She accepts that reworked concepts of non-human 
subjectivity and ethical considerability can strive to be more inclusive. 
She is simply and rightly concerned that such efforts not abandon dis-
tinctions in such a way that the intense levels of suffering and violence 
experienced by many sentient animals in various commercial sites of 
captivity and killing would be defaced. I agree that it is not anthro-
pocentric to stay focused on or prioritize the ending of such intense 
suffering among those that qualify for ethical consideration. To recon-
ceptualize (certain) non-humans as legal beings rather than property is 
to activate legal attention to their embodied vulnerability and relational 
needs. What these needs are will depend on the capacities that different 
living entities have. Sentience produces many opportunities for embod-
ied and relational vulnerability. Adverting to the sentient needs of legal 
beings will create a presumption in favour of sentient beings over non-
sentient ones whenever the interests of both types of beings cannot be 
accommodated together or equally.

Lori Gruen further suggests that privileging the needs of those ani-
mals with whom we can empathize with over, say, bacteria, trees, or 
plants, which we may care about but not empathize with, is a legiti-
mate position to adopt.55 One need not agree with Gruen’s emphasis on 
empathy as our primary ethical navigator in order to acknowledge that 
it is possible to have “loving regard for and commitment to other-than-
sentient nature”56 even while prioritizing the physical, psychological, 
and affective needs of sentient beings.

3. what about plants (and rivers, lakes, and oceans)?
To recap what I have argued thus far, legal beingness, because of its com-
mitment to abating the vulnerability occasioned by violations to and 
intrusions on physical and psychological embodiment and interference 
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with / severance of desired relationships, is amenable to including 
within its purview all living beings that are embodied and relational. At 
the same time, it would privilege sentient beings over those entities that 
are not sentient and thus not so vulnerable. Legal beingness is thus con-
ceptually able to embrace plants whether or not one perceives plants as 
sentient, although it would generally privilege sentient animals’ needs 
as more urgent, given their heightened vulnerability in a situation of 
conflict.57 The important question remains: Should beingness apply to 
plants notwithstanding their conceptual suitability?

The work of critical plant studies scholars helps craft a preliminary 
answer. Such scholars have argued in favour of “vegetal life,” “plant-
thinking,” “vegetal intelligence,” and plants’ “non-conscious inten-
tionality” and offer other provocative yet compelling reasons besides 
to adopt a respect for plants that is currently absent in academic circles 
and beyond. For those of us seeking to supplant anthropocentrism in 
ethics and particularly in law, their philosophical excursions into the 
capacities and ontologies of plants provide ample cause for deep and 
sustained reflection.58 While I cannot unearth the richness of argu-
ments here as to why humans concerned about Othering and alter-
ity should, as philosopher Matthew Marder terms it, adopt a praxis 
of “plant-thinking,” I would like to give a sample of the reception 
Marder’s provocative work in particular has evoked among leading 
animal law theorists.

It is recognized that anthropocentrism hurts both plants and ani-
mals, yet not all animal advocates agree that a shared position of sub-
ordination should lead to ethical or legal regard for plants. Marder 
has debated his pro-plant perspective with Gary Francione, who has 
insisted that “if plants are not sentient – if they have no subjective 
awareness – then they have no interests. That is, they cannot desire, 
or want, or prefer anything.” Francione cites the lack of conscious 
intentionality in plants as their distinguishing factor, noting that the 
obligations we have to plants are indirect and are really only obliga-
tions to other sentient beings to share planetary “resources.”59 In reply, 
Marder notes that Francione’s denial of plant awareness is misguided, 
contending that “plants are aware of their environment in a noncon-
scious way.”60 He invites animal advocates to consider the “residual 
violence against other living beings” rather than adopting a human-
authored perspective as to what awareness or sentience looks and feels 
like that entrenches plants’ presumed thinghood status.61 He insists 
that such status reflects a speciesist valuation. Francione has countered 
this argument by stating that speciesism as a problematic only arises 
when we disregard interests based on species, and since plants do  
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not have minds they do not have interests. He believes that Marder’s 
claims mistake mere biological responses with actual intentional ones. 
He is similarly unmoved by Marder’s reply that plants act intention-
ally when they respond in ways that benefit them and keep them 
alive (move toward sunlight, emit biochemical signals to neighbour-
ing plants about insect or other dangers, etc.). Marder believes that 
such intentionality is real and obligates us to consider plants’ “vegetal 
good” in how we treat them; he also mandates “paying attention to 
both the methods of their cultivation and their reproductive possibili-
ties” when we consume them. Francione characterizes these suppos-
edly intentional responses as mere “react[ions] to stimuli.”62

Whether or not plants act intentionally and thus may have interests, 
Marder rightfully notes that they are “thoroughly instrumentalized by 
the same logic that underpins human domination over other animal 
species.”63 Moreover, one need not fully agree with either perspective 
to recognize that in terms of beingness’s animating features of embodi-
ment, vulnerability, and relationality, it is a legal model that should 
extend to all living beings. And in terms of being responsive to alterity 
and difference and undoing the premium of human rationality, not to 
mention the power of plants to reverse the planetary crisis that anthro-
pogenic activities have caused, extending beingness to plants seems an 
obvious move. At the same time, we need to be mindful that beingness 
is meant to replace property, not coexist with it. In the eyes of the law, 
an entity cannot be property and a being simultaneously. So in order 
to extend beingness more broadly beyond animals to all living things 
like plants (or even bacteria), such things would have to cease to be 
property. In other words, if plants are beings in law, they must not be 
commercially traded or bought or sold.

Does this mean that humans and other animals, if already vegan, 
can only ever be fruitarians? No, but they must consume plants in a 
“respectful” way. Marder calls for a drastically different approach to 
our consumption of plants than we have today, one that establishes “a 
complete and concerted decommodification of vegetal life, a refusal 
to regulate the human relation to plants on the basis of commodity-
economic logic.”64 He is opposed to the “capitalist agro-scientific complex” 
and its complete and devastating approach to harvesting plants that 
does not respect plants’ own cycles of time or their abundant life-giving 
capacities.65 He would permit human (and presumably animal) con-
sumption of plants in the form of “fruit, roots, and leaves,”66 though he 
is careful to add the proviso that “plant-thinking does not condemn the 
consumption of plants and their parts, unless in utilizing them we dim 
down and disrespect the other facets of ontophytology.”67 Thus it seems 
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that plants can be deployed for animal (human and other purposes) as 
long as they exit out of for-profit market circuits.

But herein lies a sticking point for beingness to properly apply to 
plants. I agree with Marder when he insists that we need to decom-
modify vegetal life and move toward a world in which plants are not 
commodities, yet his present position allows humans to kill plants or 
otherwise instrumentalize them if this is done “respectfully.” Given that 
beingness is meant to be a legal status that affords protection equivalent 
to what personhood would afford an entity against instrumentalization 
and exploitation by humans or corporations, it is not suited for an entity 
that would still need to be classified as property. Of course, we can 
understand why Marder settles on the position he does, given the vast 
challenges of sustaining animal life (human or animal) without con-
suming plants. Nevertheless, beingness is incompatible with “respect-
ful” killing/slaughter/harvesting/consumption. For this reason, in 
answering the “the plant question,” we can conclude that beingness 
should not apply to plants or other non-humans that would need to 
be consumed by humans and animals for these groups to sustain their 
lives.

By the same reasoning, other animate life forms can be cast as legal 
beings insofar as they are living yet also not amenable to being bought 
and sold or subject to instrumental use that depletes them. Bodies 
of water (liquid or frozen) such as oceans, glaciers, rivers, lakes, and 
streams, which are classified as common property in Western legal 
systems and thus not owned by anyone at present in these anthro-
pocentric jurisdictions, could thus qualify as eligible for beingness. 
As several international jurisdictions have recognized in granting 
personhood to rivers and glaciers within their borders for anthropo-
centric but also intrinsic reasons, such bodies of water are “animate” 
in the sense that they are full of life and life-supporting even if they 
are not alive according to Western biological understandings.68 Bod-
ies of water fit into the beingness model because they are embodied 
(consider the term “body of water”), vulnerable (consider the harm 
anthropogenic plastics are producing),69 and relational (consider all 
forms of animal and other life that bodies of water sustain). Indeed, it 
is possible to think of water itself as an ideal model for subjectivity.70 
Yet, like plants, some bodies of water (such as freshwater lakes and 
rivers) need to be consumed by humans and other animals for hydra-
tion. Certainly, such bodies of water deserve legal status as something 
other than property in order to be protected from (further) anthropo-
genic harm, but it does not appear that beingness is suitable because 
of the instrumental use of these bodies of water by humans and other 
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animals. However, beingness could be suitable for those bodies of 
water that are not required in order to sustain humans and other-
than-human animals not living in the water. Saltwater bodies such 
as oceans would be excellent candidates for beingness if we did not 
interfere with them (this would help protect oceans from plastic abuse 
and fuel pollution from ships and other vessels as well as protect sea 
creatures from anthropogenic harms from aquaculture or otherwise).

4. does matter matter?
We are now in a position to answer Gunkel’s claim that biocentric 
theories marginalize non-living matter: beingness should not apply 
to matter (understood as non-living things). While a transgressive 
approach to legal subjectivity would not exalt reasoning abilities or 
higher-level consciousness, it would be legitimate for a new anti-
anthropocentric subjectivity directed at being responsive to suffering 
and vulnerability to be more attentive to entities that are born and 
living (understood as generally breathing, but also feeding, sleeping, 
reproducing such as mammals, reptiles, birds, insects, plants) than to 
those entities that are not living (robots, other machines, buildings, 
artwork, other matter). Why? Because living bodies are more vulner-
able to violence, to intense pain and suffering, and to death.71 Entities 
such as robots and other forms of artificial intelligence, even when 
we ascribe them an agency and vitality as “vibrant matter,”72 can be 
interfered with without inducing physical or psychological pain or 
prompting attempts to avoid the interference. Moreover, machines 
may be disassembled and reassembled and, in this way, continue to 
“live” forever. It is not clear that when humans do destroy or abandon 
or neglect robots or other machines that the latter are harmed in equal 
measure by this refashioning.

Gunkel and others thus may assail beingness as a legal model for 
being biocentric and thus perpetuating a problematic animate versus 
inanimate distinction as well as Cartesian and binary thinking at some 
level. Yet we need to recall that although beingness, if implemented in 
law, would denote a legal subjectivity that includes all animals, even 
insects, it does not stipulate that other entities do not merit legal protec-
tion. Ascribing beingness to animals today also does not mean one has 
to oppose some form of legal subjectivity for robots or other forms of 
artificial intelligence, or for other machines and inanimate entities that 
may arise in the future. Beingness is meant to be a legal concept that 
is accepting of alterity; it accepts the claim regarding robots, as well as 
their agentic and life-giving or life-supporting qualities, albeit without 
prioritizing their needs.
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D. Summary

The exchange between Gary Francione and Michael Marder as to whether 
plants have interests that humans are obligated to respect illuminates the 
critique as to why animal ethicists and legal models that exclude plants 
from their purview or otherwise draw lines might be problematic.73 Fran-
cione’s abolitionism includes all sentient beings as moral subjects and 
thus, of course, is not benchmarked to the purportedly paradigmatic 
human actor. Marder’s plant-based ethics go even further in distancing 
themselves from human benchmarks. Both thus retain a critical purchase 
that even a robust reworking of personhood does not. Yet both models 
still suggest that we establish who is worthy of legal subjectivity because 
of possession of a trait or capacity. As such, even Marder’s “radical” view 
about plants succumbs to the pressure of a centrism that Gunkel criticizes 
as a form of epistemic violence against difference.

Clearly, any theory that draws a line based on a shared capacity is 
unresponsive to some forms of alterity. Yet it is difficult to know how 
to proceed in law without categories of some sort. I have proposed 
legal beingness as a new legal subjectivity that would be afforded to all 
animals to acknowledge the vulnerabilities that arise from animals as 
embodied and relational beings in a propertied system, with the goal 
of reducing their exploitation to such vulnerabilities by changing their 
legal status to something much more protective. I have argued that we 
can understand all living (i.e., breathing and/or moving) entities to be 
vulnerable in this sense and craft an ethical relationship to them. I have 
also argued that beingness should not presently extend to plants (or 
land or bacteria), given that the latter would need to be commercially 
sold and traded in a post-property world for animals. As we move to 
fully plant-based rather than animal-based societies within a larger cap-
italist system, humans and other animals will need plants and bacteria 
to live. Certain bodies of water would also be used by humans and 
other animals to live; for this reason, beingness is not a suitable fit for 
these entities either. In contrast, I have argued that beingness should be 
extended to animals that are “living” and intensely vulnerable to injury 
and have also suggested that applying beingness to saltwater bodies of 
water such as oceans that humans do not need to instrumentalize for 
drinking and household water would also make sense.

This restriction of beingness to animals and perhaps saltwater bodies 
does not mean that plants, freshwater bodies of water, or other living 
non-humans should be denied legal subjecthood and continue to exist 
as property. A different category specifically catering to plants or rivers, 
for example, should be devised that permits them to be consumed for 
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human or animal use but rejects their representation as mere natural 
resources available for any type of human or animal instrumentaliza-
tion. We can also learn to think of matter as “agential and lively” and 
as deserving of a much higher cultural regard than many things cur-
rently command to shape and mediate our legal relationship with them. 
Although legal beingness would thus favour animals over most other 
living beings, the model does not seek to discursively establish living 
entities as superior to non-living ones or to degrade the latter in any way.

What the capacities of legal beings are should make a difference as to 
how the law responds to their needs. The variations in capacities among 
legal beings should be a critical consideration when legal decision-makers 
are tasked with resolving legal disputes and setting policy choices where 
the needs and interests of different legal beings in avoiding suffering or 
exploitation diverge or conflict. The model is thus permissive and reliant 
on assigning certain types of valuations (but not rankings) that have the 
potential to privilege the needs of conscious and sentient animals over 
those of other types of legal beings, whether an animal or a body of water.74 
Such privileging is legitimate. The model aims to reduce exploitation and 
suffering for embodied and relational beings whose embodiment and rela-
tionality exposes them to heightened fear and suffering from exploitation 
because of their sentience or consciousness. Despite its general orientation 
to value the needs and interests of conscious and sentient beings over other 
entities, legal beingness is qualitatively different from legal liberalism’s 
anthropos and is not simply, in the end, another form of liberal humanism.

II. Some Further Objections

A. Beingness for Humans

Some may query why the application of beingness only centres on ani-
mals and other non-humans. Aren’t the critiques I have lodged against 
personhood equally applicable to all marginalized human subjects and, 
for that matter, the non-marginalized? Indeed, I would quickly allow 
that beingness could be a category for humans and posit for all the 
aforementioned reasons that it would be more responsive to vulner-
ability than personhood.

B. Beingness as Second-Best

A further issue surfaces when we consider the possibility that being-
ness will circulate in law as a second-best subjectivity. Here an analogy 
to the debate over same-sex marriage may help illuminate the issue. 
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One question in this debate is whether to legalize same-sex marriage 
as opposed to an equivalent but different category such as civil union 
partnerships. Proponents of same-sex marriage worry that any option 
other than marriage will always be perceived as second-best and oper-
ate in that way. This is because marriage exerts such dominance and 
normative sway in the culture and in law that jurists, administrative 
decision-makers, and others will be inclined to see civil unions as not 
equivalent to it. Extrapolating from this, some may worry that decision-
makers will always perceive personhood as superior to beingness.75

This is a very legitimate concern and very likely to materialize given 
the anthropocentric moorings of Western law and Western cultures. An 
important point here, though, is that beingness is not meant to be a 
second-best category on the spectrum of subjectivities. As well, it is a 
category that does not derive from compromise. The civil union alter-
native to marriage, for many, operates to preserve the sanctity of mar-
riage as a heterosexual project while formally recognizing and accord-
ing benefits to same-sex long-term relationships. The impetus for the 
category is to preserve a critical component of heterosexual and hetero-
normative privilege and status.76 In contrast, the impetus for beingness 
is not to appease those who are resistant to extending personhood to 
non-humans but to find a legal subjectivity for animals that is properly 
responsive to their needs. Doubtless, it remains possible and indeed 
probable that beingness will reside in personhood’s shadow for a very 
long time. This likely secondary status, however, is not a sufficient rea-
son on its own to champion personhood and nothing else for animals; 
after all, even as legal persons animals may be seen to command a lower 
personhood status than humans.77

C. Beingness Will Open a Pandora’s Box

With beingness following conventional biological taxonomy to include 
insects as “animals,” every legal jurisdiction would now contain untold 
billions of legal beings. Legal decision-makers would need to sort 
through what their needs and capacities are and determine some to be 
more important, so that the specific nature of the legal dispute involved 
did not inject an impossibly confounding process into legal decision-
making. Generalizations could be made where need be when legal 
disputes involved groups and collectivities rather than individuals. 
Remember that conflicts abound today between human and corporate 
persons and that the prevailing personhood paradigm already sorts 
and ranks the various interests of formally equal legal persons. Priori-
tizing among legal beings will very likely be more difficult and complex 
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owing to the strong interdependence of ecosystems and earthly rela-
tions. This increased complexity, however, is not a sufficiently compel-
ling reason to reject beingness. Such complexity is a reality of multispe-
cies societies and one that the law, in the age of the Anthropocene and 
the species and planetary devastation it entails, can no longer deny.

III. Conclusion

In this chapter I have responded to two anticipated criticisms of being-
ness as a new legal subjectivity for animals. These criticisms cluster 
around the question of whether beingness falls short of the mark as a 
critically informed, non-anthropocentric alternative to animals’ current 
property status. They raise the possibility instead that beingness is not 
as distant from traditional legal subjectivity as I have claimed because 
beingness still contains significant anthropocentric and liberal under-
currents. A major criticism suggests that when pressed to identify pre-
cisely which animals come under its purview, beingness will invariably 
succumb to its own version of hierarchical line-drawing and speciesism. 
This criticism appreciates beingness’s attempt to resituate difference in 
terms of how we think about who counts in law but expects that being-
ness, in the end, will be pushed to value only sentient animals, as most 
animal law reform theories have. In reply to this criticism, I defended 
beingness as a biocentric-oriented model that could conceivably accord 
legal subjectivity to all forms of breathing life and should extend to bod-
ies of water. It excluded plants for the time being for practical reasons 
arising from a capitalist system.

It was conceded that beingness’s residual biocentrism excludes 
inanimate matter and rests on its own tenuous divide regarding the 
separability of life from the world of machines and other non-living 
objects. It thus, arguably, commits its own level of difference erasure 
and perpetuates an in-group, out-group binary logic of Cartesian think-
ing. Beingness, however, does not malign the difference of non-living 
entities, nor does it participate in a discourse about the inferiority of 
these other worldly realms. Thus it may be an exclusionary framework 
but not an alterity-denying one. Moreover, it was argued that it is legiti-
mate to prioritize the vulnerability of living and conscious life forms 
over non-living ones, given the sensory physical embodiment of living 
beings and their corresponding greater scope for injury and death. It is 
not clear that a critical approach to law should disregard these capaci-
ties of beings that compel our response to their Otherness when we 
consider new forms of legal subjectivity and conflict resolution among 
legal beings.
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Furthermore, for the task at hand of trying to make that first dent in 
the property paradigm for non-humans in anthropocentric legal sys-
tems, it is legitimate to draw a line at animals, which are vulnerable to 
intense levels of pain and suffering, and to death, and which seek to 
avoid such states, and at some bodies of water, which are vulnerable 
to irreversible injury. Beingness is thus more defensible than the pres-
ent way in which law draws a line. In assigning legal subjectivity that 
rejects the property paradigm for animals, beingness is a position far 
removed from liberalism’s starting point of the white, rational, prop-
ertied male or even its current resting point of the human or corporate 
subject. Although a biocentric-oriented, heavily animal-centred legal 
subjectivity, beingness does not rely on the logic that the excluded enti-
ties (such as matter, which does not display embodied vulnerability or 
intentionality, or plants or bodies of water, which humans and other 
animals need to consume) are inferior, matter less, or can be consumed/
exploited without end.



Nietzsche had it wrong; we are not human, all too human, we are animal, all too animal. 
It is only by avowing our animality that we can also avow our precariousness. To do this 
shifts everything. It changes the questions we ask about who gets to be bearers of rights, 
who are subjects of ethics, who are moral patients. All of these political and ethical ques-
tions never stray from mourning, from determining which lives get to count as life.1

James Stanescu, “Species Trouble: Judith Butler,  
Mourning, and the Precarious Lives of Animals”

I live across a large pasture where about fifteen cows graze year round. In autumn 
they each give birth to one calf and for about nine months the joy of living is apparent 
in those calves. Kicking their hind legs up in play, butting heads and chasing each 
other along the pond, these animals are really no different from young dogs in dis-
playing their joy. Their idyllic life however ends ten months later when the rancher 
arrives with truck and trailer to collect the calves (and any “spent” cows). The ordeal 
is dramatic for all members of the herd. The mothers are forcibly pushed away from 
their calves with the rancher’s swaying hands and aggressive shouts. These docile 
giants, afraid and confused, do all they can to stay together. Distress and fear even-
tually manifest themselves as desperate cries, but the cows will inevitably lose this 
battle just like last year and the year before that. After the calves are herded into the 
trailer and driven away to an auction facility where they will be sold and transferred 
to either the dairy or beef industry, the mothers are left to bellow for days to come. A 
haunting echo fills the night sky and it affects me profoundly. In an exercise of moral 
imagination, I try to picture myself as if I was in the place of her body and try to 
imagine how she feels. I try to empathize with her grief and profound loss. Genuine 
care, with its call for empathic understanding, requires we transcend our own frame 
of reference to consider the point of view of the animal before us.2

Nancy M. Williams, “The Ethics of Care and Humane Meat:  
Why Care Is Not Ambiguous about ‘Humane’ Meat”

To say that humans and corporations are at war with animals, as 
Dinesh Wadiwel does, is not to engage in hyperbole.3 By almost any 
metric or angle we adopt (annual numbers of land and sea animals 
killed in farming, the rate of species extinction/genocide, the profits 

Conclusion
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and processes of the trade in exotic animals, or simply hearing stories 
about individual animals),4 the escalating levels of violence to which 
animals are subject is undeniably obscene.5 Law facilitates this violence 
through the category of property, giving legal sanction and enforce-
ment to a broader toxic culture that exalts human exceptionalism, nor-
malizes anthropocentrism, marginalizes humans who do not conform 
to its paradigmatic person/human, brutalizes animals en masse, and 
instrumentalizes and devastates other non-human beings.6 To alter this 
state of affairs, multilayered and wide-ranging interventions from all 
corners of society will be required. This is especially the case if we 
follow Lynn Worsham in her suggestion that human violence against 
other humans and, critically, against animals may be read as a symp-
tom of posttraumatic stress built up in our epigenetic make-up from 
generations of past trauma. Worsham contends our ancestors’ “prey” 
identity in the Pleistocene, and in more recent and ongoing human 
experiences with colonialism, sexism, disability, homophobia, and 
the like, has created in us a deep-seated fear of our own vulnerability, 
embodiment, and animality, which we manage through intrahuman 
violence and by subjugating animals.7

Given the long-standing psychosocial causes that may well be at the 
root of current levels of violence toward animals, the law’s role in effect-
ing social change may be comparatively modest. Yet law still has a role 
to play in symbolically affirming that animals’ lives should matter and 
in materially altering property relations so that animals are no longer 
the object of property rights of the legal persons who own them or who 
could take ownership of them with the right legal claim. The sea change 
in legal relations fostered by a beingness model would be a promising 
element of the sorts of institutional reorientations required to end the 
brutalities that animals presently endure.

In this concluding chapter, I outline the difference a beingness model 
would make in the lives of animals by charting the first steps in its legal 
implementation. After reviewing the chief advantages of beingness as 
a legal subjectivity for animals over personhood through engagement 
with notable media coverage in Canada of animal deaths, I examine the 
ways in which beingness could begin to be implemented in the current 
Canadian liberal legal order. I discuss the effects of beingness on animal 
use industries. I then review how the other supportive features required 
for a post-anthropocentric legal outlook to emerge (ethic of care, empa-
thy, embodied compassion, accountability, and responsibility toward 
animals) could enter legal decision-making thereafter. At the close of 
this chapter, I contemplate the residual and pressing concern about 
the risk of epistemic violence when humans represent animal interests 
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to make decisions about animals’ lives. This discussion engages with 
postcolonial teachings about representation to consider how animals’ 
agency might be preserved under decision-making that is still executed 
by humans.

I. Beingness as a Corrective to Personhood’s Affinity  
for Enlightenment Humanism

Judith Butler’s oft-invoked query in critical circles regarding “What 
makes for a grievable life”? encourages critical acknowledgment of the 
social marginalization that occurs when dominant social mores are not 
responsive to the mourning we may feel for particular lost lives.8 The 
extensive scholarly take-up of this aspect of Butler’s work has largely 
retained an anthropocentric focus in asking after grievability in dif-
ferent contexts.9 As James Stanescu notes, Butler’s own commitment 
to rejecting anthropocentrism is ambivalent.10 Regardless, the politics 
of mourning, which encompass Butler’s concept of precarity and pre-
carious life, are amenable to highlighting the disavowal of animality 
upon which dominant social orders rest and the need to remedy this 
orientation.11

The question of who is and is not mourned, especially through highly 
visible collective acts, points us toward the problems with personhood 
as a remedy for animals’ present juridical abjection. As an example, 
consider the widespread national media coverage of a barn fire that 
broke out early in January 2016 at Classy Lanes Stable, a riding stable 
in southwestern Ontario, in the course of which forty-three racing thor-
oughbreds perished. Stories discussed the economic toll on the horse 
trainers whose livelihoods the fire had destroyed.12 But a good number 
focused on the death of the forty-three horses and the human grief and 
other emotions that ensued.13 Media outlets did not relegate this cover-
age to the back pages; indeed, the story featured in national headlines 
and on front pages. A memorial spread providing individual column 
space to pay tribute to each horse appeared on the front page of the 
Sports section of the Saturday edition of the Globe and Mail, a leading 
national newspaper, with the Latin equivalent of “rest in peace” as its 
caption.14

To understand how this coverage of the horses’ deaths touches on 
the question of the appropriate legal subjectivity for animals, I draw 
attention to two letters to the editor that ran in the Globe and Mail on the 
same day commenting on this coverage. In the first letter, G.L. Delamer 
of Toronto wrote: “These horses died in terror in a barn where there was 
no sprinkler system. No tears shed for them will make any difference. 
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How about some robust legislation from the Ontario government, so 
this kind of scenario cannot be played out again?”

In this letter, Delamer laments the lack of fire safety standards for 
horse shelters. The author is clear that positive cultural responses to 
the horses, here in the form of human grief at their death, is insufficient 
absent the force of the law to guard against a recurrence. If we translate 
this letter into the conceptual parameters of the present text, Delamer’s 
position aligns with the critique that although culture has an impact on 
how animals are treated, the law’s categorization of property reduces 
even the most culturally favoured among them to a high level of vulner-
ability and precarity. We can read the letter as animal advocacy that, at a 
minimum, asks for better welfarist protection of horse shelters and, at a 
maximum (given the author’s use of the term “robust legislation”), pro-
vides support for law reform that contests the horses’ status as property. 
This latter goal, of course, has animated the present work.

The second letter, written by Vicki Fecteau, director of the CFA, 
states: “In the past year, there have been 49 barn fires in Canada where 
animals perished. In nine, the number killed is unknown. In 40 of the 
fires, a total of 142,469 animals died, including the 42 horses Monday 
night. These include cows, chickens, pigs, ducks, sheep and goats. Less 
than a week ago, 50,000 ducks were killed in a barn fire in Quebec. 
Why is it that these other barn fires rarely make the news, let alone the 
front page? Surely the other animals suffered as much as the horses 
did.” The factual information Fecteau provides calls into sharp relief 
the “human hierarchies of being”15 that differentiate not only among 
humans but among animals as well. The present work has taken seri-
ously the impact on animals of animalization and feminization and 
how such cultural processes complicate and intensify the vulnerabil-
ity and precariousness to which animals, as property, are exposed. The 
analysis has also shown why supplanting property status with person-
hood is a non-ideal outcome owing to personhood’s exclusions of those 
animals that do not resemble a certain rational type of human. The lib-
eral legalist and humanist apparatus that would grant personhood to 
certain animals based on their similarity to law’s paradigmatic person, 
though revolutionary from one perspective given the current abysmal 
legal landscape for animals, does not in the end disrupt the exclusion-
ary imprint of this apparatus and its insistence that beings express a cer-
tain level of rational capacity in order to matter ethically and legally.16 
In arguing for this position, this book joins the critical literature that 
has impugned traditional animal ethics and rights approaches for their 
liberal humanist premises that take Reason and the thinking and disem-
bodied subject as ethical benchmarks.17
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In contrast, I have argued that the cultivation of beingness as a differ-
ent legal subjectivity for more-than-human animals allows us to focus 
on the vulnerability and precarity of all living beings without forcing 
animals to conform to exclusionary visions of ideal humans in order to 
emerge as legal subjects. Instead, both humans and animals qualify as 
ethical and legal subjects because of their embodiment (a trait long asso-
ciated with animality and thus devalued in liberal humanism), relation-
ality, and corresponding vulnerability. By avowing animality, beingness 
presses past and through liberal premises promoting human exception-
alism as well as capacity-based assessments that require certain features 
beyond being alive to assign moral worth. Because it expresses a non-
anthropocentric departure point, beingness destabilizes inter and intra 
“human hierarchies of being,”18 which rely on entwined “bestializing 
social logics”19 and the power relations that animate them. Under the 
beingness model, animals acquire visibility in law, not because they are 
human-like, but because they are embodied living beings entangled in 
relationships of power and vulnerable to harm. Animalized and femi-
nized animal lives matter in this matrix, not just humanized ones.

II. Implementing Beingness – First Steps

How can a beingness model supplemented by a cultural ethos that 
prioritizes caring and empathic responsiveness to vulnerable Others 
enter the legal sphere to shape the responses of legal decision-makers 
and those who advise them? Below I offer some preliminary sugges-
tions as to how, at a concrete and practical level, the interspecies ethi-
cal insights I have identified as productive to shift law’s ontological 
core toward a post-human terrain could work in practice (assuming, of 
course, the political will to implement beingness among legislators in 
a given jurisdiction). What types of practices would beingness outlaw 
vis-à-vis animals? And what criteria could human decision-makers 
follow to ensure that decisions about animals avoid anthropocentric 
valuations, shield animals from exploitation, reflect a decision-making 
process that recognizes animals’ agency, and protect positive features 
of their lives?

A. Step 1: Codification of Prohibitions and New Legislative Principles

A new interspecies ethics grounded in feminist animal care theory and 
call and response ethics should generate three mutually reinforcing 
guiding legislative purposes and statutory interpretive directions that 
can then inform any public policy formulation regarding a particular 
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social problem, eventual drafting of legislation to respond to that 
problem, and subsequent interpretation of that legislation. These three 
guiding principles are (1) a prohibition on human or corporate trade 
in animals or animal products, (2) a rejection of anthropocentrism and 
human exceptionalism, and (3) a desire to listen to and respond to 
the needs of vulnerable Others. This new multispecies triad of prin-
ciples could be reconciled with or integrated into the current liberal 
legal order if need be and coexist with other classic liberal values such 
as freedom, equality, and dignity. The three new guiding principles 
would recast the anthropocentric meaning of classic liberal values to 
guard against valuations that exalt human or other forms of exception-
alism or otherwise reinscribe stratifying Enlightenment taxonomies 
that privilege human perspectives and normalize animal commodifi-
cation. This triad of principles would not require expression through 
a constitutional amendment. Rather, laws could be enacted in all leg-
islatures constitutionally authorized to legislate over matters of public 
morality, national commerce, and/or property rights that affirm the 
first two principles as overarching purposes for all legislation in their 
jurisdiction.

For example, in Canada, it is the provinces and territories (and, tak-
ing an anti-colonial perspective, all First Nations) that have jurisdic-
tion to legislate regarding property and civil rights within their bor-
ders.20 Provincial and territorial governments could then – relying 
on this authority, which arguably applies since animals are currently 
property – enact laws that affirm each of the three principles above. At 
the federal level, where the government has authority to legislate about 
public morality and criminal law as well as trade that crosses provin-
cial and territorial boundaries,21 the federal government could amend  
Canada’s Criminal Code to include a provision making the trade in ani-
mals or animal products illegal. Such declaratory laws at both levels 
would expressly state that (1) they are to be referentially incorporated 
into all existing laws, and (2) laws that permit animal trade within their 
jurisdiction are of no force and effect. All of the principles could then be 
legislatively codified within general Interpretation Acts typically appli-
cable to all legislation as well as within specific legislation in preambles 
or purpose sections for added emphasis; these explicit expressions of 
the principles would help guide judges as to legislative intent when 
it comes to interpretive disputes that arise in litigation regarding the 
scope of any of the legislative provisions.22 As these new laws would 
take the form of legislative provisions that would be drafted as clearly 
as possible according to the principles of statutory interpretation, the 
legislative intent behind them would trump the common law status 
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quo that animals are property. Administrative agencies and other bod-
ies charged with applying these laws to their respective regulatory 
areas, and judges called on to interpret these laws when disputes pro-
ceed through legislation, would be obligated to follow them so as to 
honour legislative intent.

B. Step 2: Designing Models for Animal-Friendly Decision-Making

Of course, ample subordinate legislation (regulations, by-laws, Orders 
in Council) would also be required to work out the details of how indus-
tries and their human employees would have to transition into the new 
era in which animals are beings rather than property. Furthermore, while 
the first principle of the above triad prohibits certain practices, the other 
two principles require new legal action to ensure that anthropocentric 
or human exceptionalist values do not factor into decision-making and 
that decisions affecting animals take their needs into account and reflect 
consultation with animals. Policy analysts and lawmakers would there-
fore have to integrate animals as decision-making partners as well as  
integrate new animal-friendly perspectives into their decision-making 
to consider how issues involving animals going forward should be han-
dled (I briefly explore one situation below as an example).

Two current decision-making models offer some guidance as to how 
animal-friendly decision-making (i.e., which abides by principles nos. 2 
and 3 above) could work. The first is environmental impact assessment 
legislation. Legislatures could mandate that municipalities and admin-
istrative bodies subject all policy proposals and major regulatory deci-
sions taken in the public interest to a “multispecies impact assessment.” 
Legislators could also use multispecies impact assessments to gauge 
the likely effects of proposed laws before they are enacted to ensure 
their conformity with the three principles above.23 The impact assess-
ment model in the environmental arena is not without its flaws. Critics 
have pointed out that those models often fall short of the ideal and that 
those who follow them often struggle with the complexities of syner-
gistic ecological impacts, low and scientifically ill-defined standards, 
insufficient time, funding, and expertise, and low-quality privately 
conducted assessments.24 Certainly, crafting an effective multispecies 
impact assessment model that could avoid these problems would be 
important.

A second model that could be considered to generate decision-making 
attentive to the needs of animals is “supported decision-making.” 
This model, presently germane to medical decision-making, advance 
care planning, and end-of-life care conversations in children and the 
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law, elder law, and disability law circles, seeks to institute supportive 
decision-making for humans who cannot be paradigmatically autono-
mous in how they make decisions owing to youth, impaired cognitive 
functioning, or an inability to communicate their decisions to others. 
The model is meant to replace or at least supplement the dominant 
“substitute decision-making model,” which relies on substitute deci-
sion-makers having knowledge of the now incapable person’s wishes 
(not likely applicable when we are trying to figure out animals’ prefer-
ences regarding their needs) or otherwise taking decisions according 
to their “best interests.” The “substitute decision-making” model pre-
sumes a lack of capacity and agency to decide such that a substitute 
decision-maker must make the decision based on the “best interests” 
standard or previously known wishes of an adult when that person 
was fully capable. This model has been criticized as too paternalis-
tic both for children of a certain age and for adults whose reason-
ing capacities do not approximate the paradigmatic standard of law’s 
rational person.

As a corrective at least for adults with diminished capacity, the sup-
ported decision-making model is presented as more respectful of the 
agency and autonomy of the person whose wishes now need to be dis-
cerned or imagined.25 Under the supported decision-making model, 
it is assumed that individuals can still participate in decision-making 
even if they do not possess paradigmatic capacity to make decisions 
and give consent under current legal standards of “capacity” and 
“informed consent,” that is, on their own and with an ability to absorb 
and deliberate on information relevant to their decision and appreciate 
the consequences.26 It is the standard promoted in the UN Convention 
of the Rights of Persons with Disabilities but is not yet mainstreamed in 
most liberal legal orders, where the substitute-decision making model 
continues to prevail.

Human decision-makers, however, could adapt the “supported 
decision-making” model to animals when they are trying to ensure 
that principle no. 3, in particular, is followed. Human decision-makers 
could envision animal needs by first trying to determine animals’ own 
views about what their needs are and how they can best be satisfied, 
viewing animals as part of the “meaning-making or interpreting” that 
needs to be done.27 At some point this exploration of what animals’ 
views are may yield little information; decision-makers would then 
have to resort to a best interests model. Still, by first attempting sup-
ported decision-making, Canadian law affirms the possibility and con-
ceptualization of animals as having worldviews and acting upon their 
worlds as agents.
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C. Step 3: Listening to Animals to Partner with Them  
to Discern Their Needs

No matter which model a given jurisdiction adopts, some may won-
der how human decision-makers operating under a beingness legal 
model and thus committed to principle no. 3 (see page 168) can be sure 
their compassionate and empathic deliberations properly represent the 
perspectives of the animals themselves. Put another way, some may 
ask whether the outcome that feminist animal care theory or call and 
response ethics theorizes for animals is really what animals want for 
themselves. After all, how can we know what animals want, given the 
ostensibly profound communication barriers? Even if we believe in the 
possibility of affect attunement across species and rich communication 
with preverbal/non-verbal beings,28 how can we be sure that our efforts 
at being responsive, at estimating animals’ needs and desires, do not 
tend toward imperial postures of knowing what is good for Others and 
usurping their voices?29 As postcolonial animal scholars have noted, no 
direct access to non-human voices is possible – unlike other subalterns, 
they cannot speak in the Spivakian sense, but are always interpreted 
and “given” voice through human modalities.30

The assumption that humans must give voice to animals raises its 
own imperial concerns. As Lauren Corman identifies, part of the tra-
ditional postcolonial concern in speaking for Others, stimulated by 
the inter-human context of Western subjects speaking for non-Western 
Others, is the passive object/victim status that such speaking often 
entails, along with misrepresentations of non-Western cultures and 
individuals’ lives.31 This concern seems to only intensify when the con-
cern over speaking for Others is transposed onto the human-animal 
context. How can humans deeply committed to avoiding the oppres-
sion, marginalization, and exploitation of animals surmount the lan-
guage barrier between humans and animals as well as the limitations 
that species privilege places on our ability to comprehend animals’ 
experiences, to interpret carefully, non-imperiously, and responsively 
across species differences so as not to elide animals’ perspectives/
voices/agency?32

Because of the high risk of epistemic and imperial violence in silenc-
ing animals, the answer is certainly not to disengage with efforts at 
interspecies communication. That would risk inadvertently bolster-
ing anthropocentric objections to including animals in governance 
decisions because they cannot speak our language.33 Instead, animal 
law advocates must accept the paradox of attempting to free ani-
mals from human and corporate violence while also accepting the 
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epistemological compromise of representing their interests.34 One 
promising emergent model for apprehending animals’ perspectives 
is found in the reflections of Lisa Jean Moore and Mary Kosut, who 
describe their efforts to turn a critical animal studies lens on urban 
beekeeping in New York City.35 In their multispecies ethnography, 
Moore and Kosut propose an ethics of “intra-species mindfulness” 
for humans seeking to communicate with and learn from animals.36 In 
describing this emergent idea,37 they state that “intra-species mindful-
ness is a practice of speculation about non-human species that strives 
to resist anthropomorphic reflections. It is an attempt at getting at, and 
with, another species in order to move outside of our human selves – 
while also recognizing that both ‘human’ and ‘other’ are cultural con-
structions.”38 Moore and Kosut go on to describe how they marshalled 
the full range of their human senses to learn more about bees – “their 
bodies, their habitats, and their products. Getting with the bee meant 
acquiring new modes of embodied attention and awareness.”39 Moore 
and Kosut are keenly aware that what they can apprehend in this pro-
cess “is filtered, diluted by humanness,”40 and that despite their best 
efforts and intentions their research relationship with the bees was 
indelibly shaped by “inexorable domination,”41 given human species 
privilege and epistemological authority in shaping, interpreting, and 
communicating the research.42

Despite this necessary incompleteness of human epistemological 
claims regarding the more-than-human world, Moore and Kosut’s 
reflections instil hope that we as humans can empathize with animals, 
as well as listen attentively through all our senses, to try to understand 
animals’ needs rather than assuming what they are. Legal decision-
makers can also learn this embodied skill. Even judges, who are more 
constrained than legislative or even administrative decision-makers by 
the rules of evidence, can adopt Moore and Kosut’s embodied approach. 
Of course, just as with human preverbal communicators, some needs 
are so transparent that we can safely assume they exist without much 
concern about properly apprehending animals’ perspectives. We do 
not, for example, need to second-guess our perhaps almost immedi-
ate empathic conclusions that the separation of a female mammal from 
her newborn is deeply distressing and even torturous and is clearly 
something no typical female mammal or newborn would want. Judges’ 
own intuitions are sufficient here, and if need be, these can be but-
tressed by affidavit evidence or expert testimony confirming suffering 
that attaches to mother–child separation in mammals. Judges should be 
able to take judicial notice about animal suffering as they would human 
suffering.43
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Other perspective-taking may require considerably more time 
for us to fully understand what animals need to ensure that our 
human standpoint (intersectional as it, of course, is, but still almost 
certainly privileged by species membership and shaped by human 
cultural norms) does not distort or deform the perspective. As Lori 
Gruen has suggested in her discussion of what entangled empathy 
entails, we need to inform ourselves about animals’ needs as well as 
the overall context of the situation to know how best to respond.44 
Again, uncertainty as to whether our deliberations, however non-
oppressive our intentions, may in the end misrepresent animals’ per-
spectives does not mean we should abstain from our very best non-
anthropocentric efforts in trying to understand what animals wish to 
tell us. Decision-makers proposing legislation to regulate aspects of 
animals’ lives have leeway for this deep perspective-taking and can 
benefit from the perspectives and advice of animal-friendly stake-
holders. Administrative and judicial decision-makers will be more 
constrained in terms of time and procedural convention, but they too 
can incorporate the mindfulness Moore and Kosut call for into their 
decision-making. That listening to animals in the course of reaching 
decisions that will affect their lives is heretofore unheard of in the 
law, and that the means for doing so are equally uncharted territory, 
are insufficient reasons to continue with the profoundly anthropo-
centric approach the law currently takes to regulating and governing 
animals. Especially so, when we consider that the assumption that 
animals do not have language and exist largely as silent beings is a 
projection the law has placed on them to construct animals as inhu-
man and deny them legal subjectivity.45

D. An Example: Caring for Land-Based Farmed Animal Survivors

Welcoming beingness as a new legal subjectivity for animals and pro-
moting the need for law’s anthropocentric foundations to change in 
order to foster post-anthropocentric and overall non-exploitative val-
ues would contribute significantly to a more animal-friendly legal 
order. It would also help foster a legal system that guards against 
corrosive epistemological positions toward more-than-humans (and 
devalued humans). It would also recognize the enduring vulnerability 
of animals and other more-than-humans that arises from their long-
standing legal propertied status. A change in legal subjectivity would 
not magically erase the culturally precarious status most animals bear. 
Yet the immediate implication of beingness in terms of property rela-
tions would be vast. All current animal use industries would become 
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illegal, and the human or corporate killing of animals as well as other 
types of appropriation for human or corporate ends would also become 
illegal.46

That beingness would require the cessation of all animal use indus-
tries is clear. Less straightforward is how we would care for the animals 
that remain, including how we would manage conflict among differ-
ent types of beings (such as “wild” animals) and ensure proper care 
for animals that remain dependent on humans. Since industries that 
traffic in animal bodies and body parts will be banned, any current 
legal disputes contesting these industry practices will become moot. 
Yet questions will arise regarding how humans should manage their 
relations with those animals that have survived the dismantling of the 
animal-industrial complex or that previously existed as “companion” 
animals and “wild” animals sharing their habitats with humans. Call 
and response concepts of response-ability and feminist care tradition’s 
emphasis on compassion and empathy can help decision-makers iden-
tify how to structure relations with animals in such contexts that are 
not anthropocentric, that do not involve other forms of domination or 
exploitation, and that are responsive to the needs of all vulnerable Oth-
ers. Precisely how to instil the values of non-domination, responsive-
ness to vulnerable Others, and rejection of anthropocentrism through 
revising current human-animal relations will be different for each 
context. And very specific considerations will need to be kept in mind 
regarding whether and how humans should intervene in the lives of 
animals that normally do not have any human contact but that suf-
fer from predation by other animals as well as anthropogenic climate 
effects (consider the early 2020 Australian wildfires, in the course of 
which more than 3 billion animals – not counting “bats … frogs, insects 
or other invertebrates” may have perished or been displaced).47 The 
debate over human intervention in wild animals’ lives is already a con-
tentious one in animal ethics.48

The regulation that flows from a beingness model of human relation-
ships with farmed animal, research lab, and zoo survivors, as well as 
companion animals and wild animals residing in or migrating through 
urban areas, will likely meet with more approval from animal advo-
cates, for regulation will come into place or intensify to ensure a higher 
standard of care for such animals as legal beings. The details of ani-
mal care the law developed would need to draw from interdisciplinary 
expertise to consider what is sustainable in a specific space, for the 
planet and for the individual animal beings involved. It is beyond the 
scope of this book to set out this detailed planning. But to provide at 
least some sense of what beingness would mean for animals beyond 
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precluding them from being commodified, I outline below the broad 
contours of legal relations for the largest group of land animals that will 
be affected by the change: farmed animal survivors.

We know from the preceding discussion that converting animals 
into beings in law would make it illegal to use them or their body 
parts for profit or trade. Animal use industries of all kinds would 
need to be phased out, with the animals living through the transition 
appropriately cared for and placed with sanctuaries or safe private 
homes.49 Governments would have to support the care of these ani-
mals as well as help people who worked in animal use industries tran-
sition to what Kendra Coulter calls “humane labour.”50 In this section, 
I think through some of the implications of beingness for the farmed 
animals that have survived the agricultural complex once the law has 
granted them legal beingness. What should happen to animals that 
were born into animal agriculture as property but then released from 
it as beings?

Most obviously, because they would no longer be property, it would 
be illegal for intensive farming operations to keep them within their 
operations. It is very likely that corporations and farmers would be 
eager to have someone take these animals off their hands, given that 
they could no longer profit from their bodies and offspring. Beingness, 
at its base, and like personhood, could thus serve as a shield against 
instrumental treatment and violence. Yet it would also demand that 
humans respond compassionately to animals’ ongoing embodied and 
relational needs. So legislation abiding by principles nos. 2 and 3 (see 
page 168) would need to be enacted to support these animals’ transi-
tion from farm to home or sanctuary. It would have to detail how these 
animals are to be transferred, sheltered, fed, and otherwise enabled to 
live well.

What core apparatus would this legislation put in place? Clearly, 
these animals would need new places to reside and simply be. Gov-
ernments and administrative agencies would have to establish publicly 
run farmed animal sanctuaries, and support the creation of private 
ones, and thereafter ensure that they operated according to the triad of 
principles listed above.51 To the extent possible, sanctuaries would be 
located in urban environments as well as semi-rural or rural ones; this 
would help create multispecies communities as opposed to separate 
living zones for animals and people. The creation of sanctuaries will 
require considerable land. There must be meaningful consultation with 
Indigenous peoples on whose traditional territories the sanctuaries will 
be located. Consultation should also occur with “wild” animals, who  
also have an originary claim to those territories and who might be 
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displaced by the proposed sanctuaries (the multispecies impact assess-
ments proffered above could be deployed here). For previously farmed 
animals that people wish to “adopt” and bring onto their own private 
property, a further administrative body should be established to ensure 
that the human(s) seeking to take them in are suitable caregivers and 
companions. In all instances of deciding where the farmed animal sur-
vivors should live, how they should be housed, what food they will 
receive, what medical attention they need, and what opportunities 
they receive to enrich their experiences and lead their lives as free from 
human control as possible, decision-makers would be guided by pri-
mary and subordinate legislation as well as by internal guidelines and 
other administrative instruments that promote the purposes of prin-
ciples nos. 2 and 3. They would approach the animals over whose lives 
they are serving as partners, advisers, and consultants when arriving at 
their decisions.

The amount of public resources and new space required would be con-
siderable, given that approximately 181,600,000 farmed animals are 
alive at any given moment in Canada.52 We can assume that roughly the 
same number of farmed animal survivors would survive and require 
care and rehabilitation for the rest of their lives. Taking our cue from 
governments that have pursued cost recovery from tobacco and opi-
oid companies for the devastating health care costs the public purse 
has absorbed, money for the care of the survivors could come from the 
now-defunct industry through similar litigation or, better yet, corpo-
rate taxation of their plant-based operations. Large corporations have 
profited immensely from farming through farmland investment funds, 
vertical integration, and agricultural input financing, and it is not clear 
that bankruptcy would flow from government prohibition.53 In 1970, 
there were an estimated 122,000 dairy farms in Canada; by 2000, there 
were only about 19,000.54 As of 2018, there are about 10,500 farms, yet 
production has increased.55 In 2013, XL Foods, Canada’s largest beef 
processing company, was sold to the US subsidiary of a Brazilian mul-
tinational corporation, JBS SA, the world’s largest meat processor.56 In 
2017, JBS SA saw net revenues of US $51.5 billion, and its US subsidiary 
received millions in the 2019 US “farmer bailout.”57

A trickier issue than determining how to procure funds to support 
all the survivor farmed animals for the rest of their lives is whether 
these original farmed animal survivors should reproduce. While cows, 
goats, and sheep tend to have one offspring at a time, pigs and chick-
ens can have many more offspring per year. To be sure, because of 
their experiences and specific breeding, not all of the female animals 
as farmed animal survivors will be able to reproduce or wish to do 
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so. For example, dairy cows will likely be too weak, given what they 
have already endured through forced pregnancies and lactation. But 
the youngest animals that emerge from the agricultural food system 
may wish to have a family, especially given that all species, including 
humans, have reproductive impulses. Would a beingness model permit 
survivor reproduction for those animals that were inclined to mate?

In the first instance, given what principle no. 3 asserts, administra-
tive decision-makers who regulate the care of farmed animal survivors 
should acknowledge that some animals will have a strong embodied 
need to mate and a strong relational need to start a family, whereas 
some animals may not. Being unable to reproduce will be experienced 
as a loss for at least some of the more self-aware animals, for they will 
grasp that they do not have offspring and perceive a loss of nurtur-
ance and kinship. For others, not being able to have sex may simply 
be frustrating. Moreover, the means to achieve reproductive control of 
animals, even contraception, are not at all benign.58

Yet, some relational theorists have theorized that it would be permis-
sible for humans to regulate animals’ reproduction to ensure commu-
nity sustainability. In their influential account, Donaldson and Kym-
licka have suggested precisely this, indicating that animals should at 
least be able to reproduce once but then perhaps no further in order to 
ensure that animal populations remain at numbers conducive to human 
capacities to take care of them and so as not to impose burdens on other 
animals.59 Aaron Simmons suggests something similar in considering 
the very issue I have broached here: how to care for animals that survive 
the farmed animal system once it is abolished.60 He emphasizes that, 
while there is no perfect solution, careful reproductive control could 
be conducted to prevent the misery of future offspring born in circum-
stances of uncontrolled reproductive autonomy.61 Other scholars have 
endorsed the view that it might be defensible for humans to interfere in 
animals’ reproductive lives where it is probable that too many offspring 
would result in overburdened and unsustainable multispecies commu-
nities.62 A compromise in this case, then, would be for animals to be 
able to reproduce at least once to start a family and experience raising a 
child/children if they wish.63 Contraception would be used thereafter.

This is still an imperfect solution, but given the drawbacks of pro-
longed contraceptive use, it may well be justified – that is, it may be 
ethical for humans to assume a measure of control over animals’ repro-
ductive lives after they have been released from agricultural systems. 
Moreover, the adverse greenhouse gas effects of very large animal pop-
ulations would seem to support this approach. To avoid imposing more 
onerous reproductive surveillance on animals than we do on humans, 
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the principles should apply to humans as well by way of educational 
interventions (more controlling interventions are not defensible, given 
humans’ generally larger capacity to self-regulate their reproduction 
and tendency to have much fewer offspring than many other animals).64 
To avoid revivifying neocolonial narratives blaming global ills on “over-
population” in the global South, such interventions for humans should 
start with education efforts in the global North informing people of 
the high planetary costs of Western consumerist lifestyles.65 With ani-
mal populations kept at sustainable levels to optimize care, previously 
farmed animals and their (one-time) offspring could enjoy a high qual-
ity of life in sanctuary settings.

III. In the Meantime, Bearing Witness

The legal classification as property is a death sentence for billions of 
animals trapped in the world’s animal agriculture and aquaculture 
industries and the confines of the animal industrial complex in gen-
eral and for trillions of fish and other sea creatures trawled from the 
depths of the oceans. As this book has shown, the legal treatment of 
animals is very much a part of the wider cultural apparatus that per-
mits most animals to undergo extreme levels of physical, emotional, 
and psychological pain, suffering, and trauma without public outcry, 
lamentation, or even notice. Instead, this extreme violence is widely 
downplayed and defended. Property as a legal status for animals 
is indefensible by any measure of social justice and environmental 
sustainability.66 The need for law to remove animals from this abject 
status and assign a new legal subjectivity that does not reproduce 
the toxic rationalities and ontologies of Enlightenment humanism 
could not be more urgent. This is so whether we advert to the link-
ages between the confinement of animals for human consumption 
and zoonotic pandemics,67 species extinction and climate change,68 
global food insecurity and hunger,69 or the array of both harms to 
animals and harms to humans that degrading animality entails. The 
law and the human decision-makers it authorizes need to listen as 
best as they can to animals and include them as partners in decision-
making over their lives and with respect to the overall question of 
how we can travel together in multispecies communities. As Dono-
van observes, this type of listening means “paying emotional atten-
tion, taking seriously – caring about – what they are telling us.”70 
When combined with a multisensory embodied engagement of the 
type that Moore and Kosut envision, law through its human decision-
makers can start to bear witness to the routine violence and trauma 
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animals experience as part of instituting a new legal subjectivity and 
inaugurating a new era of post-anthropocentric, multispecies legal-
ism and interspecies justice.71

There is so much more to be said, but I would like to end with the 
words of Kathryn Gillespie outlining the trajectory of the life of Sadie, 
a cow instrumentalized for her milk who finally found, if not freedom 
from human control, then at least sanctuary and human compassion. 
Gillespie met Sadie as part of her multispecies ethnographic fieldwork 
studying the dairy industry (and its spin-off industries) in the US Pacific 
Northwest and the lives of animals brutalized within it:72

I met Sadie (a cow formerly used for dairy) at Animal Place in 2012. 
She had come to the sanctuary after being used first for milk-produc-
tion on a large-scale dairy farm and then by a university agricultural 
science program as a teaching tool. By the time she reached the sanc-
tuary, she had experienced the loss of multiple calves (taken as part 
of routine dairy-industry practice), she had been injured as a result of 
her use in the teaching program, and she was fearful and distrustful of 
humans. She was also pregnant. When she gave birth at the sanctuary, 
the calf was stillborn. For the first time, Sadie was allowed to spend 
time grooming and caring for her calf, although he was dead. She was 
given space and time to grieve. And the sanctuary caretakers grieved 
with her. When she had finished her ritual of tending her dead calf, they 
buried him at the sanctuary. Following this experience, Sadie became an 
adoptive mother to orphaned newborn calves who came to the sanctu-
ary. She transformed her grief and loss into a practice of care and love. 
Shortly after I met Sadie, she died at Animal Place. The sanctuary com-
munity, along with tens of thousands of supporters around the world, 
mourned her loss.73

The material events of Sadie’s life are briefly summarized, but their 
trajectory captures the profound impact that a legal sea change that 
moving animals from a property model to a beingness one would have 
for all brutalized feminized farmed animals like Sadie.74 This book has 
sought to lay the ontological and subjectivity foundations of why and 
how law should one day compel and normalize the sanctuary that 
Sadie found by rare good fortune for all animals. Under a beingness 
model, animals are not relegated to the status of passive object and 
natural resource for legal persons to exploit. They are not held cap-
tive in intense confinement where they are subjected to complete and 
unimaginably painful reproductive and bodily control for human or 
corporate ends. Their lives will not be cut short by repeated bodily 
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violations and immense misery and grief from the taking of their chil-
dren and the appropriation and commodification of their milk. They 
are not prevented from engaging in activities they find meaningful 
and that pose no harm to themselves or others. And when animals do 
die, whether stillborn in their mother’s womb or after a good, long life 
that would otherwise be theirs without human interference, they are 
mourned, loved, and remembered.
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subsection 445.1(4), absent evidence to the contrary, simply being present 
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accepted practices of animal care, management, husbandry, hunting, 
fishing, trapping, pest control, or slaughter.” Bisgould, Animals and the 
Law, 107, referring to Animal Protection Act, RSA 2000, c. A-41 at s.2(2). 
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c. A84 at s.2(2), and Nova Scotia’s Animal Protection Act, SNS 2008, c. 33 at 
s.21(4). The Code itself does not contain an explicit exclusion, but the case 
law has interpreted it to effectuate the same result, as I’ve argued above.

  193 Recall that the House rejected the Senate’s proposal on the basis that it 
wanted one standard for all Canadians. Brighten, “Aboriginal Peoples,” 
47–8.

  194 Chronologically these were: Bill S-204, An Act to Amend the Criminal Code 
(Cruelty to Animals), 2nd Sess., 38th Parl., 2004; Bill S-213, An Act to Amend 
the Criminal Code (Cruelty to Animals), 2nd Sess., 38th Parl., 2006; and Bill 
S-203, An Act to Amend the Criminal Code (Cruelty to Animals), 1st Sess., 
39th Parl., 2007.

  195 Bill S-203.
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Bloc Québécois, did not support any of the bills from 1999 onward that 
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Joan Bryden, “Liberals scrap over animal-cruelty bills,” Globe and Mail, 26 
February 2007, A11.

  199 The Code, s.445.1(2). The jail times and fines for animal cruelty pursuant 
to s.446(2), which engages neglect, abandonment, and failure to provide 
the necessities of life, were increased as well, but not to the same level 
as for violations of the main anti-cruelty provision under s.445.1. An 
indictable offence under s.446(2)(a) is now punishable by two years’ 
imprisonment, and a summary offence under s.446(2)(b) now carries a 
penalty of up to $5,000, although the possible incarceration time remains 
the same – six months. The Code, s.446(2).

  200 Under s.447.1(1), a judge can prohibit a convicted person from 
owning, possessing, controlling, or residing with an animal for as long 
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a period as the judge chooses and, in the case of a second or further 
offence, for at least five years. The Code, ss.447.1(1) and (2).

  201 R v Munroe, 2010 ONCJ 226, per J. O’Donnell as cited in Zeynep 
Husrevoglu, “Cruelty to Animals – Criminal Code Amendments: Before 
and After Bill S-203,” Animal Justice Review, 20 November 2012, perma.cc 
/RLG8-NZRG.
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sentencing changes came into effect and compared them with results for 
the ten cases reported as of 2012 (i.e., post-amendment). The analysis 
revealed that in the majority of pre-amendment cases the court imposed 
a suspended sentence coupled with two years’ probation. The longest 
jail time meted out was eighteen months. When the ten reported cases 
post-amendment were examined, it was found that all cases proceeded 
summarily despite the possibility of proceeding by indictment. The 
harshest sentence imposed was found to be jail time of twelve months 
coupled with three years’ probation and a twenty-five-year ban on 
owning or residing with an animal. This harshest sentence was imposed 
for R v Munroe (see above), in which the judge commented on the 
unprecedented magnitude of the penalty increase. The review concluded 
that stiffer penalties had made an impact – albeit limited – in these early 
post-amendment cases. Husrevoglu, “Cruelty to Animals.”

  203 R v Alcorn, 2015 ABCA 182, 2015 CarswellAlta 948. For its part, the British 
Columbia Court of Appeal refused to lower a sentence of nine months for 
the killing and evisceration and videotaping thereof a family cat and dog 
in R v Bourque, 2013 BCCA 447, 2013 CarswellBC 3094. The Ontario Court 
of Appeal took a similarly positive step in R. v. Wright, 2014 ONCA 675, 
in which it described the 2008 amendments as a signal that Parliament 
was determined to deter and punish those who engage in acts of cruelty 
to animals; thus, it allowed an appeal from the Crown to increase the 
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sentence was “manifestly inadequate.” Ibid. at para 1.

  204 Ibid. at para 42.
  205 Ibid. at para 3. The court classified this act as sadism. Ibid. at para 42.
  206 Ibid. at para 41.
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  212 In R v Munroe, 2012 ONSC 4768, 2012 CarswellOnt 11816, a sentencing 

case that involved months of the accused torturing his girlfriend’s two 
dogs, Justice Code commented on the inadequacy of pre-2008 sentences 
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R v Connors [2011] B.C.J. (B.C. Prov. Ct.), and relating it to the facts before 
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case, for a first offender with Munroe’s otherwise impeccable antecedents, 
recognizes the change in the appropriate range of sentence brought about by 
the April 17, 2008 legislative reforms. (R v Munroe, 2012, para 96, Code J.) 

   The reforms also led to a seven-month incarceration period at the Alberta 
Court of Appeal despite the appellate court’s recognition of Parliament’s 
intent to stiffen penalties.

  213 R v Perrin, 2012 NSPC 134, 2012 CarswellNS 1092, para 3 per Joskins PCJ.
  214 One court has partly attributed Parliament’s intention to raise the 

penalties in the 2008 amendments to the growing awareness that “cruelty 
to animals presages other more chilling possible adult behaviours.” R v 
Chailler, 26 Aug 2013 unreported (121450597P1), p. 6, as cited by R v C, 
2015 ABPC 65, 2015 CarswellAlta 536, para 22, per Judge GJ Gaschler. 
Justice Gashler, citing Habermehl, at p. 2, also attributed the legislative 
change to “widespread concerns that the Criminal Code provisions 
concerning cruelty to animals had fallen drastically out of step with 
current social values …” R v C, para 23.

  215 See the cased mentioned in nn200–2 and 211–13. See also R v SAS, 2011 
BCPC 470 (CanLII) where the accused received six months for killing a 
cat to spite his girlfriend.

  216 Perrin (see note 213) at paras 75, 77. The accused also had to pay a victim 
surcharge of $100. Ibid. at para 78. The Court applied a ten-year ban 
regarding his ability to own or have custody of an animal. Ibid at para 79.

  217 Ibid. at paras 31–49.
  218 Ibid. at paras 48–9, likening it to previous offences described as such by 

Judge MJ Brecknell in R v Pederson, [2005] BCJ No 985 (BCPC) at para 49.
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  220 R v Helfer, 19 June 2014, unreported, Ontario Court of Justice.
  221 R v Alcorn, ABPC December, 2014, unreported, (130018757P1), aff’d 
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  231 Connors, see n211, para 38.
  232 The Code, s.718. Section 718.2 sets out specific criteria for courts to 

consider, including the presence of “relevant aggravating or mitigating 
circumstances relating to the offence or the offender.” Ibid., s.781.2(a).

  233 At least one court, in obiter, has observed and registered disagreement 
with this valuation. In R v Tremblay, (see note 227), a case involving a 
“protracted, savage and excruciating assault” of his girlfriend’s dog (para 
6), the court remarked: 

If Mr. Tremblay had attacked a human being in the same way he attacked 
King, the appropriate charge might have been aggravated assault, contrary 
to section 268 of the Criminal Code. Aggravated assault is an indictable, rather 
than hybrid, offence carrying a maximum sentence of 14 years’ imprison-
ment. A moral philosopher might conclude that an assault on an animal is 
no less worthy of denunciation, and should not attract a lesser punishment, 
than a similar assault on a human being. However, Parliament has clearly 
espoused a contrary view, and that is a matter for Parliament, not for me. 
(Ibid. at para 22, per Goudge J) 

   The 2015 case of R v Rowe, 2015 ONCJ 596, 2015 CarswellOnt 16365, 
involving sentencing for a man who threw his dog up a flight of six stairs 
and then attacked him the next day, also contains obiter remarks from 
the judge that show resistance to lenient results. In Rowe, both sides had 
agreed that the offender should receive only sixty days of incarceration; 
since the offender had already served 40 days pre-trial he had effectively 
served all of his sentence on a 1.5 ratio applied to time served. Ibid. at 
paras 7–8. The judge went along with this joint submission as to the 
proper custodial period for sentence but remarked that “60 days is on the 
lower end of the acceptable range.” Ibid., para 9, per Justice Cladwell. 
He further imposed a three-year probationary period and a four-year 
ban under s.447.1. Ibid. at paras 14–15. Justice Caldwell also made other 
remarks that press against the propertied view of animals although, 
again, in a non-consequential way. He observed that 

(a)nimals, particularly very small animals such as Fendi, are extremely vul-
nerable creatures given in part their size, inability to articulate verbally, and 
the fact that they are totally subject to the control of their owners. There is no 
question that they experience both fear and pain. Further, Mr. Rowe tossed 
Fendi up the stairs as if she was an inanimate object … I find that Mr. Rowe 
should have no contact absolutely with Fendi over the term of his probation. 
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I am told that it is Fendi that will be penalized as permanent alternative care 
arrangements will need to be found. I find it difficult, however, to see how 
it is in Fendi’s interests to be returned to Mr. Rowe’s care or for him to have 
contact with her given what occurred. (ibid. at paras 33–5)

  234 Section 718.2(b) of the Code states that “a sentence should be similar to 
sentences imposed on similar offenders for similar offences committed 
in similar circumstances.” A case that illustrates this pressure is R v 
Haaksman, 2013 ONCJ 66, 2013 CarswellOnt 2225 involving sentencing 
of two accused for the drowning of a companion animal dog. Justice J.G. 
Griffin decided upon incarceration periods of three months for one of 
the accused and two months for the other but only after noting that in 
three cases involving much more violent acts (compared to deliberately 
drowning the dog by attaching a cinder block to his body before 
throwing him in a lake) with many more extensive injuries to the animals 
involved, the convicted parties only received custodial sentences of six 
months. Ibid., pp. 10, 13. It is clear that Justice Griffin struggled to apply 
the sentencing provisions in this case, in which the two men convicted 
were of somewhat diminished capacity and lacking in life skills. Ibid., 
p. 12. He observed before reaching his conclusion on sentencing that the 
two men would be vulnerable in prison just as the dog was vulnerable, 
intimating the problems with a carceral approach in general. Ibid., p. 12. 
For a discussion of how longer jail terms for animal cruelty does not 
serve animals or broader social justice goals, see Justin Marceau, Beyond 
Cages: Animal Law and Criminal Punishment (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2019).

  235 For examples of other cases where the acts were considered egregious but 
the sentences were extremely lenient see Habermehl (note 64).

  236 Perrin (see note 213), at para 47, per Justice Hoskins. See also Camardi 
(note 214).

  237 The Code, s.781.03. This provision adopts language identical to that in 
ss.718.01 and 718.02, where Parliament has entered the same instruction 
for offences against children and peace or other justice system officers/
participants. Ibid., ss.718.01, 718.02.

  238 In the seventy-four reported cases since Ménard (see note 49), involving 
charges made under s.445.1(a) or its historical antecedents for physical 
acts of aggression (as opposed to neglect of animals), one considers a 
crow (R v SJ, 2003 CarswellNfld 222) and two consider horses (R v M(M), 
2002 CarswellOnt 3007; R v Paish, [1977] 2 WWR 526); the rest concern 
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heightened concern for companion animals is also evinced by judicial 
remarks such as those of Justice St Pierre in R v Whitlock, 2013 BCPC 153, 
2013 CarswellBC 1859, that “pets are people’s soul mates and, you know, 
even surrogate children.” Ibid. at para 83. It is worth noting that Justice 
St Pierre made these comments in the context of affirming audience 
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members’ strong reactions to the actions of the offender, who had beaten 
his dog to death, given that “the connections obviously that people form 
with their animals are the longest and strongest and most powerful 
relationships in many people’s lives.” Ibid. He proceeded, however, to 
state that such emotions do not excuse the vigilantism anyone might be 
contemplating conducting to register disgust once the offender was back 
in the community. Justice St Pierre only imposed a custodial sentence of 
sixty days in jail. Ibid. at paras 83–5.

  239 Socially acceptable physical discipline for dogs and cats is not treated as 
abuse. See e.g. R v Kyle, 2015 ONJC 375, 2015 CarswellOnt 10598, where 
swatting the nose of dog to teach him a lesson was not contested but the 
use of a cattle prod on dogs by a doggy day care owner was in R v Sanaee, 
2016 ABCA 289, 2016 CarswellAlta 1843.

  240 Bill C-558, introduced by NDP MP Penny Priddy on 4 June 2008, died on 
the Order Paper in the fall of 2008 when Parliament prorogued for the 
upcoming election. Bill C-558, An Act to Amend the Criminal Code (Cruelty 
to Animals), 2nd Sess., 39th Parl., 2008. Almost immediately after the 
election, on 1 December 2008, Bill C-229 was introduced by Liberal MP 
Mark Holland and was re-introduced a further two times. Bill C-229, An 
Act to Amend the Criminal Code (Cruelty to Animals), 3rd Sess., 40th Parl., 
2008. In June 2011, NDP MP Peggy Nash unsuccessfully introduced Bill 
C-232. Bill C-232, An Act to Amend the Criminal Code (Cruelty to Animals), 
1st Sess., 40st Parl., 2011. Later that year in September, Liberal MP 
Hedy Fry introduced two bills (Bill C-274 and Bill C-277). These were 
consolidated into Bill C-558, An Act to Amend the Criminal Code (Cruelty to 
Animals), 2nd Sess., 41st Parl., 2011. Verbera, “The Politics,” 18.

  241 A coalition of nine animal protection organizations, at least five of them 
non-welfarist (Animal Alliance of Canada, Animal Alliance Environment 
Voters Party of Canada, Canadian Coalition for Farm Animals, 
International Fund for Animal Welfare, and Zoocheck), supported the 
bill. See International Fund for Animal Welfare, “New bill would make 
significant improvement to animal welfare laws in Canada,” 3 March 
2016, http://web.archive.org/web/20160502150725/http://www.ifaw 
.org/canada/news/new-bill-would-make-significant-improvements 
-animal-welfare-laws-canada.

  242 In 2015, Canada imported over 300,000 pounds of shark fins according 
to a report by the Globe and Mail. Meanwhile, Australia and ten states 
in the United States have banned fin importation. Canada, Parliament, 
House of Commons Debate, 42nd Parl, 1st Sess., Vol. 148, No. 83 (28 
September 2016) at 5245 (Nathaniel Erskine-Smith). It would have still 
been possible to import detached shark fins where the importer received 
ministerial approval on the basis that the importation was for research 
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or conservation purposes. Bill C-246, Modernizing Animal Protections Act, 
R.S., c. C-46, 1st Sess., 42nd Parl., 2016, s.12(2).
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“brutally or viciously,” the term “recklessly” is undefined and therefore 
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(Robert Sopuck).

  258 See note 242 at 5240 (Larry Miller).
  259 Ibid.; see also note 241 at 5244 (Bob Zimmer).
  260 R. v. D.L.W., [2016] 1 SCR 402, 2016 SCC 22 (CanLII). The issue before 

the court was the definition of bestiality in the Code, which the majority 
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